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Thoughts for the Road
It happened May 18, 1980. There had been plenty of warning. People even made jokes about it. Yet, when the massive
explosion came, the maganitude of the destruction caught
everyone off guard, and people were no longer laughing. The
long-talked-about eruption had blown 1,300 feet off the top
of Mount St. Helens.
If Mount Saint Helens is awesome, the lesson it teaches
is one we must also respect: when one perfect thing
disappears, something unique, and beautiful in its own
way, takes its place. Yet, we constantly get oursleves
upset over changes. We shake our heads and tell each
other, “It just isn’t the same now.”
We hear a similar rumble of discontent about Escapees. Those members with numbers under 500 say it
isn’t like it was when they joined. Those with numbers
under 5,000 and 10,000 have the same complaint.
Nothing is the same in maturity as it was in infancy. Do
we really want it to be?

The change most members fear is
“too many people.” Some mistakenly think that the terms “more
people” and “wrong kind of people”
are synonymous. But, “more people” really means more friends;
more help in time of crisis. and it
also means more places to park,
more co-ops and more retreats.
Yesterday’s perfect rose may be wilted today, but the
rose bush lives on. Tomorrow there will be a beautiful
new bud. The Mount St. Helen’s story is a symbol of our
belief in the future.
AN EXCERPT FROM KAY PETERSON’S EDITORIAL
PREVIOUSLY PUBLISHED IN ESCAPEES MAGAZINE
MAY/JUNE 1990, ESCAPEES.COM/ABOUTUS

Co-founder

Kayaking Cedar Key during
the Florida Winter Homebase.
PHOTO BY TINA CAPARELLA #152563
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“To assist in that area,
we have the eagle eyes
of our copy editors who
do a highly detailed and
phenomenal job.”
It’s always nice to know someone has your back. If you’ve been
an Escapees member for even
a short amount of time, you’ve
probably already found that the
Escapees staff and your fellow
club members have your back in
all types of situations.

T
Magazine

hose of us who work behind the
scenes at national headquarters, as
well as in other various locations
across the country, may not have the
challenges that our members experience out
on the road, but we do face those daily work
tasks that sometimes requires assistance. In
the magazine department, we need trained
eyes to help us find those pesky grammatical
and punctuation errors. To assist in that area,
we have the eagle eyes of our copy editors
who do a highly detailed and phenomenal
job. I’d like to take this opportunity to show
my appreciation to our copy editors, Carol
Rice and Susie Gearing, for their stedfast
dedication to keeping not only the magazine,
but also all other club materials, as error
free as possible. They truly “have our back.”
After 30 years of service, Susie Gearing
has announced her retirement, with this
issue being her last. I send a special thank
you to Susie for her many years of service
with Escapees magazine. See the recognition
for this special lady from our club president
emeritus Cathie Carr #3, on page 61. I
wish you all safe travels this summer as
you set out across the country to find those
bucket-list adventures and remember to
share your tips, thoughts, suggestions and
educational experiences with us.
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On the Cover
This issue’s cover photo was taken by
Rachael Van Riper #167635. Rachel
took this unique aerial shot with her
DJI Mavic air 2 drone at Thanksgiving
2020 while camping on BLM land near
Zion National Park, in Utah. The photo
was submitted with Rene Agredano’s
article, “Covid Recovery,” on page 40.
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SURECALL FUSION4HOME

Cell Phone
Signal Booster
By MARK NEMETH #45776, Escapees Technical Advisor

I spend approximately half the year in my
RV, and half at my home base in
Livingston, Texas. I have marginal cell
service at home, and often camp in
fringe areas when RVing, so I began
to look at cell boosters early last year.
I wanted something I could use both at
home and on the road.

I
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MSRP: $450, avg street price under $400
Additional Omni antenna: around $60
SureCall
48346 Milmont Drive, Fremont, CA 94538
www.surecall.com, 888-365-6283
support@surecall.com

ESCAPEES

SureCall Fusion4Home with
Yagi/Whip and Omni Antenna

have recommended Wilson cell boosters in the past,
and I was about to buy one when I ran across the
SureCall Fusion4Home Cell Phone Signal Booster.
I was not familiar with the brand, but the capabilities of this system intrigued me. First off, it has a
simple LED display that allows you to see which bands
are in use, and also which are experiencing issues with
signal overload. You can also selectively attenuate various
cell bands with the manual gain adjustments for each
band. This can be handy when you are close to a tower
that you can’t use (not your provider or network), and
the strong signal is interfering with a more distant tower
(or weaker signal) that you could use.
The home version can be ordered with a Yagi highgain antenna for the house roof, and that’s a significant
advantage. Yagi antennas are super-directional, so they must
be pointed toward the tower you want to use. Using a cell-tower locator
online, it was easy to figure out where the tower was located and point the
antenna toward the tower for the best possible signal strength. The outdoor
antenna connects with RG6 coax cable, and the 100' that came with the
booster was plenty for my install at home.
I installed the amplifier, with its rubber-duck style antenna, in a closet that
is pretty much in the center of my 1,100 sq. ft home. The antenna is omni-directional and mounts directly to the amp, which is made of metal and seems

RV Gadget Box
sturdy. A couple of cup hooks allowed me to hang the
amp on the wall and to easily remove it if desired.
Before the booster, I had only one to two bars of
signal strength on my phone and sometimes had trouble
making calls. Dropped calls were common as well. After
the booster was installed and the outdoor antenna was
adjusted, I had a solid four bars on my phone throughout the house. There was a substantial improvement in
call stability and quality! My phone is a Tracfone, but it
uses Verizon towers.
I also use a Verizon MiFi, and it was typically showing
one to two bars, and data speed testing showed that,
on a good day, I was getting 12mbps downloading,
6.5mbps while uploading. After the booster (and mounting the MiFi device close to the booster and its antenna),
I’m now getting 80–100 percent signal strength on
the MiFi, and seeing max data speeds around 24mbps
down, 12mbps up. That’s an impressive gain, and I have
verified it by running multiple tests, turning the booster
off and on.

“…the booster improves the cell
phone’s ability to communicate
with the tower but does nothing to
make the Internet work better.”

Magazine

SureCall Omni Antenna
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Wait, it gets better! For another $60, I bought an omni
antenna from SureCall and mounted it on my RV and
ran some coax for it.
Now, when I head out in the RV, I just bring the
booster along and hook it up in the RV. It runs on
12-V DC, so it was a simple task to wire up a power
connection for it. The omni antenna isn’t as impressive
as the Yagi, but it eliminates the need to locate cell
towers and aim an antenna. I used the system quite a
bit as I traveled over the summer, and in most situations
where I was out on the fringe of cell coverage, it made
a beneficial difference. Even when the signal is pretty
good, running the booster seems to improve the data
speeds across the MiFi.
With all that being said, understand that cell boosters
must have enough signal to work, so in areas where cell
is essentially non-existent, a booster won’t help. Also, the
booster improves the cell phone’s ability to communicate
with the tower but does nothing to make the Internet
work better. If the cell tower is overloaded, the Internet
speeds will be terrible, with or without a booster.
I like this booster a lot! It wasn’t cheap, but I’m happy
with the purchase and would recommend it, especially
for the ease of moving it from house to RV and back.
May/June 2021

At Home

On the Road

Home is where
you roam.
When you’re the four-legged adventure king of Instagram,
no ordinary dog house will do. Loki the Wolfdog and his
human, Kelly Lund, spent years searching for the perfect
setup for their lengthier journeys. They spent a lot less
time finding a way to power it. Over 300 Ah of Battle Born
Batteries on board are more than enough energy for all the
hammock naps and alpine paddleboarding they’ll be sharing
with their 2 million followers. With power like this, they’re
turning the adventure of a lifetime into a lifetime of adventure.
Follow Kelly Lund and Loki: @GopherDirt @Loki

— Kelly Lund and Loki, GopherDirt

Power Through
the Cold
• Introducing the all-new BB10012H from Battle Born Batteries
• Our flagship battery now with internal heating capabilities
for maximum performance in cold weather adventures
• Same size, double the power, and a fifth of the weight
of a comparable lead acid battery
• Can hold a charge up to a year in ideal conditions
• Compatible with most conventional chargers

Get out there, stay out there.

SM

Find freedom at BattleBornBatteries.com | (855) 292-2831

Weight and Safety

RV RECALLS
By JIM KOCA #86367
Escapees RVers Boot Camp Instructor

If you have not checked your vehicle on the
National Traffic Safety Administration’s
(NHTSA) recall list, make sure to do it soon.

Magazine
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ecalls are issued whenever a motor vehicle, trailer
or equipment, including tires, have safety-related
defects and need to be corrected to meet federal
safety standards. Many recalls are done voluntarily by the manufacturers, or NHTSA may order a recall.
The manufacturer is required to correct the defects at
no charge to the consumer. The exception to this “free
remedy” is that the vehicle or component cannot be
more than 10 years old on the date that the defect is
determined. For tires, the window is five years from when
the tires are purchased. Because these are safety issues,
a responsible owner should have any defect corrected
even if they are out of the “free remedy” window.
Examples of defects that need to be corrected would
include wiring defects, wheels that crack or break,
accelerator sticking, fuel systems that leak or steering
problems. Not everything on a vehicle may be recalled,
such as an air conditioner that fails, the radio quits or
normal wear on a vehicle.
For the safety of your RV and other motorists, visit
www.safercar.gov online to see if any of your vehicles
are on the recall list. This website allows you to check for
recalls on vehicles, child restraints, tires and equipment.
It will also let you file a complaint for a safety defect.

May/June 2021

The RVer’s Ultimate
Survival Guide
TO ORDER, CALL 936-327-8873
OR VISIT WWW.ESCAPEES.COM/STORE
AVAILABLE IN BOOK OR CD

The SmartWeigh program provides
accurate individual wheel weights
for your RV, toad and tow vehicle,
and it will help you to trim the
pounds if needed.

WEIGH IN!

Weighing appointments are available
Mon—Fri, 8:00 a.m. to 10:00 a.m. Other times
may be available. Call for information.

LIVINGSTON, TEXAS
Rainbow’s End • 936-327-8873
SmartWeigh weighing is available at Escapade!
www.escapees.com/smartweigh

Ask us about the Escapees Club Discount!

Full-Timer’s Coverage
Replacement Cost & Agreed Value
Pet Insurance

Get your FREE RV Insurance Quote at

RVAdvantage.com/Escapees
or call us at 800.331.1520



Mark, My Words
Your RV Questions
By MARK NEMETH #45776, Escapees Technical Advisor
Send your questions via e-mail to techquestions@escapees.com

Magazine

BRAKE FADE
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Q. Mark, I read your comments
every month and look forward to
them in the online Good Sam Blog
that comes in my email. Being an
automotive tech for over 40 years,
and an RVer almost 30 of those,
your advice/recommendations
are usually spot on. However, I
must point out your past response
concerning brake fade missed the
target. While, yes, the driver was
experiencing brake fade that is
caused by excessive heat, it is the
brake fluid itself that has failed and
is boiling, so it can no longer apply
the hydraulic force needed to stop
the vehicle. In my extensive career,
I have discovered brake fluid is one
of the most neglected fluids on a
vehicle. Especially one that is not
driven daily. Brake fluid by nature
is hydroscopic. That is to say, it
will absorb moisture right out of
the atmosphere. The normal act
of driving creates heat and, as the
components cool, condensation
forms. All of this moisture lowers
the boiling point of brake fluid
to the point that it can’t stop the
vehicle. My advice to the driver is
to take your rig to your local brake
specialist and have the fluid flushed.
Most car manufacturers have this
listed in their maintenance schedules at 30–50K miles. That recommendation is for normal passenger
and light trucks. Add in the extra
weight, etc. of a motor home and, in
my opinion, every 25K would seem
prudent. Even the dealer misses this
one regularly.
Ernie
A. You’re totally right, on all counts!
Unfortunately, I’m one of those folks
who never thinks about brake fluid.
May/June 2021

RV Refrigerator

Q. We plan to store our fifth-wheel for a month at a campground site with
electricity while we assist my mother-in-law. The refrigerator will be empty
while we are gone. Is it better to leave the fridge on? The fifth-wheel will
be stored in southern Indiana. We will also leave the A/C on as well.
Mike
A. If the refrigerator will be empty, you might as well shut it off and prop
the doors open while you’re gone. They are designed to be turned off
and on, and it’s always better to turn off everything you can, if you leave
the RV for an extended time. Be sure to shut off the propane at the tank
before you go, shut off the city water and turn off your fresh water pump.

Clean the flue before use
after long storage or non-use
of your refrigerator.
PHOTO COURTESY OF ARPRV.COM

Q. I have a propane refrigerator in my RV. It lights and starts cooling.
Then I hear a whooshing sound and sometimes it keeps working. Sometimes not. It sounds like a small explosion of propane. I recently replaced
the burner. Do you have any ideas what it might be? Could it be the
regulator? I’m at my wits end!
Liz
A. My first suggestion would have been to clean the burner, but you
replaced it, so it should be fine. Check the igniter electrode to make sure
it’s clean and is about 1/8" from the metal burner. This electrode also
senses “flame lit,” so make sure it’s in the flame. If it’s not right, it can
cause the fridge burner to cycle off and on. I’ll bet that’s what’s going on
with yours. This pic above shows proper electrode placement.
If that doesn’t fix it, a faulty propane regulator can cause symptoms
like that. Most RV shops can test it with a manometer (a special pressure
gauge). It can also be a fault in the control board, or a loose connection
between the 12-V gas valve and the control board.

Mark, My Words
RV Propane Tank to Grill

WATER HEATER

Anode Rod

Q. Can you explain what the water heater diodes do?
Upon winterizing, we removed ours and found it quite
corroded. How do we clean it? Or should we replace it?
Sue
A. I think you’re referring to the anode rod in the water
heater. An anode rod protects the water heater tank
by sacrificing itself to protect the exposed steel in the
water-heater tank. Through a process called electrolysis, it delivers electrons into the tank, which prevents
galvanic corrosion (rust). Those rods are a consumable
item. In other words, as they do their job, they slowly
erode away. If more than 50 percent of the original
material remains, you can re-use it; otherwise, it should
be replaced. You can buy them online, or at most any RV
parts store. Be sure to note the make and model of your
water heater beforehand, so you get the correct rod. It’s
a good idea to check the anode rod annually in heaters
that are equipped with them. All steel-tank water heaters have them, but they are not used in certain Atwood
heaters that have aluminum tanks.

ELECTRICITY

Q. I read the “Fatal shock hazard “ in the
November/December 2019 issue. The reader
mentioned pulsating lights, and you indicate that might be one sign of a serious
electrical problem. We don’t have the
other symptoms mentioned, but do note
that our 12-volt vanity lights in the bathroom faintly
flicker when the furnace fan is running. It also happens
when the A/C unit starts and stops. Your thoughts?
Phil

DO YOU HAVE A QUESTION FOR MARK? Submissions must not contain commercial advertising or consumer advocacy issues. Due to the large
volume of material and correspondence submitted, we may be unable to reply or acknowledge receipt of your material. Material will be edited.
Questions and answers with the highest general interest may be repeated in subsequent issues. Questions can be sent by mail to “Mark, My
Words” Column, 100 Rainbow Drive, Livingston, TX 77351-9300 or to techquestions@escapees.com.
SEND YOUR QUESTIONS TO TECHQUESTIONS@ESCAPEES.COM
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A. That brief flicker is normal when appliances start
up. The furnace runs on 12-V DC, and draws about
10 amps initially when starting the fan, then runs at
about 5 amps. The A/C runs on 120-V AC, but it draws
a lot of current when it starts, enough to briefly lower
the voltage to the 12-V converter, also quite normal. I
don’t think there’s any need to worry about those brief
flickers when there’s an obvious reason for them.

ESCAPEES

Q. I would like to connect my small gas grill or a
single burner stove to my RV propane tank to eliminate the number of one-lb. portable tanks I need
to purchase and store. Most often, I am using them
close to the RV, so a four to eight-foot hose should
do it. I see that some come with a regulator, some
do not, and some say low pressure and others high
pressure/not for low pressure, so I am confused.
Phil
A. If your grill uses the small disposable propane
cylinders, then it’s designed to operate on high-pressure propane. Your RV propane system is low
pressure, so you can’t just tap into it to run your
grill. However, there are some options.
If you have a trailer, you can buy an extension
hose that has the correct fitting for your grill. This
hose will connect directly to one of your large
propane tanks. This will eliminate your need to carry
the small cylinders. Search online for a 1-lb to 20-lb
propane adapter hose. These hoses are available in
various lengths. The downfall with this setup is that
you’ll need to swap hoses on your trailer’s propane
tank each time you want to use it.
Another option is an extend-a-stay kit. These are
great for motorhomes. A brass tee installs between
your propane tank supply valve and regulator and
has a quick-connect port on it that allows you to
attach an extension hose to run your grill. You can
also attach a small portable tank to that same tee,
allowing you to operate your RV propane appliances
from the small portable tank rather than from the
frame-mounted tank. This is handy if you’re parked
for a while, since you can remove the small tank
and refill it (or exchange it) as needed instead of
driving the RV to a propane dealer to get the main
tank refilled. The kit includes both hoses, and there
are versions for trailers as well. The main difference
between motorhome and trailer sets is the type of
connector used. Trailers usually need a tee, with
a Female POL to Male ACME Thread, and motorhomes need a Female POL to Male POL.
Finally, if you switch to a grill that runs on
low-pressure propane, you can simply tee off your
existing propane system in the RV and install a
quick-connect propane fitting and just plug an
extension hose in and run your grill that way.

CARE
Give Yourself The Gift of CARE

Growing Stronger
Escapees CARE is unique and the only place of its kind in
America. It is a lesson in transforming a dream into an
accomplishment; destined to help thousands over time.

I

n 2017, 39 of our 42 sites were filled with residents
and the other three were occupied with necessary volunteers. An Escapee who needed an operation called
to reserve a spot at our facility. To accommodate this
Escapee, we paid to move a volunteer to a Rainbows End
campsite. However, it was time to consider adding more
sites, with five couples on our waiting list.

Care Center Drive

Magazine
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In 2019, with donations from Escapees members,
chapters, BOFs together with fundraising at Escapade,
along with our annual Health Fair and October Fest
events, CARE raised enough funds to construct a total
of 60 sites to accommodate more Escapees in need.
The leading donor group was the Boomers and CARE is
naming the road to new sites, “Boomers Way.” The first
road created in 1993 is still named Great Lakes Circle for
the fund-raising efforts of Great Lakes Chapter 6.
Rainbow’s End has good gravel roads, courtesy of
Joe and Kay Peterson, Bud Carr and Leon Culbertson.
On CARE’s campus and throughout Rainbow’s End, the
speed limit is 10 mph. However, we encountered vehicles

exceeding this speed limit which created unnecessary
dust as well as a safety hazard to residents trying to
cross the road with a walker, wheelchair or cane. Again,
with the help of your donations and others, CARE was
able to pave Care Center Drive in early 2020. With a solid road in place, we installed four speed humps, creating
a healthier and much safer habitat for all residents.
Then Covid-19 hit the world and Escapees CARE
Center! 2020 became a challenging year for everyone
and especially for seniors over 65, our population. With
everyone’s help, CARE moved all dining room seats six
feet apart and obtained a large number of
masks for residents, staff and volunteers.
Our challenge was to find hand sanitizer and
toilet paper. As you may remember the big
box shelves were bare. Texas has a space
advantage, many miles between towns.
Volunteers drove to many small towns with
Dollar General stores where they still had
stock of these critical items.
Due to shutdown orders, our fundraising
events were canceled, and all residents were
quarantined. This required all lunches and
dinners to be delivered for two months.
CARE is indebted to the volunteers who
stayed with us during the pandemic, some
as long as seven months. Many would-be
volunteers, had to cancel their reservations
with us because of their states orders or
their inability to travel across other states.
CARE did very well in the early months
of the pandemic. However, in early fall,
three residents and a staff member were stricken with
the virus. Thankfully, all recovered. Unfortunately, late
December, one beloved elderly resident with underlying
conditions, fell ill with Covid-19, was hospitalized and
passed away in 2021, only about three weeks before all
residents and staff received their first vaccination.
Remember that Escapees CARE, Inc. was created for
you and your loved ones! We are looking at 2021 as
our comeback year and plan to make a presentation at
Escapade in July. October Fest and the Health Fair for
next March are in the planning stage. Hopefully, you and
CARE will grow stronger from this test of endurance.
Russ Johnson #96114, CARE Director

Escapees CARE Needs Volunteers and Donations!
Volunteers receive a free site, three meals per day, free WiFi in our center and more. Volunteers give 24/32 hours per week for four weeks, driving
residents and taking phone calls. Donations (via www.paypal.com/givingfund, www.iGive.com, www.escapees.com/store, or through a bequest in your will)
all help support Escapees CARE. For further details, call 936-327-4256, e-mail carefd@escapees.com, 155 Care Center Dr, Livingston, TX 77351 or visit
www.escapeescare.org |
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PASSPORT

AMERICA

The “Original” & World’s Largest 50% Discount Camping Club

Over 1,450 Quality Parks & Campgrounds all across
the U.S., Mexico, & Canada

Benefits of Becoming a Passport America Member:
Receive the All-New International Camping Directory,
personalized 50% Discount Travel Card and RV decal.
FREE All-New and Improved MY PASSPORT AMERICA
mobile app - featuring nearby parks, trip routing, new
utilities and more!
FREE weekly Newsblast about Passport America
campgrounds plus related RV news.
FREE Trip Routing, Campground Updates & valuable info
online 24/7 at www.passportamerica.com
Economical rates (up to 25% savings) on MyRVmail.com Passport America’s mail forwarding service.
FREE online edition of the RV America magazine with updates
on new parks.
Plus, a friendly and professional staff who is always happy
to serve you!

Name:
Address:
Phone:

Email:
I have enclosed check/money order in the amount of $ ___________.
Make payable to Passport America in U.S. Funds.

Code: GBSKP

$88

Reg.

BEST
VALUE

$132
Reg.

$44

Plus 3
Months FREE

$79

Plus 4 Months
FREE

$109

Plus 6
Months FREE

(You Save $11.00)

(You Save $24.00)

(You Save $45.00)

NEW MEMBERSHIP ONLY!
Please add $5 shipping inside USA or $29 shipping outside the USA (U.S. Funds).
Mail to: Passport America, 5713 Hwy 85 North, Crestview, FL 32536
Or Call 1-800-681-6810 or Fax: 1-850-398-6159

www.passportamerica.com • 1.800.681.6810

Tips
Helpful Hints, Ideas and Solutions for Today’s RVer
Read these and other tips online at WWW.ESCAPEES.COM/BLOG.
E-mailed submissions can be sent to DEPARTMENTSEDITOR@ESCAPEES.COM.

Creating an Office
Space in Your RV

Remote work continues to be the norm for many
these days. But some folks have coupled telecommuting with RVing, satisfying both their wanderlust and bank accounts. In a November 2020
study conducted by RV Industry
Association, 29-percent of
responders noted they had
worked from an RV in 2020.
Another 42-percent indicated that
they planned to do so in 2021.

Magazine
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ou might already be a digital working
nomad or be in the process of becoming one. In either case, you will quickly
find that having a designated office space in
the RV can make a huge difference in organization and
productivity.
Some RVs have plenty of room to set up a workspace
or have an actual built-in office. An integrated nook,
sometimes with drawers, is included as part of many RV
floor plans. The cargo area of a toy hauler can become
a personalized work studio. Airstream has jumped on
the bandwagon, offering the corner office you’ve always
wanted in their new Flying Cloud 30 FB office model.
These options may not fit into your budget or preference. You may need multiple workspaces for other
members of your family, such as your spouse. The next
step, in this case, is to get those creative juices flowing
and create an office in your RV. Get a head start on your
DIY project with these tidbits.

Keep Office Ergonomics in Mind

Before deciding where and how to set up an office in
your RV, let’s take a step back and look at what aspects
of a workspace will help someone be an efficient worker.
For this article’s purpose, the focus will be on people
who work primarily behind their computer monitors and
keyboards and/or laptops.
May/June 2021

Sitting for long periods of time is terrible for your
health and can contribute to health issues such as
obesity, increased blood pressure, high blood sugar,
abnormal cholesterol levels; the list goes on, and it’s not
pretty. Sitting isn’t altogether awful as long as it is done
in small increments of time and executed with proper
ergonomics in mind.
To avoid unnecessary neck and back pain or sore
wrists and fingers, heed the Mayo Clinic’s advice and
incorporate the following suggestions in your office.
• Choose a chair that supports your back. You’ll want
one that is adjustable or allows you to rest your feet
flat on the floor or a footrest, knees level with the
hips. Armrests are a plus.
• Situate the monitor in front of you, about an arm’s
length away, and position the top of the screen at or
slightly below eye level.
• You should place your keyboard and mouse within
easy reach. So when you use either device, be sure
your wrists are straight, your upper arms are adjacent to your core, and your hands sit at the level of or
slightly below your elbows.

Tips
“There are so many possibilities when it
comes to creating an office in your RV!”
• Also, make sure there is enough
clearance for your knees, thighs
and feet below the desk.
Instead of sitting, there is always
the healthier choice of using a
standing workstation only or
flip-flopping between the two. The
same proper office ergonomics
apply to standing and sitting, with
a few exceptions. According to
the Mayo Clinic, it is key to “keep
your head, neck, torso and legs
approximately in line and vertical.
Use a footrest to shift your weight
from foot to foot. Wear shoes that
provide proper support.”

Ideas to Create Space in your RV
If you are a renovation guru, then
it may not be a big deal gutting out
a kitchen booth or bunk beds to
make room for the RV office of your
dreams. Those looking to create
an office space without sacrificing
blood, sweat, tears or a paycheck,
should check out these easy solutions to your workstation woes.

Create pull-out, fold-out and
fold-down office space anywhere
in the RV.

If DIYs are not your thing, there
is always shopping for portable
tables, chairs and/or accessories.

There is always the option of taking
out furniture, like the couch or
dinette, in exchange for an office
desk. Of course, you may have some
opposition to this decision from other
members of your traveling clan.

Endless Possibilities

There are so many possibilities
when it comes to creating an office
in your RV! Visit any social media
platform on RV interior decorating,
remodeling and renovations. You
will be sure to find numerous
photos and instructions on how to
do the same. Regardless of where
or how you design your office,
make sure that it meets good office
ergonomic principles. And on those
exceptionally beautiful days, when
you must put in the hours, bring
your office outside.
Natalie Flores-Henley #125245

PHOTO COURTESY OF HOMEDEPOT.COM

CORDLESS FAN

There are many kinds
of small cordless/rechargeable fans available.
While most RVers would
use such a fan to provide
a cooling breeze in the
RV, I use mine to slightly
“juice up” my smoking
campfire. Just a little bit
of extra air will turn a
smoky fire into an almost
smokeless blaze and
blow whatever smoke
there is away from you.
Your neighbors will appreciate it.
Don Nelson Accokeek, MD
Great suggestion, Don! I also
find a cordless fan handy for
blowing mosquitoes and no-seeums away. It doesn’t take a lot
of air flow to keep them from
landing on you.
Mark Nemeth #45776,
Escapees Magazine Technical Advisor

May/June 2021
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Let’s get portable and versatile!

Out with the unused; in with the
usable.

TREVA 10" Battery Powered Portable Fan.

ESCAPEES

Upgrade your existing furniture
with expandable desktops. If you
want to summon your inner Bob
Vila, you can opt to build a pull-out
or fold-out desk as part of your
bedroom dresser, a living room
chest of drawers or a shelving unit.
Another compact-style build is folddown. Some RVers have created
fold-down desks that mount to the
closet/pantry door or wall. The desk
would resemble a kind of fold-down
ironing board.

There are many variations of these
on the market that fold-up or
break down for convenient storage.
Depending on the design, a portable table can be slid right up to your
folding chair, couch, motorhome
seat or even your toilet (seat down
preferably).
Laptop stands can transform your dining table into
a temporary workstation.
This simple accessory to hold
your laptop, plus a stand-alone
keyboard and a mouse, can be
combined to create the ultimate
office ergonomic set-up, including
proper monitor height and placement of wrists, hands and elbows.
Arrange the items on an adjustable
“tripod-style” stand with attached
tabletop, and you can work
standing up.

Tips

As RVers, we have many things
in common. We want to find the
best sites in cities along our route,
experience raw nature, appreciate
local cuisine, learn the history of our
country, create a shared history as
we age, make new friends, and stay
healthy to enjoy a long life.

Magazine

With that being said, have I got a
hobby for you: walking. And you
only need directions, your feet,
good walking shoes, socks, $3 per
person per walk and a bottle of
water to take part. Plus, walking
benefits your health in many ways:
mentally, physically, and spiritually.
Frank Sayers, President of the
Woodland Wanderers Volkssport
Club, will be a presenter at the

60th Escapade,
in Rock Springs,
Wyoming, July
18–23. He was
also a past Rocky
Mountain Regional
Director for AVA’s
National Board of Directors.
Come and share the excitement,
and learn how to get started with
AVA: America’s Walking Club. We’d
like to send you on your way with a
list of walks along routes you might
take after leaving the Escapade.
AVA: America’s Walking Club is
headquartered at 1008 S. Alamo
St., San Antonio, TX 78210. You can
reach the AVA at 210-659-2112 or
online at ava.org.
Susan Alton #114376
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filter
housing

hose

We Support You!

hose bib

hose

FOR THOSE ABOUT TO WALK:

RV
potable
water
tank.

Rid
Water
Odor

I’d like to share a hint I
came across for getting
chlorine into the water
system.
I have a 2019 Eagle HT fifthwheel, and the only access to the
onboard potable water tank is
by the city water diversion valve.
It was suggested to put a male
and female hose thread fitting on
each side of a water filter housing. Screw the water hoses into
the housing. Put the required
amount of bleach in the filter,
without the filter element. Set
the valve to fill the tank, turn on
the water, and fill the tank. Then,
use the RV pump to flood the
water lines with the chlorinated
water. I also decided to bypass
the water heater to avoid getting
chlorine in it, which I understand
can be difficult to get rid of. So to
summarize: hose bib, hose, filter
housing, hose, RV, and then,
potable water tank.
It is less messy than filling an
empty hose with bleach.
Rolf Tandberg #164283

Opinions, advice and information contained in “Tips” are offered solely to inform members about matters that may be of interest or helpful to
them. Material is compiled from submissions by Escapees members who do their own research. Escapees RV Club accepts no responsibility for
what is expressed here by any person, group or company. Because of the large volume of material, we may not acknowledge receipt of material.
If accepted, submissions will be edited for magazine style and formatting.
E-MAILED SUBMISSIONS CAN BE SENT TO DEPARTMENTSEDITOR@ESCAPEES.COM.
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Premier Transfer Flow
Fuel Tank with ReliaSteel®

Only Premier Steel Fuel Tanks Will
Keep Up with a 6,500 lb. Truck.
Since 1983, Transfer Flow has been engineering excellence and crafting
premier fuel tank systems from the highest quality American materials.
Transfer Flow fuel tanks are made with ReliaSteel®, U.S. aluminized
steel, to withstand strong weather elements and heavy use.
Plastic aftermarket tanks are made using rotational molding, which
results in varied thickness and may require additional parts,
including expensive underbody plates for protection.
Transfer Flow fuel tanks ship complete with
everything needed for installation. Rest easy
knowing that your Transfer Flow fuel tank is
safe, legal, reliable, and backed by our 6-year,
unlimited mileage warranty to keep your
adventure going mile after mile.

®

REPLACEMENT TANKS REFUELING TANKS

(530) 809-3945 I TransferFlow.com

IN-BED TANKS

TOOL BOX COMBOS
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ISLE LA MOTTE AT LAKE CHAMPLAIN, IN

Northwestern Vermont
2272 Main Street. Isle La Motte, VT 05463, 802-928-3434, islelamotte.us

May/June 2021

SKP Stops
In northern Lake Champlain, between New York State and
Vermont, lies a tiny island with a big history.

S
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The public is invited to swim at the
sandy beach or dock their boat if
they wish to visit by sea.
Most buildings and services are
available from Memorial Day to
Columbus Day, but for information
on what is open and when, call
802-928-3362 or 3385, visit www.
saintannesshrine.org or e-mail at
sas@sse.org. On their website is a
lovely video tour of the grounds.
Isle La Motte is an ideal place
for biking the 12-plus miles of road.
Part of the route hugs Lake Champlain all the way down the west side.
On the bike ride, we stopped at
Fisk Quarry Preserve and Goodsell
Ridge Preserve. In 2009, these
sites were awarded designation
as national natural landmarks.
There are information boards with
detailed geological history and
explanations at both sites.
Fisk Quarry, the oldest quarry
in Vermont, is now a 20-acre
nature and geological preserve,
which reveals middle layers of the
480-year-old Chazy Reef. Scientists
consider this to be the oldest
biologically diverse reef in the
Champlain at sunset
history of life onLake
earth.
The various
types of marble mined from there
ended up in places such as the
National Gallery of Art, Radio City
Music Hall, Brooklyn Bridge and the
Vermont State House.
Goodsell Ridge is an 81-acre
nature and geological preserve with
reef outcrops in the old pastures
and woodlands. We walked a mile
trail to see many of the fossils.
Some fossils were clearly visible and
others were harder to detect, but
I’m sure a serious geologist would
know what they were looking at.
To access several different web
pages related to these places, go to
www.ilmpt.org, e-mail info@ilmpt.
org or call 802-238-7040.
Joyce Space #61818
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amuel de Champlain landed
at Isle La Motte in 1609 but,
before that, native people
had a long history on this
isle. It wasn’t always the beautiful
peaceful place it is today. The
“Beaver Wars” went on for decades
during a struggle for control of the
fur trade. In 1666, the French built
a fort to protect against the English
and the Iroquois. When completed,
the fort was blessed and dedicated
to Saint Anne and then, in 1667, the
French and Iroquois Peace Treaty
was signed.
The first Mass in Vermont was
held at Saint Anne’s in 1666.
Today Saint Anne’s Shrine is an
active religious site where services
are held outdoors in the summer.
Stations-of-the-cross are across the
road next to the lake. The statue of
Our Lady of Lourdes
was at a cathedral in
RV Parking
Burlington, Vermont,
There is a very small spot for modern
until 1972, when a
pilgrims of Saint Anne’s Shrine who are
fire destroyed the
interested in camping overnight, but there
cathedral. Our Lady of
is no overnight parking or camping on the
Lourdes was in storage
beach or at any of the parking areas on the
for 19 years. When
Shrine property. However, on the island
there is a campground and an RV park:
Saint Anne’s offered to
take the statue, there
Lakehurst Campground
204 Lakehurst, Isle La Motte, VT 05463
was much controversy
802-928-3266
in Burlington. Many
Sunset Rock RV Park
people thought she
www.sunsetrockrvpark.com
should stay in Burlington, but no one could
find a good place.
Finally, a bishop gave the statue to
Saint Anne’s. It was restored and
some missing gold leaf replaced.
There are two information boards
near the shrine that tell the history
of Saint Anne’s as well as maps and
information about bike routes and
other places of interest in the lake
islands areas.
On the hill of Saint Anne’s is the
Boucher Building, which houses the
Lake Champlain at sunset.
rest rooms, gift shop, book store,
PHOTO BY JOYCE SPACE #61818
main office, history room and café.
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FINGER LAKES IN

Upstate New York
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309 Lake Street Penn Yan, NY 14527, 800-530-7488, www.fingerlakes.org
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Boarding the steamboat Canandaigua Lady, I decided to go
up on the top deck. The authentic double-decker paddle
wheeler operates on Canandaigua Lake. The day is perfect
as we cruise the long narrow waterway, one of 11 glacier
-carved Finger Lakes in Upstate New York. The water is a
sapphire blue with glints of sunlight dancing on the waves.

T

he Finger Lakes region is a
popular tourist destination
for thousands of visitors
every year. With its natural
beauty, outdoor recreational
opportunities, including boating,
kayaking, camping, fishing, biking
and hiking, the area offers a lot for
vacationers to do.
Add to this the important historic
sites and wine trails, and you have
a great weekend or week-long
destination.
When you begin planning your
trip, the one thing to remember is it
is a vast area. There are 14 counties, each with its own attractions
and communities to explore.
I always enjoy historical sites
when I visit a new location, and the
region did not disappoint.

History
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before its destruction in 1687, helps
retell this part of our history.
Here you can explore more than
five centuries of culture and history
by touring a full-sized replica of a
17th-century bark longhouse. There
are also marked trails on more than
500 acres.
Open year-round, the site offers
artwork and crafts for sale and
often presents special programs,
including workshops, lectures and
performances.
The Ontario County Historical
Museum is one of many county
museums presenting exhibits
and displays explaining the area’s
European occupation. Located in
Canandaigua, this museum chronicles pioneers’ arrival, starting in
1789, from Ireland, Italy, Russia,
Germany, England, Greece and
many other countries.
Fast forward a century by visiting
Seneca Falls and The Women’s
Rights National Historic Park,
marking the first Women’s Rights
Convention.
In 1848, 32-year-old Elizabeth
Cady Stanton said she felt like
a “caged lioness” trapped and
isolated in her home. When she
shared her frustration with other
women, they agreed. Within 10
days, they met in the Wesleyan
Chapel and held the first Women’s

ESCAPEES

Before European settlers ever
reached the continent, Native
Americans lived here for hundreds
of years.
With the Revolutionary War, most
of the Iroquois tribes sided with
the British, though some Iroquois
sided with the Americans resulting
in a civil war of their own. In the
late 1770s, British-allied Iroquois
attacked American frontier settlements. Repercussions were severe.
The Iroquois were driven from the
Finger Lakes by attacks from the
Continental Army.
After the war, many veterans
were awarded land grants in a
two-million-acre tract of land.
Ganondagan State Historic Site
in Victor, where one of the largest,
most vital 17th-century Native
American Seneca towns was located

“There is so much more
in store for anyone
choosing to make the
Finger Lakes their
vacation destination.”

SKP Stops
Rights Convention in American history, laying the
groundwork for gender equality.
Tour sites include the Wesleyan Chapel, M’Clintock
House, Elizabeth Cady Stanton House and Hunt House.
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One of my favorite things to do when visiting a new
destination is visiting house museums. I enjoy learning
about the families who lived in the homes and their
place in history while wandering room to room, experiencing how families lived in another time.
In Geneva, for example, the Greek Revival house,
Rose Hill Mansion, was constructed in 1839. Once the
center of a busy farm, the Swan family lived in the house
from 1850–1890. Empire-style furnishings and art
decorate the 20 rooms open for exploring.
Sonnenberg Gardens & Mansion State Historic Park
invites guests to explore a late 19th-century Victorian
estate with a Queen Anne-style mansion and nine
formal gardens.
The estate was the home of Frederick and Mary
Thompson. He was a New York City banker, and she was
the daughter of a New York State governor.
On tour in the mansion are the great hall, the billiard
and trophy rooms, the library, drawing room, dining
room, upstairs master bedroom and guest rooms.
Most of the garden design was the inspiration of Mrs.
Thompson. Following her husband’s death in 1899,
she involved hundreds of workers in redesigning the
landscape.
Harriet Tubman National Historical Park is an excellent memorial to the Underground Railroad’s prominent
conductor who led more than 300 slaves to freedom.
Known as “the Moses of her people,” she was originally
from Ontario, Canada. Tubman moved to Auburn with
her parents.
After the Civil War, she continued working as a
suffragist and labored tirelessly to care for others who
were unable to care for themselves.
The park consists of the visitor center, Tubman Home
for the Aged and the Harriet Tubman Residence.

Wine Trails

The Finger Lakes region is also well known for its
wineries.
In 1983, the Cayuga Lake Wine Trail was created,
making it the first in the nation. Framed by views of the
lake and rolling vineyards, the 14 wineries are open
year-round. The owners and winemakers have earned
hundreds of national and international medals.
In addition to the wineries, you can also visit cideries,
distilleries, a meadery (honey wine producer) and a
taproom on your journey.
May/June 2021

The six wineries along the Keuka Lake Wine Trail are
celebrating their 30th anniversary.
The first bonded winery and the first Vinifera vines
arrived in this region in 1860.
The trail offers a diverse group of wineries whether
your taste is “dry or sweet, fruity or austere...sure to
please every palate,” according to trail literature.
Seneca Lake Wine Trail is the largest of the three
trails with 30 member wineries. The lake’s sloping
hillsides provide ideal conditions for Riesling, Pinot Gris,
Gewurztraminer, Cabernet Sauvignon, Merlot, Cabernet
Franc and honey wines (meads).
The region’s wine history dates to 1866, when the
Seneca Lake Grape Wine Company opened a winery on
the western shores. With Prohibition’s passage in 1919,
the wine market’s bottom fell out, and many of Seneca
Lake’s vineyards either closed or were used to produce
grape varieties for the juice or fruit market.
In the early 1970s, growers began planting vineyards
again and, one by one, new wineries opened around the
lake. Seneca Lake member wineries have won hundreds
of national and international medals.
Along all three trails, you can meet the winemakers
and owners as you taste their offerings. Each winery has
its own unique character, including shops, restaurants
and lodging.

If You Go

In the surrounding area, there are many state parks
available for outdoor recreation. Other offerings include
nearby Corning and the Corning Museum of Glass and
The Rockwell Museum, Mark Twain’s office in Elmira
and the National Susan B. Anthony Museum & House in
Rochester.
Take your time at this destination. The Finger Lakes
are worth every minute.
Marilyn Jones, Guest Contributor

GUIDELINES FOR SKP STOPS SUBMISSIONS

• Deadline: Material for each issue will be selected based on
location and the migration of seasonal travel.
• Words: Submissions of 300 to 500 words are ideal.
Due to limited space, submissions will be edited.
• Photos: High-resolution photos are included on a spaceavailable basis. Include the name of the photographer and
anyone in the photo.

HELPFUL HINTS

• Share unique and off-the-beaten-path RV travel destinations.
• Keep submissions brief and include only pertinent information.
• Include the best season to visit the destination.
• Include information on RV parking and accessibility.
Send submissions to Escapees Magazine, 100 Rainbow Drive
Livingston, TX 77351, or to editor@escapees.com.

AS SEEN IN ESCAPEES MAR/APR 2019 ISSUE

Don’t be fooled by the imitators. Do your research. Not all RV Roof solutions are the same.
Call today for a free estimate on the

Original Sprayed On Roof, FlexArmor.

2401 Worthington Suite 148
Denton, TX 76207
(817) 692-2696
Mark@DFWRVRoof.com

Viewfinder

HISTORIC LANDMARKS
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SHARE YOUR VIEW—
A NEW THEME EVERY ISSUE
With each submission, include your
name, Escapees membership number, a
description of the photo and the name
of the photographer, even if you took
the photo. Only a few photos will be
selected for each issue. Submissions
do not qualify for payment.
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JA21 (Due March 10) Roadside Market
SO21 (Due May 10) Night Life
ND21 (Due July 10) Hidden Gem
Hubbardton Battlefield in Hubbardton, Vermont, is the site of the only battle in Vermont during the
Revolutionary War. (The Battle of Bennington was fought in New York State.) Even though the New
England troops lost the battle, they delayed the British long enough that they did not get to New
York in time to meet up with other troops. This was a turning point in the war. Every year there is a
re-enactment of the battle, which happened on the 7th hour of the 7th day of the 7th month in 1777
(7 A.M., July 7, 1777). PHOTOS BY JOYCE SPACE #61818
TO SUBMIT PHOTOS FOR “VIEWFINDER,” SEND UNALTERED DIGITAL PHOTOS AS E-MAIL ATTACHMENTS TO VIEWFINDER@ESCAPEES.COM.
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JF22 (Due Sept 10) Bumper Snickers
MA22 (Due Nov 10) RV Modifications
MJ22 (Due Jan 10) Street Art

WE BUY

RVs!

It's time to CASH IN
on your RV. We are
the solution.

COMING SOON! CUT-TO-FIT FILTER +
ODOR-ELIMINATING CARBON-INFUSED FILTER!

The only MERV 6-rated RV Air filter that provides
a first line of defense against ...
LEARN MORE AT RVAIR.COM

Call us today. We are
ready to BUY your RV!

(800) 349-5542
Or visit us
on the web at:

www.BuyMyRVUSA.com
RVAir_Ad_Escapees_1/3PageAd_May.indd 1

3/4/21 7:40 PM

Shopping for Insurance
is not like comparing apples to apples…

All apples are different

Mu
Carrltiple
iers

INSURANCE
AGENCY INC.

The right Insurance begins

with your agent

Home • Autos
Motorhomes
Travel Trailers
Renters Insurance
Condominiums
Manuf. Hm

Personal Umbrella
Park Models
Mobile Homes
Rental Homes
In-home business
Boats

Snowmobiles
Motorcycles
ATVs
Medium-Duty Trucks
5th-Wheels Personal
Watercraft

www.gomillerInsurance.com
SW Willow Lane
1-800-622-6347 5805
Lake Oswego, OR 97035

Central Florida

RV Center

Central Florida RV

is a leading buyer of
pre-owned RVs.
We are always looking to buy.
We purchase all classes of
RVs, paid for or not. We buy
nationally, have expert appraisers and work with a reliable network of dealers.
We are striving to be your
#1 RV specialist!

(800) 902-9022
www.cflrv.com

Head Out Program (HOP)

Join fellow Escapees for HOP events: theme-related
venues and activities at unique and scenic locations!
FOR EVENT DETAILS AND A COMPLETE LIST OF ALL HOP EVENTS, VISIT OR CALL

www.escapees.com/hops
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registration@escapees.com | Land HOPs: 936-755-1060 | Cruises: 855-757-8881
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UPCOMING HOP EVENTS
MAINE LEAVES
AND LOBSTER HOP

BALLOON FIESTA HOP

ROSE PARADE HOP

OCTOBER 1–11, 2021

DECEMBER 27, 2021–JANUARY 3, 2022

SEPTEMBER 27—OCTOBER 1, 2021

Albuquerque, New Mexico
Option #1: October 01–06, 2021, $999–$1110
Option #2: October 06–11, 2021, $989–$1095
Option #3: October 01–11, 2021, $1245–$1355

Pasadena, California
Two-Person Rig: $1995
Additional Person: $725
One-Person Rig: $995

Bar Harbor, Maine
Price Range: $895–$1,295

May/June 2021

THE BEST OF NORTHERN
IRELAND HOP
MARCH 20–MARCH 26, 2022

7 Days/6 Nights
Pricing for land and tour booking only.
• Two-person price: $1,075

Head Out Program (HOP)

SOUTH TEXAS OUTDOOR HOP
COMING IN APRIL 2022

South Texas is rich with grasslands, lakes and rivers, making this destination a prime
area for several migrating animal species. Although birds are the highest-profile migratory species in South Texas, making the area a mecca for bird watchers, there are also
javelinas, bobcats, ocelots, sea turtles, bats and butterflies migrating through Texas.
In April, it reaches a fever pitch with the most significant numbers of these and the
various migrating birds. Some of the most well-known birds that will arrive are hummingbirds, warblers, swallows, buntings, cuckoos, hawks, orioles, thrushes, flycatchers,
woodpeckers, the yellow-headed blackbird, green jays and waterfowl, to name a few.
Enjoy nature-guided tours, walking trails and learn what lives and migrates through
Texas. Grab your binoculars and a camera for those breathtaking nature shots!

ESCAPEES
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• One-person price: $1,380
• Insurance: $239
Due at registration: $350 per person. Plus, insurance,
if purchased. To register for this HOP, contact:
The HOP Department, Escapees Travel Agency
855-757-8881 or 936-755-1060
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cruise H

Head Out Programs are
created and customized
for all RVers.
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Different Viewpoints

RVers’ Opinions and Advice from the Road
Submissions that are sent by e-mail can be directed to DEPARTMENTSEDITOR@ESCAPEES.COM.
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RV Stands for “Roads Vary”
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I am sure a lot of us had the best laid
plans for this past year and naturally a lot
of us were thrown off track. My husband
and I and our dog, a Shiba Inu named
Cozy, plus a motorcycle and a sidecar,
started our adventure in March 2020. I
worked online with my 10-year-old travel
company and planned to transition it to a
full-time travel lifestyle. Unfortunately, over
80% of my business focused on group
and company cruises. Need I say more?
Yes, I was highly off track, within a month
of going on the road, due to issues beyond my control. The whole cruise industry shut down. I worked for free the rest
of the year just making sure clients were
getting their refunds back or rebooking
cruises for the future.
May/June 2021
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cannot have idle hands and I still needed to contribute to the family income and retirement plans. Like
many others, I sought out other work options with
the complication of being on the road while waiting
for the travel industry to reopen. For once in my life, I
decided not to go all organized and make my full-time
job turn into job searching. So, I decided to do something that does not come easy for me: taking time to
relax and to enjoy my hobbies, too.
My hobbies are writing, riding my sidecar, traveling
and now a new one, coming up with creative solutions
in our new RV. Note that I had said I cannot have idle
hands. So, I wrote a few stories about our new life,
our travels and my sidecar adventures. I got a few
published. I also got busy creating a brand for our
new RV adventure so we could keep family and friends
updated online.
Then an editor of a motorcycle magazine for which I
had written an article, followed our new branded Facebook page. He mentioned that our RV adventure might
be interesting to other motorcyclists. I emailed back and
suggested we do a series – one that would progress for
two years on how we manage careers on the road with

an RV that takes us from one motorcycle event to another, as well as our
rides and motorcycle adventures. I declared at the end of the two years, I
would create the first RV/Motorcyclist Rally and invite all the readers and
subscribers to attend in the fall of 2022. What was I doing? Creating my
own job, one out of my hobbies and one I was really enjoying. The editor
was onboard. Writing about a unique RV full-time life niche, within an even
smaller motorcycle, sidecar niche, really got people’s wheels rolling.
At the same time, I was looking for ways to get more involved with
Escapees because the organization was central to our domicile, mailing
address and other services we depended on for our RV life. My husband
and I joined Xscapers because we are still working as we go. Then I found
out about Escapees Birds of a Feather (BOF) groups. Scouring all the
incredibly unique and creative get-togethers, I saw there was not anything
related to motorcycles. Well that was a sign! I put in a request to lead a
BoF group and it was approved. Twist Your Throttle was born. I set up a
Facebook page, website and I send out a quarterly newsletter. The first
one was released in October 2020. A big thanks to Twist Your Throttle’s
early 20-something subscribers who shared our interest in traveling via
RV with motorcycles. That is enough for a rally or RV caravan!
I have to say when your “roads vary,” you can adapt easily when in an
RV. It was not as hard as I expected it to be. I found the things I enjoyed
doing most were things I could apply to my cruise business, so I could
start with a fresh perspective for my clients. Cruise clients are benefiting
from my continuing to travel by motorcycle, to learn about the world
around us and apply that to travel plans.
I learned that whether it is something big, such as this past year that
has affected everyone, or if it is something small that creeps in, you do
not have to be waylaid. Find a new scenario that lets you explore. Explore
what comes naturally. Then all the pieces that seemed separate will fit
together. Avoid saying “no” or “I am not qualified to do that” to anything.
You might find yourself branching out to even greater roads. I took a
sidecar trip on my own and, long story short, I’m now a board member of
the United Sidecar Association!
I’ve also discovered that when you stay passionate about something,
you find a way to connect and get the word out so everyone else can share
your experiences. Posting on Facebook, creating newsletters—this is all
about my passion for RVing and being a sidecarist. When you look at what
you are doing and think, “it can’t get any better than this,” you have found
the right road.
I happen to be an introvert. Between starting a new full-time life in an
RV and getting involved in all these groups and writing activities, I found
people reaching out to me because we shared something in common: RVs
and motorcycles. This was a great way for me to connect, since it is hard
for me to reach out, and it’s even harder when on the road full-time. All
my work over this past year has put me in a scenario where I have met
so many new people because my road varied. I hope you let your “RV”
become “Roads Vary” because it can lead you down some very wonderful
paths with some great people. Ride on, my friends!
Lucinda Belden #159950

• Daytime Privacy
• Blocks 90% of UV
• Pet Approved!

Lucinda is a full-time RVer and an avid sidecarist. She has been a member of Escapees since
March 2020 and also leads the BoF group Twist Your Throttle. Follow her at DWO.net and
TwistYourThrottle.com.

@magneshade
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WHY WE CHOSE A CLASS-A MOTORHOME
We had dreamed of traveling across the
country with and without our kids. The
memories we would make as well as having
the flexibility to stop whenever we needed
to rest or make a quick meal was a draw
to us. We had traveled often with eating
in restaurants and staying in hotel rooms.
With a large family (seven of us) like ours,
eating meals in restaurants gets rather
expensive, time consuming and sometimes
it’s difficult to appeal to everyone’s tastes.
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uring our search, we looked at tons of RVs in
various sizes and styles. As we walked through
each one, our wish list became more specific
and concise. Fifth-wheel trailers and travel
trailers were large and attractive. We checked out and
test-drove pickup trucks appropriate to tow these beauties. We thought we found the right one until a salesman
gave us a word of wisdom. He asked us who would be
going with us and how far our average destination would
be. I told him we would have several kids with us often
and we would typically be traveling greater than two
hours away. Then, he replied, “I suggest you consider a
motorhome for the equivalent cost of the truck-plus-RV.
Imagine the kids in the back of the truck saying are we
there yet? And, when you get to the site and everyone
has been stuck in that truck you still have to set up.” We
said, “Show us a motorhome!”
We checked out the Class A, B and C. The Class B’s
were too small. The Class C’s were larger, but still lacked
many options on our must-have list. The Class A’s began
to fulfill most of the list. We wanted: a kitchen with a
real oven, as well as a microwave, an overhead dropdown bed, a bunk house, a private master with a door
and two full baths. At the end of a long day of searching
at multiple RV stores, our salesman at this final location
convinced us to look at “just one more; I believe it is the
fit for your family.” With hesitation we walked several
paces down another row of motorcoaches and around
the corner to see ours. It was the color scheme we loved!
My partner entered the coach. He looked right and then
left and exclaimed, “Baby this is the one!”

I went in and sat in the passenger chair. I popped
open the maple stained-wood desk and imagined myself
working as we travel. (I’m a writer and this was perfect
for me). The windshield was expansive and the side
windows were large. I knew I would be able to see the
country in full view in this coach. The kids came in and
made themselves at home, chose their sleeping quarters
and where they would be the most comfortable while
we traveled. The oldest kids sat in the dream dinette
and imagined playing games together as we drove down
the road. Our son opened the oven and said he could
smell the warm chocolate chip cookies we would make
in it. I went to the master bedroom, closed the door, and
stretched out on the bed. My man said, “I think we’ve
lost your mom for the night!” The best comment was,
“When’s our next trip?”
Our Fleetwood Bounder 36F, aptly named Mobile
Mansion, is our traveling home on wheels. It’s a dream
come true, a class “A” inside and out!
Kirsten Rush, Guest Contributor

Opinions contained in “Different Viewpoints” are not necessarily those of the Escapees RV Club, its officers or the membership in general. Escapees
RV Club accepts no responsibility for what is expressed here by any person, group or company. Because of the large volume of material, we may
not acknowledge receipt. If accepted, submissions will be edited for magazine style and formatting.
SUBMISSIONS THAT ARE SENT BY E-MAIL CAN BE DIRECTED TO DEPARTMENTSEDITOR@ESCAPEES.COM.
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From the Bookshelf

RVING  

By MARCELLA GAUTHIER #12371

  BOOKS

RV LIFE HAPPENS
ADVENTURE AND HAPPENSTANCE
FULL-TIME ON THE ROAD
JACK HUBER #135651, E-MOTION PUBLISHING 2021
ISBN: 979-8584957544, PAPERBACK: $9.99, KINDLE: $4.99

This is a collection of Jack Huber’s stories and
tales of the adventures and misadventures
along with his wife, Nadyne, and their two
dogs, Sadie and Rosie, while traveling for
years as full-time RVers. Many stories are
amusing, some not so much, such as the
incident of the sudden geyser in the bathroom
from a faulty toilet. What a mess! That story
encouraged another RVer to immediately
insist on changing the RV toilet setup. Many
of the stories will be instructive to potential
RVers and a chuckle-filled reminisce of a
similar experience for the full-time RVers.
TALES FROM
THE OPEN ROAD
THE ADVENTURES AND
MISADVENTURES
OF RV LIVING
JOE RUSSO #126844, PUBLISHER: WTR
LLC 2019, ISBN: 978-1689568850,
PAPERBACK: $14.99, KINDLE: $5.99

DINA KALNS, FRIESENPRESS 2020, ISBN: 978152557823, PAPERBACK: $26.97, KINDLE: $12.99
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This is a very large book,
almost 500 pages with over
130 photos. Every page is
filled with Dina’s delightful
descriptions and observations of treasured moments
and people she met along the
way who quickly became new
friends. Dina Kalns and her
husband, John, and Porter, a
large, high-spirited chocolate
Labrador retriever, known as
the Brown Menace, acquired
a 36-foot Tiffin Phaeton
motor coach for their adventure of a lifetime. They traveled for over three years in
North America, from Gaspe,
Quebec, Canada, to San
Diego, California, and from
Homer, Alaska, to Key West,
Florida, and everywhere in
between. But this book is
so much more than a simple
travel guide. It is a diary, a
memoir and a social commentary filled with Dina’s pithy
observations about places
and people they met along the way. I found especially
interesting her observations about two different groups
of Americans: Canadians and those living in the United
States. Dina’s writing is an enchanting, wonderfully
written, thought-provoking observation about Canadians
and United States citizens in their similarities and their
differences. This is a very enjoyable book. I found myself
re-reading some of the pages because of her wonderful
observations. Dina is paying attention to her experiences whether they are pleasant or unpleasant; she finds
lessons in all of them. Some she would like to repeat,
others not so much. Join Dina, John and Porter as they
venture out into the vast continent we all share.

ESCAPEES

Many Escapees enjoyed
Joe Russos’ previous
book, Take Risks,
and have followed his
adventures, along with
his wife, Kait, on the
Youtube.com videos
and their blog, www.
weretherussos.com.
This new book is a
continuation of their
experiences while traveling on the road. Joe and Kait
have created their own travel brand to share their
stories and help many people to follow their dreams of
traveling and working on the road. Personal fulfillment,
adventure and financial independence are possible,
especially with experienced Escapees, like the Russos,
to offer guidance and support.

DISPATCHES FROM
THE DOGHOUSE
RVING THROUGH
NORTH AMERICA

Escapade

ROCK SPRINGS,

WYOMING
July 18–23, 2021

Sweetwater Events Complex
By DUANE AND JEAN MATHES #115955, Escapade Directors

Magazine

Now that we can safely gather again, the fun and festivities
of the 60th Escapade will soon begin! Make plans now to join
us, July 18–23, at the Sweetwater Events Complex, in Rock
Springs, Wyoming. This year’s Escapade is sure to offer
something for all ages and a variety of activities to keep you
busy from morning ‘til night. Come, be a part of this amazing
community and see what the buzz is all about.

ESCAPEES
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FOR REGISTRATION INFORMATION AND DETAILS CALL 936-327-8873 OR VISIT

WWW.ESCAPEES.COM/ESCAPADE
May/June 2021
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scapade encompasses all aspects of the lifestyle,
from the first-timers to seasoned attendees,
weekend warriors to experienced full-timers and
those still in the planning stages. Escapees love
sharing their experiences with others. Learn from your
peers and gain knowledge you can apply to your RVing
lifestyle as you forge new friendships with fellow SKPs.
Five fun-filled days await you at Escapade. It’s your
opportunity to experience everything Escapees RV Club
is all about, including support, education, community
and most of all—fun!

Escapade Welcomes Everyone!

Anyone interested in the RV lifestyle is welcome at
Escapade. If you or someone you know are just embarking on your RVing journey, we encourage you to join us
and experience the sense of community the Escapees
RV Club is all about. Many folks attend Escapade before
they purchase an RV. If you are interested in learning
about the lifestyle before you jump into it, consider
staying in one of Rock Springs’s hotels and attending
as a walk-in attendee. There are several hotels near the
event complex.
Call and reserve today! Full-hookup RV sites are still
available, but dry-camping sites are limited. The events
complex offers a beautiful setting and perfect venue.
Early arrival. Extended stays are available.

So Much To See And Do In Wyoming!

Let Escapade be a part of your summer travels and
plan to spend some time in the area. Many of North
America’s most popular destinations are within a
day or two drive out of Sweetwater County, including
Dinosaur National Monument, Grand Tetons National
Park, Yellowstone National Park, Fossil Butte National
Monument, Fort Laramie National Historic Site, Jackson
Hole, Mt. Rushmore National Park, Devils Tower
National Monument and much more.

Entertainment You Won’t Want to Miss

On Sunday, spend an evening with Lucy Darling, The
Mistress of Magic. Known the world over for her wit, her
charm and her exceptionally good hair, Lucy’s shows

Our children’s program, Kidscapade, is now in its fifth
year. Your children and grandchildren will enjoy learning
topics pertaining to the RV lifestyle while spending
quality time together in a fun, safe environment. The
children take part in our talent show and enjoy handing
out door prizes in our nightly drawings. A portion of
the campground is always set aside for families, giving
children more of an opportunity for friendships to grow
and bonds to be forged.

Xscapers

Each year Xscapers make up a bigger percentage of the
Escapade attendance. You’ll find some of them hosting
socials, volunteering and presenting seminars.

Gather With Us at the 60th Escapade

You’ll be amazed how much you can pack into five days
at Escapade! Attend for the invaluable education, or join
us for the entertainment and what our terrific marketplace will offer. Most of all, join us for fun and friendship
and experience being a part of this great community.
Discover the caring and sharing spirit Escapees was
founded on years ago, and see how that spirit continues
today. You’ll be glad you did.
Haul your home to where the buffalo roam and the
deer and the antelope play. Let’s have some fun on the
range in Rock Springs, Wyoming!
Please note: Attendance may be limited so we encourage you to
reserved your spot right away. This event is subject to cancelation if
deemed necessary. Due to ongoing COVID-19 concerns, the Escapade
originally planned for Tucson, Arizona, in March, has been canceled.
May/June 2021
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A wide variety of seminars are presented daily during
Escapade, and your hardest decision will be which to
attend throughout the week. Topics include everything
from finding free and low-cost parking, volunteer and
work-camping opportunities, how to efficiently dry camp
(boondock), ways to clean and maintain your RV and
how to stay safe on the road, just to name a few. Local
speakers will be present, sharing stories and information
about Rock Springs, its history and the surrounding
area. From the newbie RVers to the seasoned pros, this
year’s seminar schedule is sure to offer something for
everyone.

Bring the Kids

ESCAPEES

Education

are a wonderful mix of playful improvisational comedy,
hilarious witty script-writing and impossible magical
feats. She is considered one of magic’s most exciting
rising stars. (Sponsored by Fantasy RV Tours.)
On Monday, the music group, Few Miles South, will
get your toes tapping with their classic country and
honky-tonk style. This up-and-coming and “not so
classic” country group writes and produces their own
songs and has been awarded Best International Music
Video for their song, On Down the Road. They’ll be
performing their own songs along with a lot of classic
country songs you haven’t heard in years. They’ll bring
smiles to your faces with their fresh sound of country
music. (Sponsored by SYKL Power Bikes.)
Music on the Midway!-Thursday evening, get ready for
a change of pace. Listen to some live music and mingle
with your friends as you enjoy an evening under the
stars at our annual Farewell Festival. Escapees members
and fan favorites Status Crowes will be on hand to help
us party the evening away. Don’t miss out as we gather
for one more night of fun. Classic street food, local
Wyoming wines and craft brews will all be available to
purchase. (Sponsored by FCIS.)

Day’s End

FREE AND LOW-COST PARKING FINDS
Compiled by GUY GIPSON #84383 • Download the entire online directory at www.daysenddirectory.com.

The Day’s End Directory is a valuable tool
to help you save money and find safe overnight parking recommendations from fellow
Escapees RVing members. These parking
selections highlight seasonal boondocking
options for your RV travels.
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Eagar: BD (NF). No facilities. Free. 14-day limit. Go 12 mi W from
town on SR 260, TR (N) on CR 1325 (gravel, FR 118 on some maps).
Go 0.4 mi to sm rd on L. Many BD sites within 0.3 mi. N34.07772
W109.484. Verizon barely works. Some sites unshaded. Heard coyotes, elks and owls. Rhonda Olsen #36111
Huachuca City: Quail Ridge RV Resort. 145 pull-thru 30- or 50-A
E/W/S sites. Rest rooms, showers, laundry. D ($5 if not paying
to camp). $13.81 tax included. Wk, mo, 3-mo or 6-mo rates. 4
mi N of town on SR 90 at jct. SR 82. 520-456-9301. Dog park.
rvresortquailridge.com Dean and Judy Sheeley #68258
Wikieup: Signal Rd BD (BLM). 5 or 6 sites, some fire pits. Free. 14day limit. 9 mi S of town on US 93, go 1.1 mi W on Signal Rd (dirt),
on R. 34.6047 -113.5434. Any size rig. Not level, but doable. Quiet,
beautiful surroundings. Good Verizon. Sandie Dixon #94140
Winslow: Out-of-business Meteor Crater gift shop, lg gravel pkg lot.
No signs. 13 mi W of town, I-40 x239, S Side of I-40, W of exit ramp.
Any size rig. Bruce and Bunny Ratcliff #48001

COLORADO

Fort Morgan: Street pkg. No facilities. Free. No known stay limit. I-76
x82, go 0.2 mi S (passing Walmart on L), TL on st next to S edge of
Walmart lot (looks like a Walmart entry rd but is a city st, Riverside
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Springy Point Campground is situated amid firs, cedars and pines
overlooking the Pend Oreille River with views of the Cabinet and Selkirk
Mountains. The city of Sandpoint is just a short trip across the water and
offers a marina, parks, shopping and plenty of sightseeing opportunities.
PHOTO COURTESY OF RECREATION.GOV

Ave). 40.26 -103.77268. O/N pkg not permitted in Walmart lot, but
OK along both sides of Riverside Ave. Sloped. Do not go past last
entrance into Walmart, no turnaround (can turn around in Walmart
lot). Trucks also use, some noise. Guy Gipson #84383
Lamar: Higbee SWA, lg mostly level dirt pkg area signed for O/N stays.
Porta-john at nearby shooting range. Age 18+ must have valid state
hunting or fishing license. 2020 annual non-res fishing $97.97 (res
$35.17), non-res hunting $82.78 (res $30.11). Colorado res seniors
much less. Five-day fishing licenses avail for less. Avail online but must
be received by mail or picked up at a license agent, authorization
number given at purchase required, cpwshop.com. 14-day limit. 4.9
mi E of town on US 50, S side. There are E and W entry rds, take the
W one at MM 440, 38.09238 -102.52959. Lot immed on R, N38
5.486 W102 31.771. Walking trails along riverbed. Good AT&T and
Verizon. tinyurl.com/y5uwz7lv Suzan Horovitch #55814
Lone Tree: Cabela’s pkg lot, RV pkg on E side of store, 6 long wide
spaces and one next to inactive D sta. Rest rooms in store. Free. No
known stay limit. Sign No O/N camping but mgr said O/N RV pkg is OK.
I-25 x192 go W on RidgeGate Pkwy, TL on Cabela Dr, TL on Bluffside
Dr just past TownePlace Suites by Marriott, go in back way and avoid
pkg lot. Lg-rig friendly. Circ and Cindi Toepel #141223
Ouray: Unpaved pullout, 400x60'. Free. No signs prohibit O/N pkg.
6.2 mi S of town on US 550 (16.8 mi N of jct US 550 and CR 2 in
Silverton), E side of hwy, immed N of sm Crystal Lake. N37 57.764
W107 39.711. Dennis Rosenblitt #91444

Day’s End
IDAHO

Bellevue: Hot Springs Landing, Magic Reservoir. 145x330' flat gravel
pkg area overlooking E end of Res. BD. Porta-john, dumpster. Free.
No signs. From Bellevue, S on SR 75 to US 20, TR (W), go 5.5 mi to
MM 172, sign “Magic Res-Hot Springs Landing,” TL (S), go 0.5 mi on
dusty washboarded gravel rd. N43 19.691 W114 23.907. No trees.
Lg rig OK. Boat ramp. Awesome view along cliff edge on S side of lot.
John D. Kayartz #99700
Hagerman: Bell Rapids Sportsman Access. Lg dirt/gravel pkg lot. Pit
toilet. Free. 10-day limit within 30. From the N on US 30, at S end of
town, TR (W) at Hagerman Ave sign (becomes E 2700 S), TL on S 900
E, TR on E 2830 S. From the S, US 30 MM 183, TL at E 2900 S and
Public Access signs, bear R at curve following paved rd (S 900 E but not
signed), TL on E 2830 S. (Do not take rd to W signed “Bell Rapids” that
is 2 mi further S on US 30, MM 185—crosses riv to Hagerman Fossil
Beds NM, long steep way to a turnaround.) 42.79299 -114.93674.
2 mi SW of Hagerman. All paved rds. Lot slightly sloped. Any size rig.
Boat launch to Snake Riv, fishing docks. No rapids now. Hagerman
WMA and State Fish Hatchery a few mi to E. Marilyn Darling #51402
Sandpoint: Springy Point Rec Area (COE). 38 paved BD
sites. W/D. $22, S/A Pass 1/2. May 16–Sep 12. Advance
reservations required for all sites, recreation.gov. Just S of
US 95 bridge crossing Lake Pend Oreille, go 3 mi W on
Lakeshore Dr. N48.236957 W116.58475. Boat launch,
swim beach, along Pend Oreille Riv. CG rds dirt. Sites OK
for all but the largest rigs. Closest public CG to Sandpoint.
Janean Fuller #129593
Terreton: Mud Lake South, boat ramp and approved camping area.
Table, fire ring. Vault toilet. Free. 10-day limit. From jct. with SR 28, go
4.1 mi E on SR 33, MM 47.7, TL on good gravel rd to Mud Lake WMA
(do not turn at any other sign to the WMA), go 2 mi, continue straight
at unsigned jct, 0.2 mi to pkg area. N43.87187 W112.40905. Several
spots along 90' wide turnaround loop. Any size rig. Guy Gipson #84383

MICHIGAN

Grand Rapids: Self-storage business and out-of-business Kmart, pkg
lot. No signs as to pkg. I-96 x33, 1.8 mi NE (5 lites), on L. Park on
street side. Dave Ed #62492
Marion: Veterans Memorial Park CG. E/W and E/W/S sites, tables,
fire rings. Rest rooms, showers, D ($3 unless camping). $15 E/W,
$20 E/W/S. Wkly rates avail. M 66, 1 blk S of Main St/20 Mile Rd,
go W (across from Sunoco sta) on Park St. N44.1002 W85.1474.
Jim Datsko #92881

Cross Lake: Cross Lake CG, Cross Lake (COE). 92 gravel sites with
30- or 50-A E, tables, grills. Potable W, rest rooms, showers, D. $28,
S/A Pass 1/2. No-fee reservation can be made online before or at
arrival. 14-day limit. CG entrance at jct CR 3 and CR 66 in downtown
Cross Lake. 46.66949 -94.10962. Most sites level. Sites mostly
back-in. Any size rig. Heavy tree cover in CG. Excellent Verizon. Rds
paved. Boat ramp to Cross Lake in CG. Many bike trails in area,
info at Area Visitor Ctr across st from CG main office. Swim beach.
Jack and Dottie Barry #65881
Warroad: Seven Clans Casino, pkg lot. BD and 20- 30- or 50-A E
spaces. Free. Register at hotel front desk. O/N+? From SR 11, go
3/4 mi E thru town on CR 74 (Lake St). Follow RV Pkg sign. N48
54.325 W95 18.096. 12 reasonably level unshaded 40' back-in
spaces with 4 shared E pedestals and BD. Excellent AT&T. Lake view.
Steve and Gail Ault #41031

MONTANA

Havre: Walleyes Unlimited (fishing club) CG. 12 undesignated sites
(some taken by club members). Tables, grills. Vault toilet. Pavilion.
No W. Unspecified donation amount ‘expected’ by CG host (box on
vault toilet wall). 14-day limit. Go 11 mi W of Havre on US 2, 2.2 mi
N on Fresno Reservoir Rd, TL at signs for CG, stay to R into the CG.
N48.5951 W109.9542. Along Fresno Reservoir. Gravel access rd and
pkg. Open gravel lot with nice view of lake. Sm trees, good solar. Boat
launch, tiny marina, sm swim beach nearby. Larry Farquhar #72114
Helena: Canyon Ferry Lake Rec Area (BOR), E side of Lake, CR 284.
BD. Free. 14-day limit within 30 for Rec Area. I-15 x192, go 10 mi E
on US 12/287, TL on Spokane Creek Rd/CR 284, go 4.6 mi, TR on
CR 430/Canyon Ferry Rd, cross dam, continue onto CR 284 (or, from
jct US 287 and US 12, in Townsend, go 2.5 mi E on US 12, turn N
on CR 284, follow MMs in reverse). MM 21.5, at CG sign, go 2 mi
W on gravel rd to Goose Bay CG on R. N46 32.452 W111 34.422.
43 BD sites. Some tables, fire pits, pit toilet. Any size rig. Also, MM
27.5, watch for signs, go 4.2 mi W on rough rd to Campground 2/
Confederate CG. N46 29.337 W111 31.688. Lg area along lake,
16 undesignated sites with some tables and fire pits. No toilets.
Bruce and Bunny Ratcliff #48001
Hysham: Myers Bridge Fishing Access Site. Room for a few lg rigs
before and after boat ramp. Free. 5.5 mi W of Hysham on Hwy 311.
Watch low branches near boat ramp. Bob Arel #119654
Libby: BD sites along Kootenai Riv. Vault toilet, dumpster. From SR
37 go W at sign for Libby Dam, TL (S) just before bridge crosses
riv below the dam, on rd toward boat ramp. Two numbered paved
sites, tables, fire rings, lantern hooks, then 7 paved pullouts with no
prohibitive signs, some wide and long enough for 2 rigs. Any size rig.
Wayne and Carol Thomas #119083

NORTH DAKOTA

Epping: Epping-Springbrook Dam Rec Area CG. BD and 13 grassy
unlevel sites w/ 50/30/20-A E. Vault toilets, D, trash service. $10 BD,
$15 w/ E. 10-day limit per mo. 1.7 mi S of town on CR 42, TR (W) on
CR 6, go 3 mi, on R. 1.5 mi E of Springbrook. 48.25457 -103.42099.
Swimming, fishing. Good Verizon. Great solar. RR 1 mi NE of site, horn
every 60-90 min 24/7. Mark and Sue Bryer #86611

The Day’s End Directory is a useful tool for helping you save money and find safe overnight parking recommended by fellow Escapees members.
“Day’s End” listings are submitted by traveling members. Please be aware that these listings are not verified by Escapees magazine, and the
information is subject to change without notice. Want more? Order online or write Guy Gipson, 107 Rainbow Dr., #755, Livingston, TX 773991007. Online Search and Download: $15/year. Include your complete name and Escapees membership number.
ORDER THE DAY’S END, GOOD GUYS AND BOONDOCKERS JOURNAL DIRECTORY BY VISITING WWW.DAYSENDDIRECTORY.COM
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Dodge: Dodge CP. 4 unshaded spaces with 15- or 30-A E/W/S. Rest
rooms, showers. Tables and shelter under shade trees. Donation.
SR 200, across from gas/market. Any size rig. 2 bars Verizon LTE.
Jack and Dottie Barry #65881

ESCAPEES

Peshawbestown: Leelanau Sands Casino. BD in lot G and 25 paved
sites with 30- or 50-A E. D and flush W, and separate potable W,
on hwy side of Lot D, free for paying RVs, $10 for non-paying. Trash,
recycling in lot G. BD or E sites $10. No stay limit. Check in with
security. On Leelanau Peninsula (little finger of the MI mitten), 5 min
N of Suttons Bay on “eastside” M 22 (it makes a loop around the
peninsula). Casino is on W side of rd, RV pkg is on E side, N of gas sta
and lot G. Take 2nd (N) entrance to lot G, go immed L at tiny sign for
RV pkg. 2646 N West Bay Shore Dr. N45.02024 W85.60371. 231534-8100, 800-922-2946. Security and shuttle from lot to casino
and restaurant across st. Verizon and AT&T good. Pkg lot is open with
trees on one side. Sites are sm (Approximately14'x32', can hang over
the end) and unlevel, but if not busy larger RVs can park across sites.
Chris Christiansen #49314

MINNESOTA

A Tale of Two Families

COLLECTING

UNEMPLOYMENT
INSURANCE
During a Pandemic

By K. SUSIE ADAMS #134068
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The Story of James:

Furloughed from a job in Tennessee
as the pandemic began and seeking
unemployment compensation.
In December 2019, right before the
pandemic, my husband, James’ job ended.
Strangely, his job was automating testing for
viruses at a large pharmaceutical company.
Even though one would think that job
became even more necessary after the virus
began to spread at an alarming rate, he was
furloughed. The job had been in Memphis,
Tennessee. James kept his Texas driver
license and Livingston, Texas, address during
the three years he had the job. Therefore,
James was still “domiciled” in Texas. This is
where James “intended to call home.”
With the pandemic upon us, James
applied for many jobs, but none were
available for the next year. So, he applied
for unemployment insurance. Except for the
three years in Memphis, all the rest of his
30-plus years in the working world had been
in Texas. So, he applied for unemployment
in Texas. He was told that he could only
apply in the last state where he worked.
Texas, at the time, offered $535 maximum
weekly benefits for a total of 26 weeks. On
the other hand, Tennessee had a maximum
weekly benefit of $275 for 26 weeks. He
was disappointed that the only place he could
apply for unemployment was Tennessee.
James applied for and received the
Tennessee maximum benefits of $275 per
week for 26 weeks. The federal government,
under the CARES Act, offered an extra
$600 per week. In the end, James received
this combined amount. Once the 26 weeks
ended under the state plan, the federal plan
continued to pay benefits of $300 per week.
Luckily, in January 2021, James landed a
new job. Had he not been able to do so,
he would have been eligible for the $300
per week that now may be extended until
September 2021.
All of this was based on that last job
James had before the pandemic shut everything down. It worked well for us. We had
paid into this system for a combined 70-plus
years of employment, so we were certainly
happy to find that, when we needed it, it
was there for us.

The CARES ACT, Self-Employment and
Unemployment Compensation

This past year, under the CARES Act,
self-employed people were also allowed to
collect unemployment insurance. This, too,
was based on the place they last worked
before the pandemic shut everything down.
The amount one could receive was based
on the amount a person was making at the
time. In order to show how much you might
be entitled to during this time, the self-employed needed to produce the following
documents:
• name, address and phone number;
• driver license or state ID number;
• social security or alien registration
number;
• Proof of income, which might include
1099, pay stubs, tax returns and W2s;
• bank account number and routing
number for direct deposit
The caution was that before you file, you
needed to check with your state unemployment for details on the documentation you
needed in order to file to open a claim.

“When the pandemic hit, they were
actually in their RV in Kentucky. Not
only had their work died during and
because of the pandemic, but they
also were told to ‘shelter in place.’”
The Story of Stephen and Carrie:

Self-Employed Full-time RVers Seeking Unemployment Compensation.
Full-time RVers, Stephen and Carrie, moved
to South Dakota in 2018. Stephen had
previously been employed in Nevada. Carrie
had previously been employed in Florida.
Now, though, they were self-employed and
called South Dakota home.
When the pandemic hit, they were
actually in their RV in Kentucky. Not only
had their work died during and because of
the pandemic, but they also were told to
“shelter in place.” With RV parks closing
all over the country and everyone asking
that people stay put, Stephen and Carrie
May/June 2021 ESCAPEES Magazine
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hunkered down in Kentucky. Then, they
determined that they were eligible to apply
for unemployment when the CARES Act
passed and news traveled that for the first
time ever, unemployment compensation
would be available for the self-employed.
Since their driver licenses, voting
registration, vehicle registration, health
insurance, vehicle insurance, bank accounts
and all other documents indicated that
their “home” was South Dakota, they
applied for unemployment compensation
in South Dakota. Their applications were
accepted, and they each received 26 weeks
of unemployment compensation at the
South Dakota maximum rate of $352 per
week for 26 weeks. They also received the
federal amount of $600 per week, later
reduced to $300 per week once the state
amount ended after 26 weeks. This money
was necessary as they were still unable to
do the work they had been doing before the
pandemic, due to the pandemic’s effect.
Just as vaccines were beginning to be
administered and there appeared to be a
“light at the end of this very long tunnel,”
they received a letter from the state of
South Dakota. In essence, this letter said,
“We made a mistake, you are not entitled
to unemployment compensation in South
Dakota.” The wife was told she was “last
employed” in Florida. The husband was
told he was “last employed” in Nevada.
As a result, they were told they needed to
refund the money to South Dakota and seek
unemployment compensation elsewhere.
They have been given the right to appeal.
What is unusual for this couple is the
“perfect storm” of circumstances. First,
no state has ever given unemployment
compensation to the self-employed. Therefore, the state is having to determine who
qualifies and this without much guidance.
Second, this pandemic has caused a huge
number of people to be unemployed. So the
staggering problem of reviewing all of these
applications is overwhelming. Third, this
couple chose the full-time RVing lifestyle.
This is yet another unique circumstance.

Domicile Continues to Matter

Beneath it all, the subject near and
dear to my heart has yet, again,
become the deciding factor: DOMICILE.
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Carrie cannot claim that the last place she
worked was Florida. That would be incorrect. The only place she can call home is
South Dakota. She has been working using
her one and only address in South Dakota
since 2018. Unlike my husband, who actually had an address and a job in Tennessee,
Carrie has been doing work all over the
country, but with her 1099 being based on
the home base of South Dakota.
The same is true for her husband,
Stephen. For him to claim that his last place
of employment was Nevada would not be
true. Since 2018, he has also been self-employed. The address on all their 1099s and
their income tax statements for 2018 and
2019 has been South Dakota. Their driver
licenses have the South Dakota address, as
well as their voter registration and vehicle
registration. They have no other address.
Hopefully, you will not have encountered
a similar problem. However, if you are
self-employed and living full time in an RV,
using the address on your driver license
is really the only address to use for domicile purposes. Unless you were actually
employed and working in another state,
the address on your driver license is the
only address you should use for claiming
unemployment compensation. I hope the
problem faced by Carrie and Stephen is
easily corrected in South Dakota. If not, this
might be one of those issues that needs to
be legally examined and adjudicated.
As we all wade through the remains of
(hopefully) the aftermath of the pandemic,
this will be one of the areas where “the place
you call home” may have far-reaching ramifications. I assume there will be other “unintended consequences” of the pandemic.
I am sure that when historians study this
period of time, they will be perplexed and
amazed at how important domicile became
in our extremely mobile society, where the
country shut down, essentially, for more
than a calendar year.
K. SUSIE ADAMS has been a lawyer for over 30
years, spending 15 of those years as a trial
lawyer. She also taught legal writing at the
University of Houston Law School. From
2011–2016, she was executive director of
Childrenz Haven, the Child Advocacy Center
of Polk County, Texas. Susie and her husband,
James Frost, reside in Livingston, Texas.

You can not
leave me alone
unless you have a
Fridge Defend®

by ARP

Our patented ARP Control
introduces a new level of
reliability and safety for your
RV fridge by automatically
controlling boiler
temperature, thereby
helping to prevent fridge
failure and catastrophic fires!

Can you afford not to be fire safe?

A Small Investment Yielding www.arprv.com
Huge Returns—Your Safety! 406-494-1959

Doug and Jane Kirkby SKP #814 CM# 28 Serving Our Escapees Family since 1979

VETERANS

DISCOUNT PROGRAM

5

% JOIN!
When You

For more information, visit

WWW.ESCAPEES.COM/VETERAN
or call 888-SKP-CLUB

pROdUCt deSCRIptIOnS

SAVE

Be Electrically
Independent

www.RVSolarElectric.com
480-443-8520 • 800-999-8520
Call for our free catalog and design planner.

Rv solaR kits—panel, mount, regulator, wire, hardware & instructions.
NoEl’s solaR-iNvERtER kit—A complete AC & dC power system.
MPPt CoNtRollER—Can increase solar output with fewer solar panels.
iNvERtER-ChaRgER—Use virtually any appliance without a generator.
solaR systEMs—Work silently to recharge your RV battery without fuel.
CatalytiC hEatER—Keep warm without using battery power.

C VID

RECOVERY
Stories From the Road
By RENE AGREDANO #103274

“So much about Covid-19 remains a mystery, but one
thing that’s certain is Escapees and Xscapers are some
of the most resilient people around.”
40
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The ominous text appeared
during our morning run: “You
might want to get a Covid test.” I
froze in disbelief. No way! I said to
myself. The note was from a relative, a nurse who cares for my
mother. Three days earlier we had
crossed paths, when she didn’t
know coronavirus had infiltrated
her family bubble. My husband,
Jim, and I got tested and 72
hours later, Covid-19 put us out
of commission.

W

e were training for our fourth
2020 marathon when Covid-19
stopped us cold. Our healthy
lifestyle was no match for the
virus. As symptoms appeared, I feared for
our privacy and financial well-being. Our
substandard HMO medical plan is only good
in our domicile state, and we were a long
way from Texas. I was shocked and angry
when our park manager heard about our
diagnosis and called to ensure we would
quarantine. She assured me her inquiry was
only to protect public health, and through
a feverish fog I saw her point. While we
recovered, her team generously delivered
groceries, brought mail and medication and
even filled our propane tank. Neighbors
sent encouraging texts that boosted our
morale. I fretted about needing medical
care, but in 10 days my symptoms dissipated, and Jim’s health resumed two weeks
later. With no lingering effects, we restarted
training. Our covid-19 recovery was behind
us, and I wondered if other covid-positive
nomads had similar experiences. So I put a
call out to Xscapers on Facebook, and here
are their stories.

Robert and Adriene
Allen #116751

The Allens are traveling ministers
who love meeting new people
wherever they land. “We are fulltime RVers who travel all over the
states to campgrounds fulfilling

our mission, and that is to help
change lives and encourage those
who are struggling with the cares
of life,” says Adriene.
Last year they traveled to Texas to meet their
newest granddaughter in San Marcos. Their
first stop was a Kerrville RV park, where
Robert and Adriene set out to meet their
new neighbors. But within hours they knew
something was wrong. “It hit us that evening
with no warning during the day,” she recalls.
The Allens’ symptoms were so mild they
avoided medical care. “We had quarantined
ourselves for a week,” says Adriene. “During
that time a friend of ours who is a nurse
posted what people can do at home to take
care of themselves. We didn’t have any
respiratory issues, and our fevers never
went above 103 degrees.”
At the height of the illness, they kept their
distance from neighbors and wore masks
outside. Two weeks later, they felt good
enough to grocery shop. “I was exhausted
walking around the store,” Adriene recalls. “I
didn’t realize the HEB store was so big!”

John and Vanessa
Niemi #164692

The Niemis don’t know how they
got Covid-19. Was it floating
around a family gathering or maybe the restaurant where they had
eaten? “We were masked everywhere in public, so, it’s a guessing
game,” says Vanessa.
When she lost her sense of smell and
symptoms raged, they took a Covid test and
got the bad news. She and John hunkered
down for recovery at a full-hookup RV park,
where he bounced back after just a few
days. Vanessa wasn’t as lucky. “I was basically horizontal for two weeks, so he had to
do everything.” Like the Allens, they didn’t
need to seek medical care. But if they had,
her employer’s health care plan would have
covered them.
“We definitely were lucky in that we didn’t
get very sick,” says Vanessa. “We’ve continued to try to be just as careful since then.
May/June 2021 ESCAPEES Magazine
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From the left:
Robert and Adriene
Allen #116751
John and Vanessa
Niemi #164692
Rachel Van Riper
#167635

We stayed away from people as soon as we
felt sick, and as far as we know, no one else
got it from us. Weirdly, it’s kind of a relief to
be on the other side of it. I don’t wish it on
anyone, but I think everyone should be as
careful as possible but not drive themselves
too crazy.”

Kyle & Dorsey Bell
#123660

Rachel Van Riper
#167635

Four days after attending a small
holiday gathering with friends, it hit
her. Rachel’s daughter had just arrived for a visit at the picturesque
Southern Utah boondocking spot
where her mother was parked.
Then, the symptoms set in.
First came the runny nose, then congestion,
fatigue and headache. Nine days later, she
lost her sense of taste and smell and developed a 102-degree fever. As Rachel got
weaker, the weather outside grew colder,
and moving to an RV park wasn’t an option.
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“It was in the teens, extremely cold, especially at night,” says Rachel. “The hardest
part of the illness for me was still having to
go outdoors and maintain the generator.
But, I was too sick and fatigued to pack it
all up and move.” She called her doctor, who
educated her about the severe symptoms
that would require medical care. Luckily, she
didn’t need to visit a clinic and rebounded
about two weeks later. Astonishingly,
Rachel’s daughter never caught the virus.
If she could do it all over again, Rachel
would have avoided the gathering. “I
had been so careful prior to that as I’m
immune-compromised due to my rheumatoid arthritis and the medications I take for
it,” she explains. “But it was the holidays and
I was craving human contact and interaction
and didn’t use my best judgment.”

Kyle & Dorsey
Bell #123660

Coronavirus and allergy symptoms are often similar, and Dorsey assumed that her sore throat,

mild fever and worn out “ick” feeling was simply summertime ragweed allergies gone mad. “Given
that my symptoms weren’t too
severe and very familiar, I treated
it as I had in the past (rest, plenty
of fluids and the occasional dose
of Dayquil/Nyquil).” After 10 days
she felt good enough to continue
traveling with Kyle through Wisconsin, down to Texas.
Months later, after taking a Covid antibody
test at her doctor’s office, she was stunned
to learn that Covid-19 was the reason for
her “allergy” symptoms. And despite
Kyle’s direct exposure to the virus,
his test results were negative. “Given
that at the time we didn’t think this
was Covid, we took no precautions
from each other to isolate, which is not
a task easily accomplished in a 200 sq. ft.
motorhome,” says Dorsey. The source of her

exposure remains unknown, but perhaps
the biggest puzzle is why Covid didn’t sicken
Kyle. “We kind of wonder if there is any
credit to blood type,” says Dorsey. “I’m A+
and he is O+, and we have read that O+ is
less susceptible. No bit of telling!”
So much about Covid-19 remains a
mystery, but one thing that’s certain is
Escapees and Xscapers are some of the
most resilient people around. Not one
person who shared their story for this
article has decided to quit the nomad life.
They remain upbeat and know that, while
unpleasant surprises might lurk around the
bend, how we choose to react to temporary
detours ultimately determines our happiness and health wherever we roam.
RENE AGREDANO and Jim Nelson #103274
are enjoying their 15th year as full-time
RVers and location-independent entrepreneurs. They enjoy sharing the lifestyle
with others at www.LiveWorkDream.com.

Coronavirus Vaccine Information for RVers
www.escapees.com/coronavirus/vaccine
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You Asked

Listened

An Escapees-Inspired

Motorhome

The All-New
Class-A Journey®

By Brooke Baum Guest Contributor • Photos by Chris Hood of Chris Hood Photography
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The tapered front end is designed to
maximize sightlines and reduce noise
while traveling from place to place.

“…the all-new Journey® is here to prove
Winnebago’s commitment to not only
listening to the voice of the customer but
using those insights to drive innovation.”
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Nick Davis, Jodi Peterson,
and Jack Decker from
Winnebago held sessions
with Escapade attendees
during the 2019 event to
hear valuable feedback that
was applied to the Journey.
Photos by Mark Lafferty

Photo by Brock Brinkerhoff

Over the past several years,
Winnebago® has been compiling
feedback, researching and testing
out ways to make a diesel pusher
that will delight RV lovers with its
design and thoughtful features.

T

hrough discussions with Escapees
members, it became obvious that
RVers want the flexibility to take their
class-A diesel motorhomes to state
and national parks on occasion to boondock.
The motorhome also needed to be
powerful enough to handle mountain terrain
while remaining safe and stable. As one
respondent noted: “My first extra dollar
would go toward having the factory put in
stabilizers and springs to improve the ride
so I don’t have to.”
One of the top requests Winnebago
has received from current owners and the
Escapees community is for a shorter diesel
class-A option in order to fit in national and
state parks easier.
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As part of their research process,
Winnebago has identified different RV
owner profiles to help guide them in the
design of a new motorhome.
One research participant shared: “I live
in a nice home, so I want a nice finish and
quality materials in my RV.”
Throughout its history, Winnebago has
always valued feedback from owners.
However, the company’s recent research
initiative with Escapees RV Club has allowed
special access to the vast knowledge base
of this extremely passionate community
of RVers. Through events, surveys, interviews and online discussion boards, the
Winnebago team has been diligently taking
notes on what you want most in an RV and
then finding ways to make it happen.
“I enjoy hearing what RVers have to say
about how they use their RV. I hear the
emotion behind their words. The emotions
are what motivate me,” shares Winnebago
Product Planner Jack Decker. “Talking with
RVers, I hear side comments and teasing
with their traveling partners about things in
RV life that no survey would ever expose.”

Now the all-new Journey® is here to
prove Winnebago’s commitment to not only
listening to the voice of the customer but
using those insights to drive innovation.
Fans of Winnebago have been asking
for a new, high-end diesel pusher for years
and, at long last, the all-new Journey is
here. Proudly built in Forest City, Iowa,
this class-A motorhome is packed with the
features RVers requested.

Most-requested Features
Large, Functional Storage

One of the constant requests of RVers of
every kind is more storage. And not just any
storage, but compartments that are usable
and can function as a place to store those
large or awkward items.
With its industry leading SureStore™
exterior compartments, the Journey allows
the RVer to bring along those nice-to-have
or just-in-case items they would usually be
sad to part with for their trip. Do you want
to bring along a folding outdoor patio set,
workout equipment and ice cream maker?
There’s room. And no one has to part with

their golf clubs or inflatable kayaks to make
those extra items fit.
The large SureStore™ exterior compartments also have secure-close doors with
an easy push button that softly opens and
closes. No more slamming each door shut
to make sure it latches correctly. Each
compartment is lined and lighted to make it
even easier to organize and find items.
Of course, Winnebago didn’t skimp on
the indoor storage either. You’ll find plenty
of storage in every room, including a large,
customizable wardrobe in the bedroom.
After years of gathering Voice of Customer
research, this diesel pusher is packed with
the most-requested features.

Best-in-Class storage
featuring SureStore™
heated, lined and lighted,
31" in height storage
compartments, with
pass-through storage.

Industry-leading Quiet Ride

As many RVers know, a highway can be
a very noisy place, especially when the
contents of an RV are rattling around along
the way. Not with this diesel pusher.
Did you know it is possible to test RVs
for the amount of white noise they let in?
Winnebago tested the Journey extensively
to make sure it was as quiet as possible.
March/April 2021 ESCAPEES Magazine
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Versatile seating, convenient
technology and ambiance
make the Journey’s upscale
lounge area comfortable
and functional wherever
you travel.

This more enjoyable driving experience
is thanks to the Freightliner® XCM Chassis,
with an integrated Maxum II™ foundation
which has 4x torsional stiffness, 30 percent
stronger than before, providing a smoother
ride backed by diesel power.
With an automotive cockpit, convenient
placement of instrumentation and optimized
driver visibility, the Journey also offers an
overall better and safer drive. Experience
driver safety and comfort while enjoying the
views, company and, if passengers will allow,
the quiet peace of the open road.
This motorhome is available in three
lengths: 34, 36 and 40 feet, all powered
by an 8.9L, 380hp Cummins L9 turbodiesel engine. Choose from six different
full-body paint colors, with high-gloss
sidewalls.

Modern Interiors With a Residential Feel
The design of this RV was inspired by the
comforts of home – starting with its bestin-class entry door opening and generous
entry area. The floor is also flat throughout,
giving a more residential feel and making it
safer to access all parts of the RV without
having to cross over big steps.
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The more neutral palette allows the
quality craftmanship of the furnishings to
shine from high-end leather and frameless
cabinets to top-of-the-line appliances –
including an 18-cubic-foot double-door
residential refrigerator/freezer.
Because we’ve heard how much everyone
loves to socialize inside their RV, the lounge
in the Journey was designed especially with
entertaining in mind. It features opposing
slide-outs ideal for chatting with guests, and
the seating also has sightlines to the 50-inch
HDTV, which includes a home theater soundbar system, perfect for family movie nights
or game day get-togethers. When it’s time to
take the party outside, there is also an exterior entertainment center, with a 40-inch TV
and home theater soundbar system.
To top it all off, the Winnebago Connect TM
upgraded control panel offers convenient
access to all major coach systems from one
easy-to-use panel or even through an app
on your phone.

Largest Shower In Class

Winnebago has designed the dream bathroom for those who worry about having no

In addition to the customizable wardrobe
and under-bed storage, the bedroom also
features nightstands with medical device
storage, 110-V outlets and USB ports.
Having a place to store medical devices and
other essentials while keeping them charged
has been a recurring request Winnebago is
excited to oblige in the Journey.
With so many requested features packed
into one room, Decker describes the
bedroom as “one of the most obvious Voice
of Customer results.”

This polished master suite
includes smart storage
solutions and a walkaround
king bed with E-Z Make bed
system, with power incline
headrest.

Strong and Safe

Not only is the Journey built on a stronger
foundation to offer a smoother, safer ride,
the Freightliner® XCM Chassis, with an
integrated Maxum II foundation, is custom
made for Winnebago to provide as much
storage space as possible. It also has larger
tanks (50% more gray, 15% more black) and
a 3000-watt inverter to make boondocking
easier. Plus, it has a side radiator for easy
access when getting service or maintenance
done on your motorhome.

space to move around. The all-new Journey
has the largest shower in its class, designed
to not only make it easier for RVers to stand
in, but to also comfortably wash up.
For those RVers who have to crouch down
to fit under the showerhead or struggle to
move around without bumping an elbow on
the wall, feel free to celebrate!
The shower in the Journey is 30-inch by
42-inch. These wider and taller dimensions
paired with larger tanks, on-demand hot
water, plus a rainfall showerhead, may make
taking a shower in your motorhome even
nicer than some top hotels nearby.

Large Walk-Around King Bed With
Medical Device Nightstand

Traveling in an RV doesn’t have to mean
squeezing into tighter spaces. With the Journey, RVers can enjoy a bedroom with a large
king bed that actually has space to walk on
either side of it!
The Easy Make™ bed system removes the
struggle of wrestling with sheets when it is
time to make the bed. When ready to relax,
there’s a power incline headrest, perfect for
catching a show on the 40-inch HDTV.

Amenities

With premium amenities, an outdoor home
theater setup, best-in-class storage and
opposing seating in the lounge for enjoying
time with guests, it is probably no surprise
that the Journey was built with the “stylish
entertainer” in mind!

Let’s Keep Talking

The insights Winnebago has received from
the Escapees community have been key in
creating innovative designs that offer both
style and functionality. The Journey is only
the latest example of that. The company
is excited to continue working together to
drive innovation in the RV industry.
Thank you for inspiring new ideas, and
please keep sharing your feedback. The
Winnebago team is listening and ready to
check off more boxes on your RV wish-list.
Learn more at www.winnebago.com.
Brooke Baum is a freelance writer and the editor
of Winnebago’s lifestyle blog, GoLife. She is a previous
full-time RVer who has been working with Winnebago
and their passionate team of GoLife contributors since
2017 while enjoying life with her husband as a traveling
digital nomad.
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You’re probably familiar with the maps that come
in a sheet of stick-on states that people paste on
the side of their RVs. In 1967, my map was created
before some entrepreneur turned an artistic
endeavour into a copy-kit.

The Four-Color Map
And The Dotted Line
By ALFRED J. OXTON #57888
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M

y yellow van was old. Purchased
new, in 1967, for $3,000, I’d
spent at least that much over
again in maintenance and new
engines in the 11 years that would bring
us up to the time of this story. She had a
name which by the very magic of the words
could only be whispered in the ear and was
never spoken aloud. Painted in script on
both front doors below the windows, the
name Willshedoit was often mistaken for
some German word and toll-takers would
sometimes try to riddle out the meaning.
Others would guess the secret meaning
right away and ask: Will she? The van was
known as “The Bus” to the kids in the Boy
Scout group that I led; to those who were
most frequently her passengers, on the long
tours we undertook each summer, she was
also called, The Yellow Submarine.
School-bus yellow was the color specified
when I placed my order for a G-10 van with
the Chevy dealer. All the seats you can fit,
heavy-duty suspension and a 283 engine.
The first few months after delivery were a
frenzy of preparations to insulate and panel
the inside, build a kitchen box, install radios
and an extra fuel tank. We had a tour scheduled for that summer, from New Hampshire
all the way to the Pacific Northwest.
Usually, I set out with my Road Runner
Patrol, on “Summer Camp On The Road”
tours to various destinations. The longer/
larger camps took months of fund-raising
that entailed collecting newspapers and pop
bottles in the springtime and selling wreaths
in winter. I recall one boy worked a newspaper route to fund his trip, while another
obtained money from his grandparents. I
can remember almost every mile of that
first tour; the night in Montreal, visiting the
grandmother of one of the boys; the Scout
we met, at Camp Tamaracouta, who accompanied us for the rest of the tour; in North
Dakota when the throw-out bearing failed
in the middle of downtown and we coasted
into the Chevy dealer on Main Street and
one scout’s first shave in Olympic National
Park and dinner atop the Space Needle. I
can remember, nearly as well, every mile of
all the tours that came after that first one.
But, that was not my first tour. I had run
several during previous summers, whilst
driving a 1964 red VW microbus, with a

sunroof instead of the shovels and rakes. I
had purchased the microbus mostly to ferry
around scouts and Sunday school kids. I can
remember most of those miles, too. There
were 30 states painted in four colors on the
outline map on the side of the red VW when
the engine failed for the last time. Now we
were starting over.
Painting the CONUS outline in black on
the vast canvas of the side of the yellow van
was the first act of customization that would
later include kid-art scenes of many of the
places along the road where we visited or
camped. I taped the side of the van with the
carbon paper (remember carbon paper?)
with the map taped on top so that drawing
on the outline of the paper map transferred
to the side of the van. Then, we could paint
the lines. When I finished with the tracing
and painting of the outline, the paper map
was carefully folded and stored away with the
paints and brushes to serve as a reminder of
which colors to use for adjacent states.
Over the years, many scouts added their
bit of art to the sides of the van; eventually
a lot of spray paint would cover the tin-can
patches riveted over the rusty spots, but all
along, the map was my special project.

“The quest had not been a conscious
goal when I started out traveling
on my own. Visiting the states was
something to do…”
Whenever we were on tour, once a week
or so, at the end of a day of driving, I’d get
out the paintbox and paint in another state
or two and then add little white dots to show
the route we’d taken to get that far. Some of
the older kids who’d been on more than one
tour used these occasions to point at places
and remember events that they would tell
the younger members of the group.
Now, it is late summer 1978. The Yellow
Submarine is parked in a campground slightly
south of Washington DC, after a rather
eventful day of visiting the Smithsonian. I had
been “on the mall” in “The Castle,” in November 1969, for the event of the moon landing
for “one giant leap for mankind.” That was
a time to remember. Twenty-two states had
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been painted in, during the 1967 tour, and
we were going to add another 12 or so over
the next five weeks.
The next day, while in the campground
after supper, I dug out the little box of
paints, tins of high-gloss enamel, in red,
green, blue and yellow (a brighter, more
canary yellow than the orangy school-bus
yellow), white for the dotted line, black to
touch up the border, brushes, thinner and
rags. I carried this around to the port side,
sat on a rock, and commenced to paint in
Louisiana, Mississippi and Alabama.
My sister, Donna Isabell, 22 at that time,
was in the army and stationed at Fort Polk,
Louisiana. She recently had a son, so I had
extra reason to visit that state. Mississippi
was more or less in the way between Fort
Polk and Huntsville, Alabama, where NASA
has an interesting visitor center. We were
all excited about that place but we had to
fib a little to get one of the boys into the 2G
centrifuge ride. Next, was Florida, down to
Orlando, and then north, along the coast.
I had been north and south on that route
before. Between picking cactus thorns from
one boy’s feet along by Apalachee Bay and
visiting Fort Sumter, I was already thinking
about the following summer and where to
go next.
The fresh green paint on Louisiana was
dry and I started on the white dotted line.
We had come south along the Mississippi
River from Mammoth Cave Kentucky reading about Huck Finn’s adventures. Some
of the route was already on the map from
previous tours so I just touched that up as
necessary. Then we drove east to Huntsville
and south to Pensacola. A lot of zigging and
zagging, and although the days had been
long and the driving slow, the kids had been
a good team and so the tour went well. In
Orlando, the dotted white line met up with
the route of an earlier tour from Maine to
Miami, and I sat back to survey the map.

All The States Were Painted In

Something happened to me just then that
I still cannot put my finger on. I cannot
find the thoughts or words to describe
it, but my whole world came crashing
down around me. Sort of like one of
those ah-ha discoveries, except that
this was more like Uh-oh. I remembered
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suddenly a time in the summer of 1957, 20
years previous, standing in an amphitheater
on the side of a hill, in Valley Forge, shoulder-to-shoulder with 50,000 other scouts
from all over the country, holding a candle,
whilst we each renewed our promise to do
our best. I remembered looking around at
that sea of green and blue and gold, thinking about all the kids I’d met during that
week, at the Valley Forge Jamboree, and
telling myself “someday I’m going to visit
all those places.” And, now I thought about
how much of my life over that past 20 years
had been devoted to the single-minded goal
of visiting all the states.
The quest had not been a conscious goal
when I started out traveling on my own.
Visiting the states was something to do and
to paint in the map; to see what there was
to see out there; to visit friends who had
moved away. I didn’t really know what goal
I was working on or that I was even working
on a goal. The thought never occurred to me
in that context.
For a while, I sat there absorbing the
import that I had been working on a goal for
21 years, a goal for which I was not aware.
Nor had I been aware of how much of my
life had gone into fulfilling that dream so
innocently started on a hillside of my youth.
I was empty. Really empty.

I had visited all the states.

The map was complete. My logbook showed
nearly 300,000 miles covering all the
lower 48. (No matter that there are 50
states now, there weren’t when this quest
began.) The rest of the trip home was a blur,
and several years passed before I led any
more road trips. For me, completing that
goal-that-wasn’t became the first of several
mid-life crises.
Today, I am still living on the road. There
is no map painted on the side of my rig, The
Cat Drag’d Inn, but there is one inlaid on the
galley table. Not to color in, but to only look
at and remember.
A. J. OXTON (AJO) and his cat, Hurricane
Hazel-Rah, have traveled 24 countries on six
continents (including eight provinces and all
50 states), living on the road full-time, since
1997, in The Cat Drag’d Inn, a 1964 Superior
coach (3208). thecatdragdinn.org/migo.htm

“After a few weeks
of efficient meal
planning, you’ll notice
patterns emerging.”

Meal

Planning
It’s What’s For Dinner
By EVANNE SCHMARDER #65409

I used to run to the store willy-nilly when I
needed a missing ingredient for dinner, or if
I hadn’t decided what we’d eat that evening.
But 2020 and now 2021 have proven to be
a little abnormal. The freedom to pop into
the grocery store as a need arises seems
a little dicier these days. This new world we
live in has made me something I thought I’d
never be, a master meal planner.

And guess what? I like it.
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L

ike many, I’ve developed a routine
over the past year. My grocery shopping day is Thursday, and I head out
as early as I can. This means Tuesdays
and Wednesdays are the days that I get
serious about what’s for dinner this week.

The Recipe Box

Shopping Day

It looks something like this: I settle down at
my dining table with a cup of coffee or green
tea, my recipe box, a pen and a piece of paper.
I leisurely browse through my recipes and
think back on any I’ve recently added to my
“try” list, not restricting myself, and pulling
out all the recipes that sound good. Next,
I employ a critical eye, going through the
recipes, running them by my husband, Ray,
and choosing five that are complementary,
ingredient-wise, and fit with the week’s
schedule. For example, if I know we’ll be
traveling, I choose recipes that are less
demanding to prepare and have plenty of
leftover/repurposing possibilities. Staying in
one place? I can be a little more adventurous.
Why choose just five? Between leftovers,
a busy schedule, and changing appetites,
shopping for more than five meals often
leads to food waste. Five works for me. Four
or six might be a better fit in your RV kitchen.

List in hand, I head to the store. If I know
I’ll be going to my local farmers market
this week, I shop accordingly. You’ll find
that having this written list makes grocery
shopping so much easier. There’s no
second-guessing, no on-the-spot dinner
decisions required, no unhealthy hunger-induced choices that you’ll regret later.
I’ve also learned to trust my list. Sometimes I see that I’ve noted the need for more
than one of something and I ask myself,
“really?” But if I don’t come home with
everything on the list, I’ll be heading back to
the store later in the week.
By the way, meal planning is different
from meal prepping. Planning is looking
ahead and, well, making a plan for the
week’s dinners. Meal prepping is washing,
cutting, cooking and portioning ingredients
in advance.

Putting It On Paper

Coming Together

When I have chosen the week’s dinners, it’s
time to make a grocery list. This begins by
going through my refrigerator and pantry,
making a mental note of what’s on hand. I
do this beforehand, but you might like to do
this step after you’ve made your shopping
list. (By the way, if you haven’t already
created a master list of what you like to
keep in your pantry and your fridge, now is a
good time. It’s an easy way to make sure you
don’t run out of the staples you rely upon to
make your meals.)
Back at the table, usually with a refilled
beverage, I get down to the business of
putting it on paper. On the top of the page, I
note entrees and side dishes. The rest of the
page is segmented by grocery store areas:
produce, dairy, meat and fish, plus canned
and packaged goods. Reviewing each meal’s
recipe, I add ingredients to the proper
sections. Don’t forget about what’s needed
for the sides. Think all the way down to the
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spices, sauces and condiments, adding them
to your list, if needed.
I try to be as detailed as possible, noting
if I need two or more of, say, red peppers or
a particular size of a canned good, weight/
count of items at the fish counter or bulk
bins, etc.
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In homage to my spur-of-the-moment
tendencies, while I plan for five dinners, I do
not plan for a specific dinner on a particular
night. Instead, as dinnertime approaches, I
consider how hungry we are, how much time
we have and how much effort we want to put
into the evening’s meal.
To help visualize meal planning, here’s a
sample meal plan. It includes one super-easy
dish (grilled salmon,); a couple that are
excellent as leftovers (black bean and sweet
potato stew and couscous chickpea/feta
salad) a simple make-ahead sauce (pesto)
and a fresh dish for when you don’t feel like
cooking (super salad).
According to the week’s meal plan, I’ll
buy enough green beans for the salmon and
the super salad. I’ll need three red peppers,
enough for every meal except the salmon.
Feta is on the list for the super salad and
couscous chickpea/feta salad, but can also
be used on the black bean and sweet potato

stew. If chicken breasts look particularly
good, I’ll buy an extra one, grill it with the
others, and save it to shred on top of the
super salad. If I have leftover fresh herbs,
they’re added to the super salad to use
them up.
I’ll make sure I have dried dill in my spice
kit, fresh cilantro for both the couscous
chickpea/feta salad and the black bean and
sweet potato stew, fresh basil and a nice
hunk of quality parmesan cheese for the
pesto. If I need any marinating ingredients
for the chicken, usually standard pantry
items, including Montreal chicken spice
and cider vinegar, I’ll add those to the list.
I always double-check my stock of chicken
broth or bouillon since it’s used in almost
every recipe. Extra-virgin olive oil is my
standard cooking oil, so, again, I make sure I
have plenty.
After a few weeks of efficient meal
planning, you’ll notice patterns emerging.
You’ll get a better handle on what you use,
what works in multiple dishes and what is
smart (and what isn’t necessary) to keep on
hand. You’ll get more comfortable with what
you have stocked in your pantry and your
refrigerator, allowing you to stretch your
fresh ingredients.

The Payoff

If I’m honest with myself, I’d really call this
pandemic meal planning, but it’s been so
successful that it’s become a habit that
I will continue. A peaceful hour with a
comforting beverage, a walk down recipe-memory-lane, a little foresight and a bit
of clear thinking makes a difference. Meal
planning has taken the guesswork out of
my shopping excursions and delivered an
easy answer to that other age-old question:
what’s for dinner?

Sample

Meal Plan

Grilled dilled salmon with quinoa and green beans
Black bean and sweet potato stew
Pesto penne with broccoli and red pepper

Grilled marinated chicken breast with chickpea couscous
Super salad topped with fried egg and feta

Produce:

green beans (1 lb)
broccoli
red peppers (3)
mushrooms (½ lb)
lettuce
tomato
cucumber
red onion
baby spinach
onions (5)
garlic
sweet potatoes (3)
cilantro
basil
lemons (2)

Meat and Fish:
EVANNE SCHMARDER is sure she
got the wanderlust bug from her
grandparents. In 2000, she and
her husband, Ray, set off on their
own adventure in search of a sunny
place to settle down. Eighteen-plus
years later, they’re still roaming the
country, sharing interesting destinations and cooking
up delicious RV kitchen recipes in their popular RV TV
series, RVCookingShow.com.

salmon fillets
chicken breast (2–3 lg)

Dairy:

feta
sour cream
or plain yogurt (sm)
Parmesan cheese
6 large eggs

Canned and
Packaged Goods:

1 can black beans (lg)
1 can chickpeas (lg)
1 can artichoke hearts
penne
quinoa
whole-wheat couscous
dried dill
cumin
Montreal chicken
marinating spice
cider vinegar
red wine vinegar
extra virgin olive oil
Dijon mustard
chicken broth boxes (4)
shelled walnut pieces
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“Dinosaur National
Monument impressed
us beyond our wildest
expectations.”

Finding Jurassic Park at

DINOSAUR

National
Monument
By EMILY FAGAN #99408 • Photos by EMILY AND MARK FAGAN
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As we drove through Vernal, Utah,
on our way to Dinosaur National
Monument, there was no question we were entering dinosaur
country. There were dinosaurs
everywhere, from the cute pink
dinosaur sign welcoming visitors
to the town of Vernal, to the
electric dinosaur-shaped sign at
the Dinosaur Inn & Suites, to the
many statues dotting the landscapes around town. What was
a little less certain was what we
would find at the real “Jurassic
Park” located at Dinosaur
National Monument.

W

hen we arrived at the Monument’s Quarry Visitor Center,
we hopped in a shuttle van
that made us feel a little like
we were visiting a Disney theme park. But
when we got out of the van at the top of the
steep hill, all notions of theme parks ended.
We had arrived at the Quarry Exhibit Hall,
an active archaeological site that is still
revealing the secrets of the dinosaurs that
lived here 150 million years ago.
A beautiful building shrouds the site,
protecting it from the elements and making
it easy for visitors to view the bones
embedded in the earth. The topsoil has
been removed to display a vast collection of
bones that have mineralized and turned to
stone over millions of years. Besides being
able to view the bones as they were found,
while in the cool shade of a unique building
rather than standing in the hot and glaring
sun, we were delighted that visitors are
encouraged to touch the bones.
What a thrill it was to run our fingers over
massive thigh bones and think about the
vast distance in time between the Jurassic
period when these dinosaurs breathed their
last breaths and today. My husband, Mark,
stood next to a femur, and it was shocking
to imagine the rest of the mammoth beast
that was once attached to that leg!
Paleontologist Earl Douglass first
discovered fossilized dinosaur bones in

this area, in 1909, when he came across
a nearly perfect and complete skeleton of
an Apatosaurus (more popularly known as
a Brontosaurus). These are the guys that
stood upright and had small arms and a
massively long, sweeping tail. Measuring
seventy-five feet from end to end, these
dinosaurs were among the largest creatures
that ever walked the earth. Both Douglass
and Pittsburgh’s Carnegie Museum were
ecstatic when he made his find.
Douglass’ dream, after removing many
dinosaur bones for display at the Carnegie
Museum, was to build a visitor center that
would give tourists the awe-inspiring feeling
of seeing the bones embedded in the earth
undisturbed. His vision has come true, and
for us, seeing an intact vertebrae within
arm’s reach sent chills down our spines.

More Than Bones

This region is rich in many things besides
dinosaur bones, however. Taking a beautiful
early morning drive along Island Park Road,
we came to the McKee Spring petroglyphs,
which are some of the finest petroglyphs we
have ever seen. We parked the truck and
did an easy walk uphill to a series of sheer
cliffs that the ancients used as canvases for
their art. As we walked along the base of
the cliffs, we saw one beautifully etched and
truly bizarre image after another.
Dating back to AD 800 to 1200, the
people depicted in these carved drawings
are somewhat trapezoidal in shape, with
wide shoulders, narrow hips, and stick
figure legs. Stranger still, they have the
most unusual things on their heads. It is
hard to tell if they are big ears, antennae or
elaborate headdresses, or perhaps a little
of each. Some of the faces showed obvious
earrings or ear decorations of some kind,
and some had decorations around their
collar area that were a little reminiscent of
the Egyptians.
Not much is known with any certainty
about these early people, but it was
fascinating to find these beautiful carvings
right at eye level without gates or fencing.
Mark stood away from the petroglyphs, a
little lower on the hill, and got an overview
of the scene while I studied each etching
up close. “There’s another one over there!”
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Vernal, Utah Info
www.vernalcity.org

Dinosaur National
Monument
www.nps.gov/dino

Map of the
Monument
www.nps.gov/dino/planyourvisit/maps.htm

Green River
Campground
Accessible from the
western Utah entrance,
this campground has 79
dry-camping campsites
for $18 per night (half
price with a senior pass).
Water and toilets are
available. Outside Dinosaur
National Monument, there
are a variety of RV parks
and campgrounds offering
a range of amenities.
www.nps.gov/dino/
planyourvisit/greenrivercampground.htm

He’d call out, “Oh, and over there, too.”
They were everywhere.
Staring at this artwork made us ponder
what drove the ancients to make these
carvings. It isn’t easy to etch this stone,
as modern-day graffiti around the rock
art shows. So, were these images signs,
or messages, or religious icons or simple
doodles? If only we knew!
Further down Island Park Road, we
stopped at Rainbow Park Campground,
a tiny three-site tent-only campground
on the edge of a small lake that was the
essence of tranquility. On another day, we
rode our bikes on Cub Creek Road, heading
into the glorious lands that make up the
park. Gradual sweeping turns, climbs and
descents took us past exquisite views. In a
leisurely four-hour bike ride, only a handful
of cars drove past us.
At the end of the road, we found Josie’s
cabin, a tiny log cabin that Josie Morris
called home from age 40 to over 90.
Wandering through the wee rooms, it was
hard to imagine a woman living here in such
a remote spot, by herself, for all those years.
Occasionally, she would see visitors from
Vernal, but for the most part she tended her
cattle, chickens and vegetable garden alone.
I suspect what got her through the bitter
Utah winters was her tough nature and
fiery spirit. When she was in her 60s, she
was tried twice (and acquitted each time)
for cattle rustling. She brewed apricot and
chokecherry wine during prohibition, and
she married five husbands, divorcing four,
something truly unheard of in her era (1873
to 1964). She lived in this little cabin from
1913 until just before her death.

A Feast For The Eyes

Dinosaur National Park is enormous and,
so far, our visit had focused on what can be
seen from the western entrance to the park
in Utah. Driving south to the town of Dinosaur, Colorado, we re-entered the park from
its south entrance along Harper’s Corner
Road. This road into the park is a lovely
scenic drive that passes many overlooks
with vast views.
Echo Park Road is a fabulous spur road
off the main drag. This rugged road (best
for 4x4 vehicles) descends sharply and
twists through a series of tight switchbacks.
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We looked up to see cliffs towering above
us as we plunged downwards. Red and
white rock formations rose above us on
either side of the road, and we emerged in a
flat valley bottom.
Stopping at the Whispering Cave, we
found a low opening in a sheer rock cliff.
Ducking under the doorway to the cave, we
stepped inside to find a narrow room where
the air was cool and refreshing. A breeze
flowed between the cracks of the rocks, and
the steep walls rose to staggering heights
above us.
Continuing our tour, we stopped to
explore the Chew ranch. Every bit as rugged
as their distant neighbor, Josie Morris, Jack
and Mary Chew moved with six of their 12
children into a dugout in this area, in 1910.
A year later, they upgraded to a one-room
cabin. Talk about togetherness! The family
planted orchards, raised cattle and sheep
and eventually passed the ranch on to the
younger generation who expanded the operation. We walked through the 1940’s era
farmhouse that seemed not to have changed
since the family moved out in the 1960s,
when the ranch was sold to the National

Left: Dinosaur National
Monument has a fabulous
display of dinosaur bones
embedded in the earth
just as they have been for
millennia.
Top right: Harper’s Corner
Hiking Trail rewards hikers
with a fabulous view of the
Green River far below.

Park Service. Unlike Josie’s cabin, which is
tiny, remote and simplistic, this newer farm
house seemed modern and livable.
Echo Park Road eventually ends at the
base of Steamboat Rock, a mammoth
monolith that is surrounded by the Green
River. It stands like a castle in a moat, and we
watched kayakers paddling around its base.
Back on Harper’s Corner Road, the main
road through this part of Dinosaur National
Monument, we drove to the end of the line.
This is the beginning of the Harper’s Corner
Hiking Trail, and our 1.5-mile hike out on
this trail took us past spectacular overlooks
above Echo Canyon. This trail is unique
because there are views into the canyon on
both sides. The pale rock landscape curves
and swirls as far as the eye can see. At the
end of the hike, we were rewarded with a
jaw-dropping view of the Green River
2,500 feet below.

Look Up!

Our days in Dinosaur National Monument were filled with wonder, but we
quickly discovered the nights in this remote
land are equally stunning. We saw some

of the starriest night skies we have ever
seen anywhere. Stepping out of our trailer
in the wee hours of the morning, the Milky
Way formed a broad white band across
the sky. We set up a tripod to catch some
“star trails” on Mark’s camera. Leaving the
shutter on the camera open for an hour, we
came up with some amazing images.
Dinosaur National Monument impressed
us beyond our wildest expectations. We
went there expecting to see ancient bones
and little else. The bones were definitely
thrilling, but it was the thought-provoking
petroglyphs, the spectacular scenic drives,
the intriguing ranching homesteads and the
stunning night skies that made us rave to
our friends about the wonders of visiting
this lesser-known national monument.

Bottom right: A bike ride
on Cub Creek Road took us
past wondrous vistas and
overlooks.

EMILY AND MARK FAGAN have been
traveling full-time by RV and sailboat since
2007 and camp almost exclusively without
hookups. Emily has written nearly 200
articles for various RV and sailing magazines,
and the Fagans' photography has appeared in
many commercial outlets, on magazine covers, in
calendars and in museums, too.
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NEW AND IMPROVED
RV EDUCATION ANYWHERE!

ONLINEUNIVERSITY
EXPANDED TO
BRING YOU MORE!
Whether you are a weekend RVer or you want to
pursue full-time RVing or perhaps you find yourself
anywhere in between, we want to help take the
stress out of RV living. We are offering classes that
will help you make the right choices for staying
out of the repair shop and enjoying more of being
happy on the road.
• RV Foundations: Operation, Safety,
and Maintenance takes the mystery out of
the various systems of your RV.
• Roadmap to Full-Time RVing guides you
along the path towards your new full-time
RV life by getting you on the road quickly
and smoothly.

SAVE MONEY,
AVOID MISTAKES
AND JUMP-START
YOUR LIFE OF FREEDOM!
ESCAPEES MEMBERS
START FOR JUST $

Find out how you can take part in this educational experience.

WWW.RVERSONLINEUNIVERSITY.COM
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Susie Gearing

Thank You For 30 Years of Exceptional Service
By CATHIE CARR #3, Escapees RV Club President Emeritus

More than 30 years ago, Susie
Gearing retired from her academic
profession as a schoolteacher.
Much to her student’s chagrin,
she flunked retirement miserably
when she accepted the position
of Managing Editor for Escapees
RV Club.

I

n 1991, after working
directly under Kay Peterson
(Escapees Co-Founder and
Escapees magazine’s first
Editor), she was promoted
to Editor. Her first major
challenge was converting
Escapees newsletter (as it was
referred to then) into a more
formal magazine format. Four years
later, after great success, she retired from
that position, but agreed to remain on staff
as the chief Copy Editor.
Over the past three decades, Susie has
served as the lead proofreader for not only
hundreds of magazines, but also thousands
of Escapees’ published pieces, from articles
to brochures and many other forms of mass
distribution items. Kay and Joe were also
honored to have Susie proof a total of 13
non-fiction and fiction novels over the years.
Some of her coworkers may have teased
that “the lady with the big red pen left their
paperwork looking like it was bleeding,” but
those fortunate enough to work with Susie,
are forever grateful that she kept that red
on the paper and off their faces by catching
technical typos and glitchy grammar. We will

all miss her dearly after coming to our aide
for so many years.
Susie is not solely appreciated for her
hard work on staff, she is also revered for
having an amazing volunteer spirit and
being a strong community leader. Over the
years, she has organized countless road
clean-ups, managed and served as a Rainbow’s End tour guide, spearheaded blood
drives on a regular basis and volunteered in numerous capacities
at the Escapees CARE facility.
Beyond all these things, she is
perhaps most applauded for
co-founding (with husband,
Ray Gearing) the Polk County
Habitat for Humanity.
Susie has received many
awards over the years, and
rightfully so, but there has been
one award waiting in the wings for
her for a long, long time. It is our honor
to announce that Susie Gearing has been
chosen for the Escapees President Award.
This award expresses the highest form of
recognition and appreciation that the Escapees RV Club can bestow on an individual.
Employees do not qualify for this particular
award since they are eligible to receive a
different series of awards. it is now our
extreme pleasure to add Susie Gearing to
this very elite group of people.
Thank you, Susie, for all the years of
support, service and friendship you have
given us. We all wish you the time you
deserve to relax and enjoy with your amazing
husband, family and friends. But, if you ever
want to stop by the office, we will keep a box
of red pens sitting on the desk for you.
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MEMBER SECTION
Texas Homebase Hangout attendees,
Charlie and Craig, dropping off one
of the many loads of roadside brush
gathered from the front of the Escapees
CARE Center. These members and
others volunteered their time over a
two-day period to assist in a garden
clean up for CARE.
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MESSAGE FROM THE BOARD
Hugs and Handshakes
By SHAWN LORING #76442, CEO, Escapees RV Club

There is nothing more indicative of the
Escapees RV Club than the hugs and handshakes we give each other to say “hello” or
“goodbye.” As a community, it is safe to say
that we cherish the moments we get to
spend with one another, in-person, and at
events big and small. Those shared experiences forge the ties that bind us and keep
us heart-connected.

A

Magazine

s these words are being written, we are at the
one-year anniversary of the shutdowns which
impacted everyone, everywhere. Of the many
services the Escapees RV Club offers, our event
programs were most directly impacted by the Covid-19
shutdowns. We made the hard decision to cancel all
our in-person events and refund all the tickets we sold,
pretty much for the entirety of 2020. We do not want
to give you the false impression of complete doom and
gloom on the events side because we quickly brought
the community online.
As luck would have it, we had been working on the
concept of “Virtual Campfires” in 2019. We were able
to launch that program within weeks of the mass shutdowns which had made in-person events impractical.
Actual hugs and handshakes were quickly replaced with
virtual hugs, handshakes and emojis. We thank all of
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you who joined us for our bi-weekly Virtual Campfires.
They are intended to be very casual events during which
we cover club news items, interviews with members or
industry leaders and provide education along the way.
We hope you found those events to be just that, as well
as a chance to socialize with fellow RVers. The Virtual
Campfires are still taking place, but you will find them
once a month, in addition to our other virtual offerings
such as Webinars. In the best of times, we know that we
all cannot be in the same place at the same time. We
hope that you will continue to connect with us and with
your RV community at our virtual offerings.
Another iteration of our goal of bringing events
online took place in March of this year, with the
Rethinking Remote Work Conference, the first of
its kind for the Escapees RV Club. The Rethinking
Remote Work Conference was designed to support the
ever-growing community of working RVers and digital

“In the best of times, we know that
we all cannot be in the same place
at the same time. We hope that
you will continue to connect with
us and with your RV community at
our virtual offerings.”

“We know many of you are eagerly awaiting the opportunity to
get back together as well. So, check our website frequently and
make sure you are set to receive our weekly newsletters.”
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provide more casual opportunities for all members to
make new friends and to share fun, active and adventurous experiences together in a campground setting.
Hangouts include a lightly structured schedule, with
organized activities throughout the day, as well as plenty
of opportunities for socializing and spontaneous events.
There are included and/or optional excursions like hiking,
kayaking, bicycling, breweries and wineries, foodie tours,
local festivals and more. And, under the banner of the
Escapees lifestyle community catering to working-age
RVers, the Convergences have become the heart of
Xscapers, with events that provide social activities,
outdoor adventures and education in a casual gathering.
Convergences include a lightly structured schedule with
organized activities that generally take place later in
the day to accommodate working RVers and families.
Convergences include unique activities, such as margarita
throwdowns, dance parties and group grill-outs. These
events are often utilize dry-camping or boondocking.
When it comes to events, big and small, we have you
covered. You can find info about all our events under
the “community” tab of our website, at www.escapees.
com. As we noted, we are going to gingerly return to
hosting events which means we are going to slowly add
more and more events to the calendar. We know many
of you are eagerly awaiting the opportunity to get back
together as well. So, check our website frequently and
make sure you are set to receive our weekly newsletters.
Our newsletters will be the first place you will learn
about registrations opening. As proven recently with our
Tetons Hangout, which sold out in less than 90 minutes,
we anticipate our events will be in high demand. So be
ready when the opportunities become available.
Naturally, we are being very conscious of safety and
following all the CDC recommendations at our events.
When registering for events, please be sure to read our
COVID-19 precautions information and understand that we
will ask you to agree to follow our policies as a condition of
attendence. We take the health and safety of our staff and
members very seriously. And, while we are eager to host
events again, some factors are clearly beyond our control.
Please remain patient with us if we are forced to alter or
cancel events because of state or local regulations.
With all the necessary qualifying statements made,
please know we are extremely excited for the opportunity to share a campfire with you and with the many new
faces who join us. Whether we meet at the Escapade,
a HOP, a Hangout, a Convergence, or just as a small
gathering of friends, we look forward to the day when we
can greet each other with hugs and handshakes. And, we
know those good times are just around the corner.
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nomads. The conference provided five days packed
with information, engagement and encouragement for
those interested in remote jobs, digital careers, small
business ideas, nomadic entrepreneurship and the
remote work-life balance. The conference took place
in the form of main stage sessions, breakout sessions,
panel discussions and workshops. True to our roots,
there was also plenty of opportunity to build community through interactive evening entertainment and
networking opportunities.
As the year progressed, our brilliant event staff had
an inspired idea of creating small groups of RVers who
would camp together for months at a time, effectively
creating an insulated pod of a few RVing families; thus
the Winter Home Bases were born. They were a good
compromise between safety and community. However,
they were not the events we were accustomed to hosting, pre-pandemic. Again, we thank those of you who
attended our Winter Home Bases. We hope that those
gatherings provided you with a sense of community
during a troubled time.
We are now well into 2021, and, while in many ways
2021 feels like 2020 2.0, we are cautiously optimistic that
there is a light at the end of the pandemic tunnel. With
that optimism in mind, we have begun to revitalize our
event programs. Our announcement and opening of registration for Escapade signal our intent to step gingerly back
into offering events of all types, and we couldn’t be more
excited to host the 60th Escapade this year. Escapade,
our annual national rally, is the largest and most diverse
gathering of the Escapees community. It packs a variety
of seminars, social gatherings, nightly entertainment and
much more into five fun-filled days. During the day, you
can visit the ROW to learn more about chapters and BOFs,
shop the vendor marketplace, and attend educational
talks. Evenings bring live music, homegrown talent and a
variety of gatherings. We hope that you can join us in Rock
Springs, Wyoming, July 18–23. (You may register for the
Escapade at www.escapees.com/escapade.)
Escapade is just the start. You may already be
familiar with our other events: HOPs, Convergences and
Hangouts. We intend to begin hosting those events, too,
during the summer. Our popular Head-Out Programs,
better known as HOPs, include excursions with fellow
RVers, targeting unique locations, special events and
theme-related activities, to create fun-filled and memorable adventures. At HOPs, the Escapees RV Club does
all the work—planning the itinerary, making reservations
for campgrounds, restaurants and tours and organizing
many of the meals. All you do is register, and then
show up! In contrast, we created Escapees Hangouts to

GET READY TO HANGOUT AGAIN!
By DAVID AND CHERYL GOLDSTEIN #126793, Hangouts Directors

We have been waiting far too long to be
able to write this: With the end of the
pandemic now in sight, Escapees Hangouts
resume in July 2021! (Cue the confetti!)
We’ll quickly be back up to full speed, with
at least seven Hangouts on the schedule
for the second half of this year.
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(JULY 6–13, 2021, DRY CAMPING ONLY, AT THE TETON
COUNTY FAIRGROUNDS IN DRIGGS, IDAHO): On the Wyoming
side of the Tetons Range, you’ll enjoy a scenic cruise on
Jenny Lake and hiking in Grand Teton National Park,
ascend above Jackson Hole on the Bridger Gondola
for an incredible hike and happy hour on Rendezvous
Peak, and take an adrenaline-pumping whitewater raft
adventure, or a more sedate guided scenic float, on the
Snake River. On the Idaho side of the mountains, we’ll
experience more hiking, an outdoor concert, a distillery
tour and tastings, the Teton Valley Rodeo, a relaxed
kayak paddle (and some of the country’s best fly fishing)
on the Teton River, and biking the Victor to Driggs Rail
Trail. We’ll end our week together with a tailgate party
and private movie screening at the famous Spud DriveIn. This Hangout ends just a few days before Escapade,
so you can easily attend both events!

Cascade Mountains Hangout

(AUGUST 3–10, 2021, AT THE CHELAN COUNTY EXPO CENTER,
IN CASHMERE, WASHINGTON): This Hangout will immerse
you in the picturesque lakes, high alpine forests and
European culture of Washington State’s Central Cascade
Range. We’ll compete in a photo scavenger hunt through
the charming Bavarian-style village of Leavenworth,
hike through a highland forest in Lake Wenatchee State
Park, paddle the Wenatchee River in kayaks, experience
a traditional Bavarian dinner with music, enjoy a scenic
drive and picnic lunch in beautiful Icicle Creek Canyon,
May/June 2021

tour some of Washington’s renowned wineries and
breweries, attend a performance of The Sound of Music
at the Leavenworth Summer Theater, and much more.

Glacier Country Hangout

(AUGUST 24–31, 2021, AT BEARGRASS RV RESORT, IN
HUNGRY HORSE, MONTANA): For this Hangout, we take
over an entire campground conveniently located only
minutes outside the west gate of Glacier National Park.
From there, we will enjoy several days of hiking and
sightseeing inside this spectacular park, including the
famed Going-to-the-Sun Road, a boat tour on Lake
McDonald, canoeing on Two Medicine Lake, Logan Pass,
and numerous scenic hikes. We’ll keep our eyes peeled
for mountain goats, bears and a lot of other wildlife!
We’ll also get to savor some of the region’s famous
huckleberry treats.

Oregon Coast Hangout

(SEPTEMBER 9–16, 2021, AT OLD MILL RV PARK, IN
GARIBALDI, OREGON): The rugged central Pacific coast of
Oregon has some of the most dramatic scenery in the
country. From our base camp on the shore of Tillamook
Bay, we will visit some of the area’s picturesque lighthouses, sample the craft beers and wines for which
Oregon is well-known, tour the Tillamook Cheese factory
and the enormous Evergreen Aviation Museum, hike in
the dense coastal forests, comb the beaches for treasures (and see incredible sunsets), and chow down on
clam chowder and freshly-caught seafood.

Habitat for Humanity Hangout

(OCTOBER 17–NOVEMBER 1, IN HOBBS, NEW MEXICO): During
this two-week-long Hangout, we will volunteer with our
fellow Escapees on a Habitat for Humanity build of
several new homes for deserving local families. No prior
construction experience needed since Habitat staffers
and other volunteers will teach you everything you need
to know! Although we’ll come prepared to work hard on
the weekdays, there will also be fun social activities on
the weekends and some evenings.

Texas Bourbon & Wine Hangout

(DECEMBER 27, 2021–JANUARY 3, 2022, AT THE PIMA
COUNTY FAIRGROUNDS, IN TUCSON, ARIZONA): Celebrate
the end of this year and ring in 2022 with your Escapees
friends at our New Year’s Eve blowout party! During
the week, we’ll also get to explore historic Tucson,
experience the Old West in Tombstone, learn
about desert life at the phenomenal ArizonaSonora Desert Museum, hike in Saguaro National
Park and much more!

DAVID AND CHERYL GOLDSTEIN have been full-time RVers
since 2016, exploring the country in their 40' fifth-wheel
trailer. They are Escapees lifetime members and joined the
club’s national staff as Hangouts directors in early 2019.
May/June 2021
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Tucson New Year’s Hangout
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(OCTOBER 25–NOVEMBER 1, AT OAKWOOD RV RESORT IN
FREDERICKSBURG, TEXAS): At this Hangout, we will have
the rare opportunity to work as a volunteer bottler
at the Garrison Brothers Distillery. (There is normally
a three-year waiting list to participate in one of their
two-day bottling parties!) You’ll have a blast with their
relaxed “Texas hillbilly” atmosphere and frequent
“quality control” breaks to sample Garrison Brothers’
premium bourbon. On other days during the Hangout,
we’ll tour the wineries and breweries of the Texas Hill
Country, visit historic Fredericksburg, enjoy a traditional
German dinner and climb the huge granite dome of
Enchanted Rock. And on our last night, we’ll enjoy an
evening of fun and games at our Halloween party!

We are also already planning well into 2022, including
the Winter Blast Hangout, in Lake Havasu City, Arizona,
and a reprise of the Baja Mexico Hangout, both in
February; the Body, Mind and Soul Hangout (with an
optional immersive yoga retreat), in the Sedona, Arizona
area, in April; the Gettysburg Hangout, in Pennsylvania,
in May; the Finger Lakes Hangout, in upstate New York,
in the summer; and the Downeast Maine Hangout, in
September. And that’s just for starters!
As always, you can find information on all these
Hangouts and more at escapees.com/hangouts.
Registration for the first three Hangouts is open now.
To be the first to know about when tickets for the other
Hangouts will go on sale, be sure you’re on our Hangouts
Announcements e-mail list—just click the big red “Let
me know about new Hangouts!” button on the Hangouts
webpage.
We know you’re just as excited as we are about
getting to “hang out” together once again, and we hope
we’ll see you at a Hangout later this year!

A MESSAGE FROM
XSCAPERS FOUNDERS

By TRAVIS CARR #8, Escapees President, and MELANIE CARR #8, Escapees Vice President

NURTURING
NEW GROWTH
It’s spring! For those of us who are not full-time RVers, it

means weed-pulling, watering, fertilizing and a lot more
mowing. Regardless of the chores or sniffily noses caused
by nature’s endless battle to grow and expand, spring has
always felt like the start of a new year and a breath of fresh
air for us. This year, that feeling could not be more fitting.
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exas, known for its mild winter temps and
weather, is normally a destination for RVers and
snowbirds alike. However, this past winter, Texas
was caught off guard by the massive winter
storms that nearly took out our power grid, a period of
time that us locals fittingly refer to as “Snow-vid.”
The heart-breaking stories, destruction and the shear
financial burden caused by these storms seemed like
something out of another unimageable “apocalyptic”
movie title. However, as typical Texas weather is known
for, it soon warmed, the snow melted and temperatures
rose above 70 degrees as quickly as the freezing temperatures had come. As the plant life emerged from their
thick icy blankets in which they were imprisoned, they
appeared battered, brown and without life.
As the days and weeks went by, nature once again
showed its will to thrive, and sprouts of green began to
appear. New branches and leaves began to expand as
plants and trees rid themselves from their battle scars of
blackened leafless branches. While not every plant made
it through these extreme conditions, most were still
holding on, preparing and making way to foster new life
that would carry its existence on, to regrow and flourish
in the inevitable spring ahead.
Much like nature’s preparation and need for spring,
we have been looking forward to the day in which we can
begin shedding our protective shell and once again focus
on regrowing the community opportunities lost from
the world’s unexpected storm of 2020, Covid-19. While
there is still damage to repair, and the battle is not yet
over, “our spring” is on its way and our hope is strong.
It’s a delicate process. One that takes the right
amount of water, fertilizer and trimming. Too much, and
you do harm by overwhelming it. Too little, and it starves
without the fuel it needs to flourish.
Since the onset of the pandemic, a record boom in
RV sales and influx of new travelers have hit the road to
escape the pandemic and safely explore the outdoors
from the comfort of their own RV. In a way, Covid-19
acted as a fertilizer to the RVing industry. To our excitement, it meant that new members have undoubtably
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joined the ranks of the Escapees and Xscapers communities. But, at the same time, we have seen existing,
long-time members putting the RV lifestyle on hold and
new would-be full-time RVers, setting their dreams aside
completely. Like a branch that is hollowed out by either
disease or lack of nourishment, it requires strong roots
and healthy limbs to carry the extra weight. Ultimately,
it is through the collective body that withstands blight
and grows ever stronger.
Over the past year, the team worked tirelessly to
create community through virtual opportunities and
digital platforms. At this point, dozens of virtual campfires have taken place and thousands of new profiles
have joined our social media groups and pages. Not to
mention the over five thousand registered participants
in our RV to Freedom Summit and Rethinking Remote
Work Conference, all of which set in motion the creation
of new connections and lifelong friendships to be made.
Again, much like the addition of new branches that help
grow new leaves and to collect the water needed to keep
its roots strong.
But, while everything was being done to continue
supporting the community and keep it strong, nothing
could truly replace in-person events nor show how critical they are, not only to the RVing community, but also
the foundation in which Xscapers relies. Now, as we take
a step forward with our goal of reconnecting through the
return of Convergences, we need the most important
ingredient: water. Because without water, it does not
matter how far our canopy spreads or how thick our
trunk, our roots will shrivel, our leaves will fall, and we
slowly fade away into the shadow of who we once were.
Founded on the sharing-and-caring principles,
Escapees’ founders Joe and Kay Peterson #1, provided
the club with its most important ingredient, a legacy
and tradition that has been carried forward just shy
of 43 years. Without kindness, inclusiveness and the
determination to help one another, this community will
not continue to be what we know and love.
So, whether you are attending your first Convergence
or are a four-time Annual Bash attendee, remember to
take the time to foster new connections, support one
another and help water the roots that have been buried
inside you. Xscapers is the embodiment of its community, and here it does not matter your background, race,
sexual orientation, political/religious views, lifestyle or
RV type. We are all in this together, anxiously waiting for
“spring” and returning to what Xscapers is all about: the
reuniting of our RV family.

XSCAPERS EVENTS
By JP SMITH #115625, Convergence Director

EVENTS
ARE BACK, BABY!
Xscapers events are ramping up for the summer! If
you haven’t seen the convergence map, head over
to the Xscapers Website for the most up-to-date
information. We are excited to kick things off this
summer, in Salida, Colorado, the location that is
quickly becoming our summer home.

T

he event commences with the Matt Farris Band
taking the stage on opening night. On the
Fourth of July, we will once again march in the
town parade and enjoy live music and fireworks. Monday night is set aside for the now-famous
Xscapers Lot Crawl, this event, similar to an RV show,
meets a downtown pub crawl. It’s so fun and is a great
way to meet fellow Xscapers! There is more live music
planned with a Status Crowes concert and a showing

FOURTH OF JULY

CONVERGENCE

SALIDA, CO • JULY, 2021

of the special sing-along version of the movie Bohemian
Rhapsody on the big screen. Finally, the week finishes
with a catered dinner and a performance by Salida’s very
own circus troupe. A good time is guaranteed for all.
Xscapers will be at Escapade, in Rock Springs,
Wyoming. Come join us for a happy hour and learn
what the Xscapers group is all about.
In August, we will be headed to Driggs, Idaho. This
little town in the shadow of the Teton Mountains has
something to offer for everyone! Hiking, mountain biking, kayaking and rafting are just a few of the activities.
We will also have live local music, local beers, a scenic
painting lesson and a return of the live dueling pianos
that were a hit at the Annual Bash!
There is a lot more event-planning in the works.
So, be sure to sign up for the Xscapers mailing list at
www.xscapers.com to be among the first to learn about
new convergences!

Spend the Fourth of July high in the Rocky Mountains with
your Xscaper friends! Xscapers returns to the cooler temps
of the mountains for a small town big on fun. We will gather
at the fairgrounds in Salida, just minutes from downtown.
Previous highlights have included marching in the town’s
4th of July parade, live music, food trucks, and river rafting.

ESCAPEES
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UPCOMING CONVERGENCES
FOURTH OF JULY CONVERGENCE • JULY 2021
ESCAPADE: ROCK SPRINGS, WY • JULY 2021
GRAND TETON CONVERGENCE • AUGUST 2021
BALLOON FIESTA CONVERGENCE • OCTOBER 2021
LAS VEGAS HALLOWEEN CONVERGENCE • OCTOBER 2021
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Please visit www.escapees.com and www.xscapers.com for up-to-date
information regarding events. Due to concerns surrounding COVID-19,
event schedules are rapidly changing, and events may be canceled or
postponed after this magazine issue is published.
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TIRE DISCOUNT
SAVE AN AVERAGE OF $90!
(ACTUAL SAVINGS WILL VARY WITH TIRE SELECTION AND QUANTITY PURCHASED)

15%
DISCOUNT FOR
ESCAPEES MEMBERS
Discount includes trucks, automobiles and towables.

FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT

www.escapees.com/benefits/partner-discounts

Stack your
escapees discount
with goodyear rebates
For even more savings!

EVENTS CALENDAR

Join us at one of these rallies or National events!
• Call the voicemail phone number (888-757-7701) + extension number for specific directions to events.
• July/August deadline: May 10. The “Events Calendar” is reserved for chapter, certified BoF groups and National events. All submissions must be in writing.
• E-mail submissions should be sent to editor@escapees.com, or mail submissions to Escapees Magazine, 100 Rainbow Drive, Livingston, TX 77351.

13–16

LA

Sulphur, A+ Motel and RV Park

10

8010

13–16

OR

McMinnville, Old Stone Village RV

37

8037

25–June 02

OH

Mansfield, Richland County Fairground

36

8036

27–June 01

UT

Moab, Moab Outdoor Adventure HOP

HOP/National

936-755-1060

02–05

OR

Chiloquin, Train Mountain Railroad

37

8037

07–10

WI

DeForest, Madison KOA

49

8049

13–17

WA

Frances, Swiss Hall

34

8034

14–18

AB

Canada, Rimbey, Last West Community Hall

44

8044

17–20

GA

Chatsworth, 411 River Rest Campground

16

8016

17–20

MI

Coldwater, Branch County Fairground, Great Lakes
Tri-Rally

06

8006

21–25

WA

Lynden, NW Washington Fairground

05

8005

06–13

ID

Driggs, Teton County Fairground, Tetons Hangout

Hangouts/National

936-327-8873

08–11

TX

Elmendorf, Braunig Lake RV Park

11

8011

11–15

OR

Rickerall, Polk County Fairground

34

8034

12–17

UT

Flaming Gorge, Lucerne Campground

SOLOs BoF

8080

15–17

WY

Rock Springs, 60th Escapade, RVers Boot Camp

National

936-327-8873

18–23

WY

Rock Springs, 60th Escapade

National

936-327-8873

03–10

WA

Cashmere, Chelan County Expo Center, Cascade Moun- Hangouts/National
tains Hangout

936-327-8873

11–15

ME

Hermon, Pumpkin Patch RV

03

8003

15–19

OR

Lincoln City, Wapiti RV Park

34

8034

16–20

AB

Canada, Rimbey, Last West Community Hall

44

8044

20–23

OR

Charleston, Bastendorff Beach Park

37

8037

72

23–27

WA

Pacific Beach, US Navy Recreation Resort

05

8005
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DATES
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HOST CHAPTER
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MAY 2021

24–27

OR

Florence, Florence Elks RV Park

37

8037

24–31

MT

Hungry Horse, Glacier Country Hangout

Hangouts/National

936-327-8873

09–16

OR

Garibaldi, •

Hangouts/National

936-327-8873

12–16

OR

Odell, Hood River Fairground

34

8034

13–17

WA

Prosser, Wine Country RV Resort

05

8005

27–Oct 01

ME

Bar Harbor, Maine Leaves and Lobster HOP

HOP/National

936-755-1060

30–Oct 03

SC

Roebuck, Pine Ridge Campground

29

8029

01–11

NM

Albuquerque, Balloon Fiesta HOP

HOP/National

936-755-1060

03–08

OR

Florence, Odd Fellows

34

8034

JUNE 2021

JULY 2021
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AUGUST 2021

SEPTEMBER 2021
Oregon Coast Hangout

OCTOBER 2021
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			888-757-7701
DATES
LOCATION
HOST CHAPTER
EXTENSION #
08–10

OR

Merlin, Indian Mary Park

37

8037

14–17

TX

Bandera, Skyline Ranch RV Park

11

8011

17–Nov 01

NM

Hobbs, Habitat for Humanity Hangout

Hangouts/National

936-327-8873

25–Nov 01

TX

Fredericksburg, • Texas Bourbon & Wine Hangout

Hangouts/National

936-327-8873

HOP/National

936-755-1060

NOVEMBER 2021
12–14

TX

Livingston, Rainbow’s End, RVers Boot Camp

National

936-327-8873

29–Dec 03

CA

Vacaville, Vineyard RV Park

38

8038

10–13

CA

Castaic, RVers Boot Camp

National

936-327-8873

27–Jan 03

CA

Pasadena, Rose Parade HOP

HOP/National

936-755-1060

27–Jan 03

AZ

Tucson, Tucson New Year’s Hangout

Hangouts/National

936-327-8873

DECEMBER 2021

FOR XSCAPERS EVENTS, SEE PAGE 70.

ESCAPEES VIRTUAL CAMPFIRES bring the conversation around the fire into the online world.
Hosted live on Facebook by members of the Escapees team, they cover a range of topics of interest
to any RVer. Join the conversation in real time with a running chat on Facebook! JOIN US ONLINE!

202

Chapter 8

2

MEXICAN CONNECTION RALLY

2022 VAMOS A BAJA—THREE EXCITING VENUES • FEBRUARY 9–25, 2022
(15-DAY ROLLING RALLY PLUS OPTIONAL ADD-ON EXTENSIONS)

Hola a todos (Hi everyone)! We are super excited to be at
your service for the 2022 Vamos a Baja rally!

• Potrero County Park, Potrero, CA
• Zoológico Parque del Niño Jersey—
Valle de Guadalupe, Baja California, MX
• La Jolla Beach Camp—Punta Banda,
Baja California, MX
ESCAPEES

Post Rally Add-On Trips

• Bahía de Los Ángeles
• Guerrero Negro (Whale Watching)
• Playa Santispac
• Possibly other locations

73
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If you’ve ever wanted to visit Baja, Mexico, this is
your perfect opportunity! We are with you every step
of the way, guiding you safely through the border
crossing at Tecate, Mexico, to Valle de Guadalupe,
then to the sandy beaches and natural hot tubs of La
Jolla Beach Camp in Ensenada.
The locations of the rally were specifically chosen
to provide the best opportunity for both safely
and to gently introduce new members to authentic
Mexico, as well as provide an abundance of opportunities to meet and mingle with many kind, generous,
loving Mexican people. They also provide numerous
opportunities for the charity work that is a core
component of Chapter 8. And, you’ll learn how to
travel in Mexico with your RV.
After the rally has ended, there will be several
“add-on” trips available that will take you further into
Baja, if you desire. These trips are not a part of the
official rally, but many members take advantage of
these adventures. It’s a good way to further explore
Baja, and develop your travel skills in Mexico!

Destination Locations

Registration Information

Registration opens September 1, 2021 on
our website. Pricing is $739 per rig (two
people) and $629 per rig (solo). Please visit
www.mexicanconnection08.com, and join us
on Facebook for additional information and
ongoing rally updates. We hope to see you
on the rally!
Phylana Ladd #154519, 2022 Wagonmaster and
Shari Nova #149474, 2022 Assistant Wagonmaster
May/June 2021

NEW

RVERS BOONDOCKING POLICY
Dear Fellow RVers,
As thousands of new RV enthusiasts join us on the road, it is more important than ever to be good stewards
of our environment. Protecting and preserving our public lands should be our honor and must be our
pledge. Whether we choose a national park, national forest, Bureau of Land Management (BLM) site, or
other public lands, these practices always apply.
Remember, camping on public lands is a privilege, not a right. Abuse can create tighter regulations, raise
maintenance fees, and have an overall negative impact on public lands and our ability to use them in the
spirit in which they were intended. With the help and support of our advocates, the Escapees RV Club has
created a condensed list of “Best RVing Practices” to ensure that our public lands will remain beautiful
treasures that we can retreat to as we travel.

Public Lands Parking Etiquette

RVers Boondocking Policy
1. Respect the Rules of the Land. Observe posted signs, obtain permits when necessary, follow
usage limits, and camp only in designated areas and pre-established campsites, which vary
depending on agency and state regulations. Bear in mind, some of these lands fall under federal
laws, not state laws.
2. Treasure the Terrain. Camp on durable surfaces. Avoid damaging surfaces or modifying terrain
by digging, moving large rocks, cutting plants, etc. Stick to predesignated paths without widening
them or creating new ones. Remember, there are native plants, organisms, and ecosystems that
interplay here and can be easily damaged.
3. Respect Your Neighbors. Avoid overcrowding an area or blocking your neighbors’ view. Orient
your RV so that your generator isn’t directed at them and respect quiet hours. Rules vary but are
generally between 10pm-8am. Maintain a tidy campsite. Keep noise to a minimum so everyone
has a peaceful experience. Drive at a campground speed and be aware of kids, wildlife, pets, and
your dust trails.

Proud Partner | LNT.org

4. Respect Nature and Wildlife. Keep pets under control and clean up after them, even in the
wild. Don’t entice, feed, or approach wildlife. Limit or eliminate use of pesticides. Check for burn
bans; be mindful of firewood rules and make sure your fire is fully extinguished. (Remember,
exhaust pipes on vehicles and generators can trigger fires.) Consider a propane fire pit that you
can carry with you and snub out easily.
5. Pack it In, Pack it Out. Keep your holding tanks closed! Secure fresh water from approved
sources and dispose of trash respectfully in public trash receptacles. Lower your impact with
bio-degradable products.
Always leave the area cleaner than you found it!
Take only memories, leave only footprints.
As RVers, we should be good stewards of the land to protect this privilege for future generations. Not
following these practices can have serious consequences and could be detrimental to all RVers. Public
lands can be closed to camping because of overcrowding, damage to the land, and guests overstaying the
time limits. Following the best practices will help ensure that we all remain good neighbors to each other
and the land. If you feel that someone is unaware of these practices, share these resources with them in a
positive way.
We wish you safe and happy travels,

For more information and resources on boondocking best practices, please visit www.escapees.com/rvers-boondocking-policy

Whether you are a full-time RVer, or simply on an extended RV vacation,
using an RV mail service makes it easy to get your mail on the road.

WHERE CAN YOU
RECEIVE MAIL
ON THE ROAD?
Post office via
General Delivery
Friend's or Family's house
Campground Office
Mail Box Store
Always check before having
mail sent to a PO Box or RV park.

ESCAPEES RV CLUB
MAIL SERVICE
IS THE LARGEST MAIL
SERVICE THAT CATERS
SPECIFICALLY
TO RVERS.
Give us a call and we can
help you set up the right
mail-forwarding solution for
your needs today!

936-327-8873

www.escapees.com

CHAPTER MAP

Let’s Get Together!
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33

44
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Visit www.escapees.com/chapters and click on the chapter of your interest.
You can view details about a chapter, join a chapter and pay chapter dues,
if applicable. Yes! It is that easy. As you travel, we invite you to get to know
Escapees in your area. Call us for details and let’s get together.
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A WORD FROM
OUR GROUP DIRECTOR

Indicates that an Escapees Head
Out Program event has been planned
at this general location during 2021.
See page 26–27 for more information.
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JIMMY AND LOCKIE SAILER #130519, Chapter Directors
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Ahhh, May and June. That means we made it through
another winter, spring has sprung and summer is arriving!
We’re determined to focus on the road ahead and to stop
looking in the rearview.

H

ow many of you remember the old driver’s ed
simulators? There would be the instructors (for
me, an ag teacher and coaches) telling you to
keep checking your rearview and side mirrors to
see what was behind or beside you. The only scene that
I (Lockie) remember from that simulator was a scenario
where an 18-wheeler was careening out of control
behind me, and I was so focused on it barreling toward
me that I completely forgot to look ahead. That didn’t
end well and, thankfully, it was only a simulation.
There have been so many things taking our attention
for over a year now and, though we don’t know about

everyone else, it has been mentally exhausting for us.
We find it easy to get caught up in the rearview and
forget what’s ahead. Now please understand us. The
past is important; that’s how we learn. Just don’t get so
focused on it that the present and future are forgotten.
We would encourage you to take time for yourself.
Take a deep breath and think of what you’d like to see
on the road ahead. Many of our Escapees communities,
both chapters and BoFs, are scheduling events to, once
more, be with those friends that they’ve missed, and
they’d love for you to join them. Escapade 2021 is just
ahead in July, and we’re looking forward to seeing many
of you during that time.
Whatever you decide to do or not do in the time
before you is yours for the choosing. Focus on that road
ahead and make the most of it. It’s a big world out there;
let’s explore it! Hugs and safe travels!
E-MAIL CHAPTERDIRECTORS@ESCAPEES.COM TO START A CHAPTER IN YOUR AREA.

May/June 2021

CALLING ALL CHAPTERS
Escapees Regional Groups

Contact the chapters’ voicemail, 888-757-7701 plus extension, for rally and luncheon information. See the map for a chapter near you.
CHAPTER
NUMBER

CHAPTER
NAME

CHAPTER
PRESIDENT

PHONE
NUMBER

E-MAIL ADDRESS
+ EXTENSION #

888-757-7701

Linda Gilmore

303-349-8845

president@escapeeschapter2.com

8002

Cheryl Pease

413-628-4794

cupcake65@verizon.net

8003

5

Evergreen

Steve Allgire

206-949-0186

chapter5president@gmail.com

8005

6

Great Lakes

Mike Foley

616-862-8893

mfoley1505@sbcglobal.net

8006

8

Mexican Connection

Kassandra Dennis

408-603-0600

kassandra@ekdennis.com

8008

9

Oregon Trails

Betty Bush

503-705-9872

bettybush01@yahoo.com

8009

10

Rainbow Chapter

David Horton

563-529-6181

dhorton2@aol.com

8010

11

Alamo Area SKPs

Ken Dixon

210-218-7656

kennethdixon01@att.net

8011

14

Lucky Rollers

Nancy Schmitt

775-990-3491

suncatchers55@aol.com

8014

16

Georgia Azaleas

Joe Maltese

706-594-9374

escapeeschapter16@gmail.com

8016

17

Ozark Chapter

Alvin Baker

918-740-4263

bakerskp17@gmail.com

8017

18

Maple Leaf

Howard Krakower

613-829-3587

howardkrakower@yahoo.com

8018

21

Arizona Saguaros

Stuart Dutcher

520-403-1062

dutch1062@msn.com

8021

22

Van Islanders

Keith Ellison

250-746-7919

keithandsue@shaw.ca

8022

24

Gold Nugget

Jackie Friday

209-304-2483

fridaymj@att.net

8024

25

Shanty Shakers

Mike Formico

619 884-9069

mformico@cs.com

8025

26

Gulf Posse

Cushman Phillips

770-312-8871

cushman@cbphei.com

8026

29

Carolina Rovers

Craig Rickenbach

803-372-2998

carickenbach@gmail.com

8029

32

Yavapai

Jeanne Nielsen

253-514-3680

beadyrags@yahoo.com

8032

33

BC Okanagan SKPs

Al Wejr

250-545-1359

alweege@gmail.com

8033

34

Columbia River SKPs

Karen Grady

503-260-5764

kgrady606@gmail.com

8034

36

Erie Shores

Merle Cockayne

440-823-6214

gulleyjumper0208@yahoo.com

8036

37

Rogue Valley Rovers

Valerie Rasmusson

541-951-1972

valrasmussonrvclub37@gmail.com

8037

38

Mother Lode

Sandy Thomason

209-984-5017

sandytom71@yahoo.com

8038

39

Wash-Pan

Bev Allenbaugh

509 925-3297

photogal@fairpoint.net

8039

41

NYSKPS

Marilyn Woodside

908-377-7765

lynhw15@gmail.com

8041

42

KEN/TENN

Ray Rountree

502-664-1080

rayretired44@gmail.com

8042

44

Alberta Roamers

Bob and Sheila Lake

403-281-1695

chapter44rvclub@gmail.com

8044

45

Valley of the Sun

Dale Geary

602-799-5860

azdesertbum5@gmail.com

8045

46

Lincolnland

Marti Aanerud

708-534-1537

martijeen@hotmail.com

8046

47

Nor-Cal Gypsies

Nancy Voyles

530-357-4762

tsrnan@aol.com

8047

49

Badger SKPs

Bruce Hennington (acting) 888-757-7701

bhennington2@gmail.com

8049

51

Hoosier Neighbor

Vernon Bergi

219-608-1148

bergv52@gmail.com

8051

52

Arkansas Diamonds

Don Tannehill

501-410-8950

tannehilld@sbcglobal.net

8052

53

Treasure St Travelers

Randee Follmer

406-698-4416

rj.cm@live.com

8053

54

Wild West Escapees Neal Haerich

785-735-4969

nhaerich@gmail.com

8054

57

Florida Sun Gators

352-217-5168

lblunde@aol.com

8057

Lynn Lunde

FOR MORE DETAILS ABOUT A CHAPTER, VISIT WWW.ESCAPEES.COM/CHAPTERS.
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SKP DINE-OUTS
It’s time to eat!

Join fellow Escapees for any one of these regional dine-outs.
Please confirm the time and location of luncheons before making plans to attend.
ALABAMA

NEW MEXICO

ARIZONA

OREGON

Benson: 2nd Wed, 11:30 a.m., San Pedro Golf Course,
Ironwood Grill, 926 N Madison Ave. Chuck Dupuis:
520-360-5695, Nov-April

Sutherlin: 2nd Wed, 9 a.m., breakfast, Abby’s Legendary Pizza,
1011 W Central Ave. Rick De Young: 541-315-2830. Jan-Dec

Gulf Shores: Canceled until further notice.
Ruth E. Snashall: 408-206-2831, ruthsnashall@icloud.com.
Apache Junction: 1st and 3rd Wed, 11 a.m., Mickey D’s Café,
1408 W. Apache Trail. Please RSVP Norm and Ritchie Eriksen:
480-671-0610, twocanyondwellers@msn.com. Nov-March

Tonopah: Taco Tuesday 6:30 p.m., Tonopah Family Restaurant,
41101 West Indian School Rd. Call or text to confirm, Mike:
602-325-3171, Ajo: 207-743-3378, ajo@thecatdragdinn.org
Wickenburg: Visit the Chapter 32 website or voice mail for date
and location. Dawn Ewell: 928-231-7422, imslide@gmail.com.
Yuma: 2nd Wed, 10 a.m., Foothill’s Eatery and Spirit, 12871 S
Interstate 8 Frontage Rd. David Sears: 936-215-1035 Nov-April

ARKANSAS

Conway: 3rd Mon, 1 p.m., Golden Corral, 814 E. Oak St.
Don Tannehill: 501-410-8950, April-Oct

CALIFORNIA

Clovis: 1st Thurs, 11:15 a.m., Denny’s Restaurant, 710 W Shaw
Ave. 936-612-3216. Wayne Zimmerman: 559-638-1631
Modesto: Canceled until further notice.
Sandy Thomason, 209-984-5017.
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Redding: 1st Tues, 11:30 a.m., Country Waffle, 2300 Athens Ave.
Nancy Voyles: 530-357-4762, tsrnan@aol.com. March-Dec
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Lakewood: Ladies’ breakfast every Tues. Men’s breakfast every
Thurs. Call 575-457-2303, for more information.
Medford: 2nd Tues, 11 a.m., Chadwick’s Pub and Sports Bar,
2300 Biddle Road. Valerie: 541-774-4394,
valrasmussonrvclub37@gmail.com

Gresham: 4th Mon, 1 p.m., Heidi’s Restaurant, 1230 N.E. Cleveland. Michael Surratt: 503-667-0819, mrat1945@frontier.com

TENNESSEE

Crossville: 2nd Wed, 11:30 a.m., Vegas Steakhouse. 3152 North
Main St. Ralph Wiggers: 931-787-4157, April-Nov

TEXAS

Livingston: 2nd Fri, 1 p.m., La Casita Mexican Restaurant. 215 S
Washington Ave. (Washington Ave is Business 59) We meet in the
back room. David Horton: 563-529-6181, dhorton2@aol.com

UTAH

West Valley City: Canceled until further notice.
Lawrence Pay: 801-599-3518, lnpay@msn.com

WASHINGTON

Mount Vernon: Canceled until further notice.
Bud/Lori: 206-953-6433, budkauffman@me.com.
Tacoma: Canceled until further notice.
Barb Johnson: 360-908-0699, barbj1752@msn.com

WISCONSIN

Sacramento: 2nd Wed, 11:30 a.m., Perko’s Restaurant,
6215 Sunrise Blvd., Citrus Heights. www.goldnugget24.org

Portage: 1st Wed, 12 p.m., Dino’s Restaurant, 12900 New Pinery
Rd. Helen Hoege: 608-254-2055, khhoege@gmail.com, Oct-April

San Diego area: 4th Sat, 9 a.m., breakfast, Marie Callender’s,
6950 Alvarado Rd. Meeting follows at 10 a.m., Mike Formico:
619 884-9069, mformico@cs.com

CANADA

Santa Maria: 2nd Thurs (every month), 11:30 a.m.,
IHop, 202 Nickolson Ave. Anna Hartman: 805-937-1856

BC, Kelowna: 2nd Tues, 12 p.m., 88 Grand Buffet, 2339 Hwy. 97
N. Sharon Rajotte: 250-707-0602, rsrajotte@telus.net

Ventura: 1st Tues (every month), 11 a.m., Main Restaurant
Steakhouse, 3159 E. Main St. Chuck Burton: 805 647-7382

BC, Nanaimo: 3rd Wed, 11:30 a.m., Smitty’s, In the Southgate
Mall, 117-50 Tenth Street. Linda Henton: lfhenton@gmail.com,
April-Oct. Except June and Sept

COLORADO

AB (location TBA): 2nd Wed, 12 p.m.. Check Chapter 44 website
locations and times/888-757-7701 x8044. Carol Davis

FLORIDA

BC, Salmon Arm: 3rd Fri, 11:30 a.m., PJ’s Family Restaurant,
#202 360 Trans-Canada Hwy SW. (in the Centenoka Park Mall).
Please call Maisie Beattie 250-803-9969 to let her know you are
coming. mlynneb146@gmail.com

MISSOURI

BC, Vernon: Last Tues, 12 p.m.. Army, Navy and Airforce Club—
Spitfire Grill, 2500 46th Ave. Kathleen Bone: 250-265-1192,
kathyskp@telus.net

NEVADA

ON, Talbotville: 1st Tues, 11:30 a.m., Wayside Restaurant,
10680 Sunset Rd. Sharon Sandau: 519-862-2152,
sdsandau@teksavvy.com. May-Nov

Englewood: Postponed until further notice.
Chuck Derington: 303-842-1519, chuckderington@comcast.net
Clermont: 1st Thurs, 11 a.m., Golden Corral, 1555 Grand Hwy.
Rose Irons: 239-896-3799, ggshirkey@yahoo.com. Nov-April
Springfield: 2nd Fri, 1:00 p.m., Golden Corral (South),
220 E. Primrose. Vernon Eide: 417-209-8650.
Pahrump: 2nd Mon, 11:30 a.m., Mountain Falls Grill, 5001
Clubhouse Dr. George Leese: bigbg62@yahoo.com. Sept-May
Reno: 1st. Wed, 1 p.m., Gold ’N Silver Inn Restaurant,
790 W 4th St. Adrian Jones: adrianandrebecca@att.net

May/June 2021

ON, Barrie: 1st Thurs, 12:30 p.m., Mandarin Restaurant,
28 Fairview Rd. Peta: 705-728-5639, petaarends@gmail.com.
May and Oct

Did you know students who completed
RVers Boot Camp may qualify for a
discount on their RV insurance?*
For more information,
visit www.escapees.com/education
*Disclaimer: Discount may only be applied if account
has not already reached maximum discounts allowed.

EDUCATION

Keep Your RVing
Knowledge in Shape

GAIN CRITICAL SKILLS AND KNOWLEDGE IN:
Hitch-up | Basic RV Systems | RV Driving | Tire and Weight Safety | Fire and Life Safety | Personal Safety

NEXT TRAINING OPPORTUNITIES:
JULY 15–17, 2021

Escapade
Rock Springs, Wyoming

NOVEMBER 12–14, 2021

Rainbow's End, Livingston, Texas

DECEMBER 10–13, 2021
Castaic, California

FEBRUARY 04–06, 2022

North Ranch, Congress, Arizona

APRIL 15–17, 2022

SKP ACRE, Dillard, Georgia

JUNE 16–18, 2022
Escapade
Lebanon, Tennessee

For more information, call

936-327-8873

or to register for an event, visit

WWW.ESCAPEES.COM/BOOTCAMP

ALABAMA

RAINBOW PLANTATION | 14301 County Rd. 28, Summerdale, AL 36580
251-988-8132, Fax: 251-988-8142, plantation@escapees.com, rainbowplantation.escapeesrvparks.com

$

ARIZONA

NORTH RANCH | 30625 Hwy. 89, Congress, AZ 85332
928-427-3657, Fax: 928-685-3695, northranch@escapees.com, northranch.escapeesrvparks.com

$

FLORIDA

SUMTER OAKS RV PARK | 4602 County Rd. 673, Bushnell, FL 33513
352-793-1333, Fax: 352-793-5216, sumteroaks@escapees.com, sumteroaks.escapeesrvparks.com

$

MISSOURI

TURKEY CREEK RV VILLAGE | 1376 US 65 Business S., Hollister, MO 65672
417-335-8004, Fax: 417-335-4644, turkeycreek@escapees.com, turkeycreek.escapeesrvparks.com

$

NEW MEXICO

DREAM CATCHER RV PARK | 4400 E. Pine St., Deming, NM 88030, 575-544-4004,
Fax: 575-544-0944, dreamcatcher@escapees.com, dreamcatcher.escapeesrvparks.com

$

TENNESSEE

RACCOON VALLEY | 908 E. Raccoon Valley Rd., Heiskell, TN 37754
865-947-9776, Fax: 865-947-9778, raccoonvalley@escapees.com, raccoonvalley.escapeesrvparks.com

$

TEXAS

TEXAS

RAINBOW’S END | 140 Escapees Dr., Livingston, TX 77351
936-327-1279, Fax: 936-328-8168, rainbowsend@escapees.com, rainbowsend.escapeesrvparks.com
TRA PARK | 3100 Moore St., Pecos, TX 79772
432-447-2137, Fax: 432-447-3287, trapark@escapees.com. trapark.escapeesrvparks.com
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$
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Weekly Nonmember

Weekly Member

Now Accepts Online Bookings!

Daily Nonmember

Daily Member

Escapees RV Club
owned and operated.

395+
415+
475535

SKP CO-OPS (ESCAPEES MEMBERS ONLY)

Owned and operated by individual member groups of Escapees.
ARIZONA
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SAGUARO CO-OP | 600 E. Saguaro Dr., #245, Benson, AZ 85602
520-586-7343, Fax: 520-586-4683, skpsaguaro@gmail.com, www.skpsaguaro.org

$

25

+ Elec
& tax

20

+ tax

$

23

Incl Elec

$

35

Incl Elec

ROVERS ROOST | 3241 S. Montgomery Rd., Casa Grande, AZ 85193
520-426-3589, Fax: 520-421-0105, rovers_roost@yahoo.com, www.roversroost.com

$

KOFA KO-OP | 3750 E. County 17th St., Yuma, AZ 85365
928-344-0645, 928-344-0900, office@kofako-op.com, www.kofako-op.com

$

JOJOBA HILLS RESORT | 45120 Hwy. 79 S., Aguanga, CA 92536
951-767-9130, office@jojobahills.com, jojobahills.com

$

limited

PARK SIERRA | 45323 Park Sierra Dr., Coarsegold, CA 93614
559-206-9907, Fax: 559-671-0084, parksierra@gmail.com, www.parksierra.net

$

FLORIDA

THE RESORT | 2219 SKP Way, Wauchula, FL 33873
Discounted rates 5/1 – 10/31
863-735-1499, Fax: 863-735-1994, skpresortwauchula@gmail.com, fl-skp-resort.org

$

NEVADA

PAIR-A-DICE | 5150 Oakridge, Unit 2, Pahrump, NV 89048
775-727-7221, Fax: 775-727-3966, skppairadice@gmail.com

21-26

Incl Elec,
WiFi & CTV

20-23

+ Elec

20

$

Incl Elec

NEW MEXICO

THE RANCH | PO Box 109, Lakewood, NM 88254
575-457-2303, Fax: 575-457-2100, skpranch@pvtnetworks.net, skpranch.com

$

OREGON

TIMBER VALLEY | 800 S. State St., Sutherlin, OR 97479
541-459-4465, skptimbr@rosenet.net, www.timbervalleyskp.com

$

TEXAS

LONE STAR CORRAL | 131 Private Rd. 5240, Hondo, TX 78861
830-363-7623, Fax: 830-363-5110, info@lonestarcorral.com, lonestarcorral.com

$

WASHINGTON

EVERGREEN COHO | 2481 Anderson Lake Rd., Chimacum, WA 98325
360-385-6538, Fax: 360-379-5669, ecrskp@escapees.com, www.cohoskp.com

Incl CTV

+ Elec
& tax

110

+ Elec
& tax

100

+ Elec
& tax

375

+ Elec

+ Elec
& tax

-

-

$199

Incl Elec

-

-

112

+ Elec
Incl WiFi &
CTV

420

+ Elec
Incl WiFi &
CTV

140161

+ Elec

495575

+ Elec

$

125

$

-

Incl Elec

20

Incl Elec

$

27

Incl Elec

$

20

+ Elec

$

30.00

+ tax

$

Incl Elec

365

$

Incl CTV

$

The plus symbol (+) is used to indicate “plus electric.”
Additional charges may apply for 50-amp electric, pull-thru and/or additional occupants.
Prices are subject to change without notice. Contact parks for hours of operation and to verify rental fees before arrival.
Receiving mail at Escapees Parks: Route your mail to General Delivery, City, State and Zip Code. Verify zip code by calling: 800-275-8777.
Availability of rental spaces at SKP Co-Ops depends on members putting their lots into a rental pool while they travel. During the popular season,
there may be few spaces left to rent. Call in advance to check the availability of rental sites.
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130

$

Incl CTV

$

$

$

-

330

$

+ Elec

350

+Elec
& Tax

410

+ Elec

325

+ Elec

450

+ Elec

$

125

Incl Elec

1162

Incl Elec

$

110

+ Elec

$

180.00

+ tax

$

$

Incl Elec

-

-

68

0

-

93

0

-

68

0

-

130

24

-

175

0

-

Pet Friendly

Dog Run

Laundry

Clubhouse

Activity Center

Reservations

25

WiFi

99

Storage

-

Dry-camping

0

Pull-thru

ERPU Sites

107

Lease Lots

# of Sites

-

50 AMP

22

30 AMP

87

55+ Park
-

-

Raccoon Valley: Heiskell, TN
Local songwriters meet every Tuesday night.
Thursday night, local jammers perform.
Jojoba Hills SKP Co-Op: Aguanga, CA
Join in the fun of many social activities. Enjoy pickleball, tennis,
swimming, hiking, nightly games and Friday happy hour. Deserts
and beaches are only one hour away. Sunset magazine calls nearby
Temecula, "Disneyland for adults."

N
N

EVENTS AND EXTRAS

N

Pair-A-Dice SKP Co-Op: Pahrump, NV
First-time visitors receive their one-week stay for $75;
Make request at check-in. Call ahead for availability. No reservations.

N

GPS: N36° 8.700'-W115° 58.000'

Park Sierra SKP Co-Op: Coarsegold, CA
Is Yosemite on your bucket list? Stay with us! Park Sierra is 25 miles
from the southern entrance to Yosemite. Sequoia and Kings Canyon
National Parks are only a day-trip away! The winter months are mild
and the spring wildflowers are glorious. First-time visitors can enjoy
$50 off their first week’s stay! Visit our website or call for reservations.

N

N

N

297 n/a

N

118

n/a

N

152

n/a

-

N

N

N

-

N

N

N

-

N

N

254 n/a
-

-

182

n/a

-

118

n/a

-

N

206 n/a

-

N

N

130

n/a

N

N

N

175

n/a

N

N

Only Escapees members may purchase an SKP Co-Op membership (when one is available), and that membership
entitles them to use a specified lot until they are deceased or sell the membership back to the corporation. Each SKP
Co-Op sets its own rules and is self-governing with a board of directors elected by the members. Members share in
the financial responsibilities of the SKP Co-Op. Operating expenses are shared equally among the membership by way
of an annual maintenance fee. Most SKP Co-Op sites have buildings and other improvements that may add several
thousand dollars to the buy-in price. Most also have a waiting list. Call individual parks for more information.

Lone Star Corral Co-Op: Hondo, TX
First-time Escapees visitors will receive 50% off one week stay, plus
electric. Offer not valid for December or last full week in February.
Your extended stay will allow you to explore the San Antonio area
and Texas Hill Country. The park is only a two- to three-hour drive
from the Gulf Coast and Mexico.
Timber Valley Co-Op: Sutherlin, OR
Join us in Oregon’s banana belt. Large lots; more privacy. Costco, five
chain grocery outlets within 12 miles. Walk to restaurants, churches;
other amenities. Award-winning wineries, fishing, forest trails and
wildlife. Waterfalls, 50 miles; ocean, 70 miles. Stay six nights, get a
seventh night free!
Evergreen CoHo: Chimacum, WA
Explore Washington’s Olympic Peninsula from Seattle to Victoria,
B.C. Art, biking, birding, breweries, casinos, cideries, concerts, distilleries, festivals, fresh local foods, hiking, kayaking, live music, wineries/
wine routes, whale watching. Stay up to 6 months beginning October 1 (depart by May 31). Reserve now at Evergreen Coho SKP Park,
call 360-385-6538.
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The Ranch SKP Co-Op: Lakewood, NM
Planning a trip to Carlsbad Caverns or the Guadalupe Mountains
National Park? We’re your place to stay: large sites, reverse osmosis
water. First-timers: $50 wk + elec and tax, 20% off for returning
visitors. Visit website for details and $50 coupon.
The Resort SKP Co-Op: Wauchula, FL
Where shorts are always in season and lifelong friendships blossom.
See our website for our many activities and amenities. Then visit our
active park in quiet south-central Florida.

-

N

RoVers Roost SKP Co-Op: Casa Grande, AZ
Max site length is 40'. First-time Escapees visitors will receive three
days free when they pay for one week ($110, plus tax/elec). Explore
many activities from this central location. Activities update provided
at daily social hours. Visit the website or call for details.
Saguaro SKP Co-Op: Benson, AZ
First-time visitors receive their week at a 50% discount, plus elec./
tax. Visit www.SKPSaguaro.org and click “Special Offers” for details.

N

283 n/a

Lease Lots at SKP Co-Ops

N

BIRDS OF A FEATHER

Escapees Special Interest Groups
Escapees Birds of a Feather (BoF) groups share lifestyle interests. Expand your talents and share your knowledge.
Whether you are a beginner or an expert, you are welcome.
Alternative Medicine: Newsletter about, but not limited to, herbs,
vitamins, dietary ideas, natural healing, attaining and maintaining
health. I also send BoF Extras and Bits&Pieces. Free e-newsletter.
Send SKP# and e-mail address to thrivebydesignonline@outlook.com.
Please include BoF or Escapees in the subject line. Joyce Langley
#147115. 164 CR 2127, PO Box 302, Burkeville, TX 75932.
Amateur Radio: Newsletter is $5 for three issues. Published January,
May and September. Include name, amateur radio call sign, if licensed,
SKP #, spouse’s name, address, check and e-mail address, to Forrest
Clark, KC9YMH, SKP #110995, 411 Walnut St., PMB #10903, Green
Cove Springs, FL 32043.
AVA America’s Walking Club: AVA is a nationwide network of walking
clubs. Its members arrange walks to local points of interest. We host
walks throughout the year, and you’re welcome to join America’s
Walking Clubs’ events. The cost per person per walk is $3. Membership
in America’s Walking Club is not required but encouraged. Members
can earn pins and patches. To join BoF, send your name, SKP# and
address to Susan Alton: avabof@aol.com.
Bikes, Boots ’n Paddles: Casual group (no dues/no newsletter) for
those who like to read about or participate in cycling, walking and hiking
and/or paddling activities. Meet at Escapades and informal gatherings
or simply share experiences online. Share routes, trails, locations,
equipment and photos. Facebook: “SKP Bikes, Boots ’N Paddles BoF.”
Nancy Cullinan: nancullinan@gmail.com.
Boomers: Casual group (no rules/no officers/no cost) for those who
have a youthful mindset. Members enjoy hiking, beading, biking,
reading, 4-wheel drives or just sitting around the campfire. Monthly
e-newsletter and Facebook group provide opportunities to share the
RVing experience. Impromptu gatherings pop up several times a year.
Send your name and SKP# to: boomerBoF@gmail.com.

Magazine

Boondockers: Casual group (no dues) enjoying the dry-camping lifestyle. Bimonthly newsletter lists rendezvous. (Dry-camp spots not listed.)
Stan/Mikki Vincent, subscription coordinators; Darryl and Judy Wilson,
editors. To join, contact Judy Wilson at wilsonjudwil2@gmail.com.
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Buffs: Social group for those who enjoy the swing, Poly and/or nude
lifestyle. The original group was formed over 20 years ago. After a
short break in operation and a change in leadership, we are back. Our
mission is to facilitate a community of like-minded members, with the
purpose of personal, family and community growth. The group has a
private Facebook group (only group members can see who’s in the
group). To join, contact Kelly/Tamarr McKay at BwOFBOF@gmail.com
Christian Fellowship: The Christian Fellowship BoF is a gathering
of Escapees believers drawing together to form a mobile churchwithout-walls for fellowship, fun, worship, spiritual growth and serving
communities. We pray for and encourage one another without
focusing on denominationalism. Meet at Escapades and Christian
Fellowship BoF rallies. Visit www.cfbof.com. Membership is free. For
rally information, contact Allen Ferguson, at fergizmo@thefergs.com.
Computers: For all computer users. Info is exchanged by e-mail. To
subscribe to the newsgroup, e-mail: skp-computer-bof+subscribe@
googlegroups.com. Contact: Andrew Richardson, 204 Rainbow Drive
#10474, Livingston TX 77399-2004; spun69@gmail.com.
DOVE (the Doves) • C-BoF: Hurricanes, tornados, floods, fires,
disasters rarely give us notice when they will happen. The time
volunteers give is crucial. When finances are at crisis levels in many
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organizations, the American Red Cross needs all the volunteer time
(and money) we can give. Join the DOVEs and partner with the
Red Cross to fill real needs. We’ll help train and pair you with the
right disaster response activity to provide life-sustaining assistance.
For info, visit: www.dovebof.org or contact Brian at president@
doveBoF.org or Don at membership@dovebof.org (210-268-3931).
Yearly dues: $10.
Escapees Traveling Yogi: All welcome, from dedicated yogis to
those curious about learning yoga. We practice yoga at Escapades,
Convergences and other meetups, share recommendations for yoga
teachers, studios, retreats and amazing places to practice. We support
each other in progressing our practices/healthy lifestyles while we
travel. We help those new to yoga. No dues. Join us on Facebook. Send
name, SKP# and interest to Theresé: tbjulo@yahoo.com Namaste.
Friends of Bill W: This group meets at Escapades and other Escapees gatherings. There are no dues or fees. Find a meeting or stay in
contact with each other while traveling. Contact Noble or Cyd, 238
Rainbow Dr., #13852, Livingston, TX 77399-2038. 404-578-0864.
noblecyd@reagan.com. To join, you need a Facebook account. Search
for Cyd Wise (Livingston, TX) and send a friend request to be added.
Full-time Graduating Class: For those who have graduated from
part-time to full-time RVing. Informal group/no newsletter or officers.
Correspondence is via the Escapees Discussion Forum. Join your class
by visiting the forum at www.rvnetwork.com, select “Graduating to
Full-Time” and year of your class.
Genealogy: SKP Genies. This group is all about friendship and family history. Our quarterly newsletter has BoF news and educational
articles on research techniques and sources. SKP Genies Magic (a
rally/research trip hybrid) held annually. Info and advice are shared
by Yahoo! group. Contact Albert at skpgenies@gmail.com or SKP Genealogy BoF, 142 Rainbow Dr., #4228, Livingston, TX 77399-1042.
Geocache: We provide a link enabling members to connect with other
SKP geocachers, share geocaching information, learn from others
and discover if other SKP geocachers are nearby. The BoF hosts an
annual multi-day rally in Quartzsite, AZ, in late January, featuring
morning seminars and afternoon caching outings. Communication
is via Facebook or e-mail. No dues/fees. To join, contact Wendy: skpgeocacheBoF@gmail.com. Include address, names, SKP#, phone#
and geocaching handle.
Hitches and Stitches: No muss, no fuss (no dues), chat about in our
private Facebook group, BoF Stitches and Hitches. Projects include
working with fabrics by hand or machine, clothes, quilts, embroidery
or crafts. We love them all. Share your successes and ask for help for
the oops projects. Contact Karla at karla.k.mika@gmail.com.
*NEW* Jeepers: Casual group (no rules/no officers/no cost) for
those who enjoy automobile off-roading. Meet at Escapades and/or
informal gatherings or simply share experiences online. Share routes,
trails, locations, equipment and photos. Facebook: Off Road Jeepers
BoF. To join send your name and SKP# to: JeepersBOF@gmail.com.
Line Dancers Unite: Join for free to find classes, rallies and special
events. Members contribute info on a city-by-city basis. Available
websites feature line-dance class locations and special events. No
dues or newsletters. To sign up, visit RVillage.com, click on “Groups”
or “Search” and enter “Line Dancers Unite.” In the left column on the
Group homepage, click “Join.” To read posts, click “Group Forum” at
the top of the page. Contact Margo, at Margo@TheMaxwellGroup.net.

Low-Carb Lifestyle: If you’re eating low-carb, join us! We’re here
to support and encourage each other online as well as during Convergences or our own meetups. Recipes and tips are welcome. We
meet online in our Facebook and RVillage groups. Send your name
and SKP# to Tree Plant treemama@gmail.com, contact Lauren at
desertlemon@gmail.com or Melissa at melissakadorian@gmail.com
Military, Veterans and Gold Star Families: Provides opportunities
for fellowship, food and fun to those still serving, have served or the
families of service members in the United States and Canadian Armed
Forces. No dues, and anyone wishing to join may contact Richard
Strait, 231-288-4222 EscapeesBOFMilitary&Veterans@gmail.com.
Nomadic Families: Brings RV families together to share info about
our lifestyle. Our mission is to promote exploration and freedom while
still maintaining a sense of community. It’s a place for traveling kids/
teens to make lasting connections with others where they are treated
as equals and encouraged to explore their surroundings, unhindered
by societal standards. Our goals are to have many events each year,
support Escapees/Xscaper family events and encourage our members
to form their own gatherings. Contact: bofnomadicfamilies@gmail.com.
NOMADS: Mission volunteers and individuals who travel with a purpose. A ministry of the United Methodist Church, specific to RVers who
wish to be involved in Christian service. Membership is not dependent
on church affiliation. Regular projects are three weeks, nationwide.
Disaster rebuild projects may be one week or more. Parking (W, E,S
incl.) is furnished. A current projects list is on NOMADS Website and
visible to its members, but with nationwide sites. To join visit www.nomadsumc.org or contact Doris at 318-613-6599 jakdori@gmail.com
Penwheels: Quarterly newsletter inspires, encourages and assists
writers in all styles of writing, published or not. Join our new group
forum at RVillage.com. Sign up for free. Then click search or groups, and
enter “Penwheels” in the search field. Click “join group” to post. Send
your Escapees membership number to Joanne Alexakis (joalexakis@
earthlink.net) to add your name to the e-mail newsletter list., contact
Penwheels editor at margo@themaxwellgroup.net.
Pet Lovers: For people who love animals. All pets welcome. Please join
our Facebook group: Stay connected with animal-loving Escapees; get
notices of occasional rallies and socials at Escapade. Juliet Whitfield:
970-729-2946, dogs@tailsfromtheroad.com, www.facebook.com/
groups/EscapeesPetLovers

SKP Photographers: For all photographers, casual to serious. Our
goal is to help members have fun with photography and to improve
their skills through our free online newsletter, meetings at Escapades/
rallies and in-the-field photo outings at interesting locations. To join,
visit: www.skpphotographers.com. Brock Brinkerhoff/Janine Vance,
skpphotographers@gmail.com.

SOWERs (Servants on Wheels): A nondenominational ministry of
born-again believers. We combine our love of RVing and service to our
Lord as we volunteer to work with other Christian ministries throughout
the U.S. and Canada. From our listing of approved ministries, we choose
projects and months we work; www.sowerministry.org.
Stonewall: Welcomes all gays, lesbians, bis, trans and their friends.
An informal group, we gather at Escapades, at Pride events and at
Quartzsite, Arizona, in January. Communication is online, so we can
meet each other as travels allow. Free to join/no newsletters, just
good times with great people! Contact Sean Miller, at seansmiller1@
gmail.com.
The SKP UTV/ATV: A group of people who like to ride their UTV/ATV.
If you have a UTV/ATV and like to ride responsibly while discovering
new places to camp and ride, we are the group for you. Open to
Escapees members. No dues. We are seeking new leadership. If interested contact Jimmy or Lockie at chapterdirectors@escapees.com.
NEW! Twist Your Throttle: Is an informal Escapees group who share
common interests in everything motorcycle. Our group is open to all
types of Escapees motorcycle riders, passengers, and bikes. Our goal
is to provide regular connections for motorcycle safety, repairs, rides,
and awareness through online presentations specifically for Escapees
who are on the move in an RV. There is no charge to join the group.
www.twistyourthrottle.com or www.facebook.com/twistyourthrottle.
Contact Lucinda Belden: lucinda@dwo.net.
Whole-Food, Plant-Based (WFPB): This WFPB BoF group is for
those interested in learning about and sharing information, Science
and recipes for the WFPB way of eating. This group focuses on science-based health reasons for eating a mostly plant-based diet. No
fees or dues. We’ll share information on a Facebook page, Whole-Food,
Plant-Based BOF SKP. Contact Ray Hatch: ray_h1941@yahoo.com
or Lodema Hatch: LO1942@hotmail.com to join.
Woodcarvers on Wheels: This group meets annually at North Ranch,
in Congress, Arizona, for a week-long workshop of carving, pyrography
and more. We enjoy gathering at Escapade and anywhere else our
paths may cross. Sharing ideas, patterns, hints and articles related
to anything wood. To join, send name, address, SKP# and $5/year to
John Ely, 3213 W. Main, #279, Rapid City, SD 57702. Newsletter
sent 3x a year. woodcarversonwheels@gmail.com.
Worldwide Travelers: We offer information about independent or
RV travel in countries around the world other than North America.
Information is shared through tips and travel reports. Free monthly
e-newsletter. To join, send your name and SKP# to Kathy Howe, at
wwtnews@gmail.com.

C-BoF (Certified BoFs): Check the “Events Calendar” for a listing of group activities. For additional details, call their voice mail: 888-757-7701,
plus extension— (DOVE x8083 and SOLOs x8080). BoF correspondence, questions and magazine listing updates should be sent to BoF Coordinator
Lockie Sailer, 100 Rainbow Drive, Livingston, TX 77351-9300, faxed to 936-327-4388 or e-mailed to BoF@escapees.com
ALL UPDATES MUST BE IN WRITING (TYPE, FAX OR E-MAIL) AND RECEIVED BY THE 10TH OF ODD-NUMBERED MONTHS. INCLUDE YOUR MEMBERSHIP NUMBER.
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SKP Freethinkers: The focus of this BoF is information, support and
community for atheists, agnostics, skeptics and all those who reject
supernatural belief. This BoF serves as a virtual meeting place and
forum for like-minded SKPs. We have a Website with a forum, newsletter and private Facebook page. Media in electronic/membership
is free. Visit www.skpfreethinkers.com or contact Howard Replogle,
at howardreplogle@SKPfreethinkers.com.

SOLOs • C-BoF: A group for single Escapees. Must be a current
member. Membership, $10/year. Three newsletters per year, member-hosted gatherings and pre-Escapade rallies. Download member
form: skpsolos.org/about/. Print form, complete and send with check,
payable to Escapees SOLOs, to Escapees SOLOs, 1970 N. Leslie St.
#556, Pahrump, NV. 89060. Roy Kannada: royk1072@gmail.com.

ESCAPEES

Prospecting and Metal Detecting: Share tips and information. To
join our Yahoo! group SKP-PandMD, contact Ken Parsons by e-mail:
rwsp606@gmail.com. to get roster and yearly newsletter, by e-mail,
$5; mailed, $15 a year. We get together yearly for a week of prospecting and fun. Make checks payable to Peggy Devine, Treasurer,
2121 E Keenan Way, Pahrump, NV 89048. kokopeggi@gmail.com

SKP Wheels of Progress: Politically engaged moderates/progressives
committed to constructively addressing public policy at every level of
government. By establishing relationships with like-minded SKPs, we
facilitate personal meetings. We strive to broaden our understanding
of issues, policies and candidates for public office. We seek ways to
strengthen our communities, nation and world by using our influence
to bring about positive change. A closed Facebook group is used to
connect. Free membership. To join, send SKP# to Larry Butler, at
techcfo@yahoo.com.

Marketplace
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SERVICE
STRENGTH
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Guided RV
Vacations

800-952-8496
FantasyRVTours.com

SINCE 1902

FNBlivingston.com
936-327-1234 | 800-324-9279

Call for a FREE

RV Travel Guide

Alaska • Mexico • Canada • USA • Overseas

FIRST STATE BANK

“When you need to Escape, just bring us along!”
Free Deposit Accounts • Online and Mobile Banking
Remote Deposit • Online Bill Pay
E-Statements • 24 hour Telebanking
Located 10 miles from Escapees RV Club
National Headquarters in Livingston, Texas
• ATM at Escapees Rainbows End •
4 Branches to Serve You
Livingston Main & West • Shepherd • Onalaska

Equal Housing
Lender

www.fsblivingston.bank
Magazine

936-327-5211 or 800-364-5211
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Financial StrategieS
For eScapeeS

Your retirement will likely last 20 years.
Will you have 20 years worth of money?
• LICeNSeD financial consultants
• Free no-obligation consultation
• Thousands of options
• Offices located at Rainbow’s End
HeatHer Brown, SKp #116551

Multigenerational wealth Strategies
800-260-1615
COMMERCIAL

MEMBER

100 Rainbow Drive
Livingston, TX 77351
hbrown@mgenwealth.com

www.mgenwealth.com

Securities offered through Securities America, Inc., Member
FINRA/SIPC. Advisory Services offered through Securities
America Advisors, Inc. Branch 575471: 100 Rainbow Drive,
Livingston, TX 77351. Tax and insurance services offered
through Multigenerational Wealth Strategies, LLC, which is
not affiliated with Securities America Companies. Legal services offered through Loring & Associates, PLLC, which is not
affiliated with Securities America Companies.
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WELCOME THESE NEW
COMMERCIAL MEMBERS

OUR ADVERTISERS PROVIDE
RV-related services that you can use!
Adventure Caravans......................................................................CM# 35.................................84
ARPC, LLC.............................................................................................CM# 748..............................39

RV TRADER CM #969
757-448-4774
RVER INSURANCE CM #970
817-494-1110
GEEKS ON TOUR CM #971
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LORING & ASSOCIATES, PLLC CM #972
800-260-1615
Advertising Opportunities with Escapees RV Club

Join the unique advertising opportunities provided by Escapees
RV Club. Place your product/service before a large, dynamic
and well-established RV community with regular advertising.
Visit www.escapees.com/advertise, call 936-327-8873 or e-mail
commercialmembership@escapees.com for more information.
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• Custom badge dangles
• Standard pin backs or optional magnetic clasps
• A wide selection of badge color options
• Special options for enamel pins
For special orders or custom engraving jobs,
call 936-327-8873 or visit the Website for
more information.

www.escapees.com/store
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Escapees Escapade Information................................................................................................32
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Escapees RVers Boot Camp.........................................................................................................79
Escapees RVers Good Neighbor Policy.................................................................................88
Escapees RVOU......................................................................................................................................60
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Badge designs
starting at just
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Workamper, Inc..................................................................................CM# 14..................................23

Classified Ads

SELL
IT OR BUY IT!
• Noncommercial classified ads: $20 minimum/base rate: up to 6 lines includes special title. Lines 7–12: $4 per line plus base rate. Over 13 lines:
$20 per line plus 7–12 and base rate. Six lines including photo: $50 ($4 per additional line. Over 12 lines: Additional fees apply.)
• Commercial classifieds: $20 per line, 5-line minimum, 5 percent discount for 6 issues or more.
(To estimate length of ad lines, 35 characters and spaces equal one line.)
• To send ad copy: Mail your typed submission and payment to Escapees Magazine, Attn: Classified Ads, 100 Rainbow Drive, Livingston, TX
77351-9300, or send it, with a credit card number, to 936-327-4388 (fax) or e-mail advertising@escapees.com.
• Copy deadlines: (Subject to space availability) J/F-Nov. 10 • M/A-Jan. 10 • M/J-March 10 • J/A-May 10 • S/O-July 10 • N/D-Sept. 10
HOME BASE
Linda Stevens—REALTOR-C21 AzWest
North Ranch • LindasellsAz@msn.com
CALL ME FOR LISTINGS or CALL ME TO LIST
Linda Stevens 928-232-9060
SKP 30347 • www.CongressMoves.com
ARIZONA RV HOMES.COM: New custom homes, from $300K
with F-HU RV parking inside a 22'x52' garage and additional F-HU
outside guest pad. Boating, off-roading and casinos nearby. Only two
hours from Las Vegas. Great home base or snowbird retreat. Phase 3 is
coming soon! 928-768-2900 or arizonarvhomes.com. Ron Bernstein,
Broker/Developer.
TX Sargent: Full-hookup RV lot for rent. Lot is 50'x100'. Fisherman?
Hunter? Come on down. Close to commercial boat ramp, with access
to the gulf. Daily, weekly or monthly rates. 979-429-1759.

HELP WANTED

Magazine

Idaho State Parks: Recruiting volunteers now for summer 2021.
Seeking active singles and couples as campground, special project,
maintenance and visitor services hosts April—October 2021. F-HU
provided with a minimum of 30 days, 24–30 hrs/site. Enjoy free
entry to all state parks, complimentary camping, scenic RV sites, outstanding training and friendly staff. Contact: kathryn.hampton@idpr.
idaho.gov, 208-514-2493. For info or to fill out an application online:
www.parksandrecreation.idaho.gov/activities/volunteering
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Vermont State Parks needs volunteers!: Duties vary by park
and generally involve maintenance and operations. FHU or W/E
available. Some parks are located in more remote areas. Schedules vary. Cell phone, TV reception and WiFi vary by park; pets are
allowed in most locations. Work 30 hours per week for a campsite
and many other benefits. Preference given to season-long commitment (mid-May through Labor Day or mid-Oct.), though some
shorter stays may be available. For more information and to apply:
www.vtstateparks.com/volunteering.html

MISCELLANEOUS

2015 Aliner Ranger Popup: Two soft dormers, 15' box, everything
functions. Good condition. Cool Cat heat pump, no heater. Three-way
refrigerator, two-burner range, propane water heater and an external
shower. External modifications: Wind Cheata wind kit, front storage
rack for spare tire and “battery tender” solar panel. Internal modifications: gutted cabinet for a porta-potty, modified twin beds for
queen mattress, removed cabinet top and installed clear plexiglass
for viewing inside. $9000K. Let the adventure begin! Contact Donald,
at donaldnwright@hotmail.com.

PRODUCTS

DoggieLawn: was created when founder Natalie wanted to find an
easy indoor dog bathroom solution to living in an apartment with dogs.
It’s the perfect, natural place for your pet to relax or go potty with
cold temps, crazy storms, or even if it’s in the middle of the night and
you don’t want to venture outside! DoggieLawn is an environmentally-friendly purchase. Learn more at www.doggielawn.com.
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DrySee: DrySee has created the first waterproof bandage with a
liquid indicator. If the seal of the bandage is broken and the wound
site gets wet, the gauze at the perimeter of the bandage or the center covering the wound site will turn blue, indicating it needs to be
changed. www.drysee.com
DryZzz: This dual sided pillowcase is soft on one side and cozy towel
like material on the other is perfect for those who go to sleep with wet
hair, suffer from night sweats, or even drool in their sleep! Machine
washable and dryer safe. Starting at $21.95 www.dryzzz.com
iLive Truly Wire-Free Earbuds with Charging Case and Speaker
(IAEBTS410B): These sweatproof and wire-free (truly wireless) earbuds deliver superior performance while you’re on the move. The
included case pulls double-duty as a Bluetooth speaker and charger,
so you have the option to listen to music out loud and keep a full
charge on your earbuds. iliveelectronics.com. $69.99.
LUNATEC®: Self-cleaning washcloths and odor-free dishcloths are
amazing with less bacteria, no smell and convenience. Ideal for RVs
and homes. Live healthier. 858-653-0401. www.lunatecgear.com
LUNATEC®: Aquabot® turns water bottles into misters and high-pressure sprayers. Cool you and your pets, hydrate and clean gear.
For more information, visit www.lunatecgear.com.
Handwarmer/charging bank: Ravean, an outdoor apparel company
that designs and manufactures durable and affordable heated jackets
and gloves, has launch of the first multi-purpose handwarmer/charging
bank. This ecoconscious, cork-wrapped device packs a significant
amount of heat and power. Designed with a five-volt, two-amp USBA
charging port, it’s powerful enough to charge a phone and other
on-the-go electronic devices including smart watches, tablets, lap
accessories and portable speakers. www.ravean.com. $39.99.
PatPat: Tired of tangled cords, messy closets or covered countertops?
For storage solutions that are smart and easy to implement, stop by
PatPat.com. That’s right, the same place that brought parents chic,
quality kids’ clothes at affordable prices is doing it again with all your
home organizing needs! Visit patpat.com for more information.
Scepter Military Water Cans: Used for over 30 years by NATO allied
forces in the field, our sturdy military water cans are now available
for consumer use. Virtually indestructible, the five-gallon containers
are up to the task of RV trips, sports expeditions and boating. Our
containers are a safe, affordable way to store water. Made from
rugged high-density polyethylene, Scepter Military Water Cans are
BPA-free, which keeps chemicals, odors and tastes out of your water.
The corrosion- and fungus-resistant containers keep the water clean
and safe. They can also withstand extreme weather conditions.
www.scepter.com
Spray Erase: Have fun at home and encourage creativity with Spray
Erase’s dry erase spray markers. These erasable, non-toxic markers
come in four colors to fill large areas or stencils on a whiteboard,
glass and any dry erase surface. They easily wipe clean when finished.
These are also great for homeschooling to help kids engage in new
subjects. www.sprayerase.com, $24.99.
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Farewell to our Escapees Friends
The Escapees RV Club expresses
sincere condolences to the families and
friends of deceased members.
Finch, Loyce #51290-December 7, 2020: (Laney, 314 Sundown Road, Knoxville, TN 37934) My best friend and husband
of over 43 years left this earth as strong and determined as he
lived. His fight ended from congestive heart failure at age 90.
Loyce served in the 8th Air Force, as a pilot in Germany and
France, during the Korean War. After serving in the Air Force, he
graduated from Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University in 1955.
He lived in Miami, Florida, for a while then moved to Lafayette,
Louisiana, where he was a pilot for Columbia Gas Company for
33 years. After his retirement, we began our travels as full-time
RVers. Loyce, was a wonderful story teller and enjoyed reliving
adventures with others. He was a contributor to Escapees
Magazine and to Kay Peterson’s book Rockin Chair Rebels. We
are lifetime Escapees members and members of The Original
Ranch SKP Co-op, where Loyce was fondly known as Boudreaux
because of his Cajun jokes. During our more than 23 years as
full-time RVers, we traveled to all 50 states, Canada and most of
Mexico. I am currently staying with my daughter and her family.
Please give me a call, at 865-306-0501 and leave a message if
you are in the area. I would love to share my husband’s memories.
He will be in my heart forever.
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Queen, Charles (Chuck) #74428-February 6, 2021: Chuck
and Joyce had 63 years together. They have many friends and
ranch hands at the original Ranch SKP Park where they have
lived over 18 years. Chuck was a member of The Ranch Board of
Directors and served as president. He and Joyce loved to travel,
fish, sail and ride their motorcycle. They loved life. (Reported by
friends Wallace and Jo Ann Mauck #74126)
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Smoot, Jeannie #28942-January 19, 2021: Jeannie died in
California.; her husband Marv died Feb 22, 2015. They moved
to Green Valley, Arizona, in 2005, and back to California to be
near family in 2013. They owned lots in Park Sierra, Saguaro
and KOFA SKP Co-ops. Jeannie had been residing in an assisted-living facility for several years. (Reported by friends Steve and
Gail Ault #41031)

We appreciate notification of the deceased by caring friends;
however, please obtain permission from a spouse or family member before submitting a notice for publication. Send notices to:
Escapees Magazine, 100 Rainbow Drive, Livingston, Texas 77351,
or e-mail departmentseditor@escapees.com.
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Preserve the privilege of overnight parking.
Follow the code and encourage others to follow it, too!

Overnight Parking Etiquette

RVERS GOOD NEIGHBOR POLICY
Dear Fellow RVers,
The Good Neighbor Policy was created in the early 90s by Escapees RV Club. Since then, it
has become the industry standard code of conduct for overnight parking. We hope that the
Good Neighbor Policy serves as a reminder that RVers must be respectful of the communities
they visit.
Some of the most respected RV consumer clubs have joined Escapees to support your privilege to park on private businesses’ property overnight under the following code of conduct:
Industry-sanctioned Code of Conduct
(RVers Good Neighbor Policy)
1. Stay one night only!
2. Obtain permission from a qualified individual.
3. Obey posted regulations.
4. No awnings, chairs or barbecue grills.
5. Do not use hydraulic jacks on soft surfaces (including asphalt).
6. Always leave an area cleaner than you found it.
7. Purchase gas, food or supplies as a form of thank you, when feasible.
8. Be safe! Always be aware of your surroundings and leave if you feel unsafe.

Not following the code has serious consequences and is detrimental to the rights of all
RVers. Already, some municipalities have passed ordinances to prohibit parking on private
business property overnight.
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Most of the complaints lodged regarding RV parking on business parking lots have to do
with aesthetics and perceived abuse of the privilege. There are a variety of competing
interests that were balanced to arrive at this industry-sanctioned code of conduct. As you
can see, the code of conduct is nothing more than an RVers “Good Neighbor” policy.
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If your plans include touring the area, staying for more than one night, or necessitate conduct
not within the code, please relocate to a local campground. It’s the right thing to do!

Please do not take offense to this letter; it is only provided as a reminder that RVers must
be perceived as good neighbors or there will be more pressure to institute state, county
and local ordinances to prohibit parking on private business property.
We wish you safe and happy travels,

Download a copy of the RVers Good Neighbor Policy at www.escapees.com/benefits/rv-advocacy

PERIODICAL
100 Rainbow Drive, Livingston, TX 77351-9300
888-SKP-CLUB • www.escapees.com
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Encore Episodes Airing Now

Season 3 starts May 15 th

Saturday Mornings on

Streaming FREE* on

@TheRVersTV

www.TheRVers.TV

Anthony

Peter

John

Tom

Cait

*On Discovery GO for a limited time. Also streaming on Apple TV/iTunes, Amazon, and Google Play with exclusive bonus content

SOMETHING THIS GOOD
SHOULD BE SHARED...
MEMBERSHIP BENEFITS
Adventure, Education and Support Services

Association Specials

• Mail Forwarding Service with scanning option (domicilecompliant addresses in Texas, Florida and South Dakota)
• Strong RV advocacy coalition (protecting RVers’ rights)
• Escapees Maps (plan your trip online)
• Escapees Job Board (looking for work or looking for hire)
• Escapees magazine (digital versions and archives online, too!)
• Escapade (annual Escapees club rally with education and social
opportunities)
• RVers Boot Camp (fundamental RV training)
• SmartWeigh (accurate and detailed RV-weighing service)
• Member News (biweekly updates on events, benefits, and articles)
• RVers Online University (reliable, online RV education)
• RVNetwork.com (discussion forum for all RV-related topics)
• HOPs (unique land, sea and air adventures with Escapees)
• Chapters and BoF groups (fun ways to meet other RVers)
• Online “Articles and Blogs” section (2000-plus articles)
• Hangouts (meet up with other Escapees for fun, active experiences)

•
•
•
•
•
•

Escapees Roadside Assistance
Product discounts on tires, batteries, and more
RV insurance (full-time RV specialists)
Financial and legal services
Service discounts
Opportunities for additional savings through partnerships with
other RV clubs and organizations
• CARE (rest, recover and recuperate)

A Comprehensive RV Park System
• Rainbow Parks—friendly, clean and fun. Reservations available.
• An extensive network of parks across North America, offering
Escapees members 15-50% off overnight rates
• Overnight parking options offered by Escapees members
• Home-base options, plus short- and long-term parking/leases

www.escapees.com

ONLY

MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION | INFORMATION REQUEST

Mail this form to Escapees RV Club • 100 Rainbow Drive • Livingston, TX 77351 • 936-327-8873 • or visit www.escapees.com

$499*5
TODAY!
JOIN

I’m simply requesting an information kit and FREE copy of Escapees magazine.
Payment information not required.
New Members
I am enclosing my annual membership fee of $49.95 (Canada and Mexico, add $10). All payments in U.S. currency.

Name: ________________________________________________________________________________________ (Your address will not be sold.)
Last				First			Partner

Permanent mail address: __________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
			

Street					

City			

State		

Zip

My e-mail address: ________________________________________________________________ Contact phone #: _______________________________
I prefer the digital Escapees magazine and would like to opt out of the printed copy.
Include my address in the members-only membership directory:
Please contact me about my local chapter:

Yes

No		

Yes

Yes

No

No
Subscribe me to Club News e-mails:

Yes

No

How did you hear about Escapees? ________________________________________________________________________
Type of RV:

Motorhome

Check #: __________ Credit:

Fifth-wheel
Visa

M/C

Travel trailer

Other _____________________________________________

Discover Card #__________ __________ __________ __________ Exp _______/_______

* With the exception of
the veterans’ discount,
this special rate cannot be
combined with other offers.

